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ABSTRACT
This study examines the sociocultural aspects of fishery
development in the Republic of the Marshall Islands.

It is

based upon field research conducted through interviews with
indigenous fisherfolk, business people, and expatriates.

The

Marshall Islands were selected because they have a limited
economic base, yet have abundant fishery resources which have
considerable potential to generate foreign exchange.

Many

studies focus on the technical aspects of fishery resource
development.

However, none address the sociocultural factors

that influence its success.

This thesis demonstrates that

several aspects of Marshallese fishing society, some of which
correspond to

characteListi~s

of the peasantry identified by

Rogers (1969), can impede small-scale fisheries development
at both individual and institutional levels.

Understanding

these aspects may help the RMI to more effectively develop its
fisheries.
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PREFACE

This study is based primarily upon ten weeks of on-site
field research in the Republic of the Marshall Islands (RMI)
in the spring of 1988.
research,

personal

knowledgeable

Prior to embarking upon the on-site
interviews

sources

in

were

Honolulu

who

conducted
provided

with
further

insights into the problems and potentials of Pacific Island
fisheries.
fields

Also,

literature research

of development,

fisheries,

wa~

conducted in the

economics,

politics and

anthropology to provide an historical, economic, social and
cultural framework for analyzing the problem.
Approximately half the field research time was spent in
Majuro,

the

other half

in

rural

atolls

(islets

in Arno,

Ailinglaplap, Ebon and Maloelap atolls--see maps and appendix
A.)

The Marshallese-English Dictionary (Abo et al. 1976) is

used for the proper spelling of Marshallese words and place
names.

These islets were selected because of their varying

degree of contact with urban centers.

Arno is thirty nautical

miles from Majuro (Micronitor News and Printing Co.

v

n.d.),

Ailinglaplap is a large atoll with its primary ties to Ebeye
(the urban center that services the missile range on Kwajalein
atoll) and is the seat of many traditional chiefs.

The center

of Maloelap' s

of Majuro

(Micronitor

lagoon

News

is

and

about

112

printing

Co.

miles

north

n.d.).

Ebon

relatively isolated, southernmost atoll in the RMI:

is

the

it is the

only major atoll without an airstrip and is visited by major
ships every two to three months.
The

wide

spectrum

of

key

informants

provide

a

representative sample of the role of fish in the society and
its

potential

for

development.

Approximately

twenty

subsistence fisherfolk (both men and women) were interviewed
on all outer atolls.

On Toka, Ebon, two individual interviews

were obtained in addition to a general interview of all the
adult members of the community (approximately forty) who met
one night at a schoolroom gathering illuminated by operating
a generator.
valuable

Old fishermen were particularly interesting and

informants.

subsistence
socioeconomic

fisherfolk

Care

was

taken

informants

to

ensure

represent

range and are not merely

its

the

that
full

upper strata.

English-speaking locals and Marshallese-speaking Peace Corps
volunteers were invaluable as interpreters.
Approximately

twenty

local

Majuro atoll were interviewed.

subsistence

fishermen

in

They represent a wide spectrum

of individuals (e.g. fishery officials, cultural specialists,
fish

merchants,

a

boat

builder,
vi

people

with

planned

or

existing fishing businesses, nutritionists and social service
workers,

taxi

drivers

and

laborers)

and

were

interviewed in the context of their occupation

usually

Approximately

twenty-five expatriates (aliens) working in the RMI were also
interviewed.

The

research

relies

heavily

upon

these

expatriates because they manage several operations in various
economic sectors:

development planning, retail businesses,

banking, marine capture and mariculture fisheries development
projects and tourism.

Information regarding local small-scale

commercial fishermen was obtained mostly from their employers,
although two such men were interviewed.

Key informants were

asked about their perceptions regarding projected or actual
socieconomic
fisheries.
current

impacts

of developing

small-scale

Questions focused on the:

fishery

in

terms

of

(1) evolution to the

methods

and

equipment;

allocation of fishery-related tasks by sex;
economic

factors

that

influence

commercial

the

(3)

(2)

social and

acceptability

and

viability of developing small-scale commercial fisheries; (4)
frequency of fishing;

(5) socioeconomic variation within the

fishing

-~·Ei)

communi ties;

prevalence

and

determination

of

ciguatera fish poisoning; (7) informants' perceptions of the
abundance

of

marine

resources

and;

(8)

distribution

and

marketing of the harvest.
In addition, socioeconomic information was collected on
each

islet with

further

simple observation

indicators

of

techniques

socioeconomic
vii

to

provide

conditions.

Infrastructure was noted by recording: the number of homes and
the type of building materials used; airstrips, generators,
and radios; and religious, health and education infrastructure
and personnel.
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GLOSSARY OF MARSHALLESE TERMS USED IN THE TEXT
Alab:

Land manager.

Alele:

Many people surround a school of fish in shallow
water using a coconut leaf chain as scarer.

Arme:

Described as an indigenous tree, the bark fibers of
which were used to make a rope. Not found in the
dictionary.

Am:

Sennit used for tying canoes.

Baanke:

Squash.

Barulep:
Batur:
Bob:

Coconut crab.
Crave fish.

General name for any pandanus plant.

Bulak:

Sturgeon fish.*

Bum-bum: Diesel-powered wooden boat, locally made, used for
intra and inter atoll transport.
Bwa:

Fishing pole.

Bweo:

Coconut fiber.

Bwebwe:

Tuna.

Dri jerbal:

Worker.

Eeonodnwod:

Go fishing frequently.

Ek:

Fish.

Ek monaknak:

Smoked fish.

Ek sal:
Eo:

Salted fish.

Fishing line.

Eo eke:

Nylon fishline.

Eolal:

Bottom fishing in lagoon.

Iaraj:

Taro.

Ilarak:

Trolling outside the lagoon.

Injil 10k:
Iroij:

outboard motor.

Chief (male).

Jekaro:

Coconut sap.

Jera:

Squirrel fish.

Jilo:

Dog-toothed tuna.

Jiltroul:
Described as a large shell harvested by women on
Toka, Ebon. Not found in the dictionary.
Jiton:

Large sailing canoe.

Jojo:

Flying fish.

Jukwe:

Described as a shellfish harvested by women on Toka,
Ebon. Not found in the dictionary.

Kanwod:

Mend net.

Katooj: From tooj meaning "conspicuous." A fishing method
where lobster or coconut crab are hunted at night when
the moon is right.
Ke:

Dolphin.

Keepran:

Banana.

Kojjaromrom: A fishing method-- line fishing at night,
jerking the line to cause phosphorescence in water to
attract fish to the bait.
Kokkojekjek:

Trolling inside the lagoon.

Korkor:

Paddling canoe.

Leroij:

Chief (female).
xvii

Maan:
Ma:

Pandanus leaf.
General term for the breadfruit, Artocarpus incisus.

Mona radah:
Manun:

Unicorn fish.*

Fermented coconut sap.

Made:

Spear.

Mole:

Rabbitfish.

Mon:

Soldier fish.

Mone:

Surgeonfish.

Mwio:

Coconut leaf chain used in fishing as scarer.

Ni:

Drinking coconut.

Ok kadkad:
Okaetok:
Or:

Throw net.
Long net.

Lobster.

Pako:

Shark.

Tilkawor: Hunting for lobsters at night by means of
artificial light, not moonlight.
Tipnol:
Turon:
U:

Large outrigger canoe for sailing.
Spearfishing.

Fish trap.

Urok:
Wa:

To fish from a canoe.
Canoe.

Waini:
Wato:
Wojla:

Mature coconut meat.
Land tract.
A sail.

Wok en bobo:
Won:

Net for catching flying fish.

Turtle.

xviii

*

definitions from Marshallese-English Dictionary (Abo et
ale 1976) with the exception of those marked by an asterisk
which are from independent sources.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND SETTING

Small-scale fisheries development has been identified
as an especially problematic area (Allsopp 1985; Bailey 1987;
Bailey et al. 1986; Johannes 1978 and 1981; Klee 1980; Lofgren
1982; McVey 1987; Pollnac 1985, 1988a; and Royce 1987).

As

a renewable natural resource,

fisheries are often compared

with small-scale agriculture.

Indeed, much can be learned

about developing the fishery by examining the development
experiences of small-scale farmers.

While the differences

between farmers and fishermen with respect to development have
been emphasized (Pollnac 1985), there are some similarities
as well.
Perhaps

the

most

significant

commonalities

are

characteristics of peasantry that both farmers and fisherfolk
eXhibit, and which impact their amenability to development and
change

(Forman

1970;

Lofgren

1982;

Rogers

1969).

The

characteristics of the peasantry identified by Rogers, Forman
and

Lofgren that affect the potential
1

for developing the

2

fishery include:
interpersonal
future

dependency;

relations:

orientation;

powerlessness.

familism;

sharing

deferred

and

mutual distrust in

reciprocity;

gratification;

and

limited

political

These peasant characteristics are defined and

discussed in chapter iii.
The purpose of this thesis is to test the utility of
using the peasant society model,

as

identified above,

to

arrive at an understanding of fishery development issues in
the Republic of the Marshall Islands (RMI).
is to

Another intent

identify appropriate approaches to develop the RMI

fishery.

The RMI was

chosen because

it has

few

natural

resources besides copra and marine products with significant
potential to generate foreign exchange through development and
export.

In

addition,

two

factors

encourage

the

RMI

to

diversify its economy by developing its marine resources: (1)
a decline in the world market for copra,
export and primary source of

the RMI's major

foreign exchange and;

( 2)

a

recent change in political status from a U.S. Trustee to a
rreely Associated state.

The RMI has emphasized small-scale

commercial fishery development as a means of diversifying the
economy:
to increase domestic fish production in order to
replace imports and to increase exports; to develop
the fisheriel? sector as a major component of the
country's
economic
base,
by
encouraging
the
development of artisanal fishing as well as locally
based large scale commercial fishing: [and] to promote
locally based fish processing activities both on a
small scale and on a large scale .
(RMI 1988a,
195)

3

For this reason,

it is a productive area for testing the

solutions applied to developing the small-scale commercial
fishery.

study Area Selection

A Changing Society
The RMI is a group of twenty-nine coral atolls and five
individual islands dispersed throughout 750,000 square miles
of

the

central

Pacific

Ocean

(RMI

1988a).

approximately seventy square miles of land.

It

contains

An atoll consists

of a chain of islets that encircle a lagoon.

The average RMI

atoll is an irregular oval twenty-five miles long.

The islets

are usually long, narrow strips of land less than a few miles
long and four hundred yards wide, elevated a few feet above
sea level.

This makes them vulnerable to flooding during

storms.
The population of the RMI was estimated at 40,000 in
1987 (Gunasekera, Shakya, and Ramm 1987).

Fifty percent of

the population was under fifteen years old at the 1980 census
(U.S. Department of State 1987).
growth

rate

is

one

of

The RMI's annual population

the highest

in

the

world:

it

is

projected at 4 percent from 1986-1991 (RMI 1988a).

The high

population

(1)

growth

rate

is

attributed

to:

the

establishment of colonialism and mission influence, causing
traditional leadership and its population controls to decline
and;

(2)

improved medical care

(Connell 1983).

The RMI' s

4

population growth will

strain

its ability to

support

population adequately in the future (Johnson 1987).
two urban
island

centers;

downtown Majuro,

in Kwajalein atoll

range.

and

Ebeye,

its

There are
a

75-acre

that services the U. S.

missile

As a result of rural to urban migration, Majuro and

Ebeye are now home to about two-thirds of the Marshallese
population:

approximately fifteen thousand Marshallese live

in Majuro and eight thousand reside in Ebeye.
most

densely

populated

Pacific

island

with

Ebeye is the
a

population

density of 61,000 people per square mile (Department of state
1987; Carroll 1986; Gunasekera, Shakya, and Ramm 1987).

Urban

migration appears to have slowed since the mid-1970s

(RMI

1988a) .
Considerable disparity exists between urban centers and
the outer islands in their levels of development
1983; Gunasekera, shakya, and Ramm 1987).

(Carroll

The outer islands

lack Majuro's health, education, social services and physical
infrastructures:

electricity,

piped

running

water,

a

hospital, several high schools, banking and credit facilities,
trade

and

commerce,

activities--including

hotels

and

one

for

restaurants,
a

sewer,

construction
international

telecommunications and extensive transportation networks.

In
-

contrast, outer islands typically have a dispensary, church,
solar-powered radio, one or two generators, a coral airstrip,
a primary school, two-wheeled carts, and a few bicycles or
motor vehicles on larger islets.

The twenty-two rural atolls

5

have 72 percent of the RMI's total elementary and secondary
schools,

yet

(Gunasekera,

only

one

Shakya,

outer

atoll

has

and Ramm 1987).

a

high

school

Homes are one-room

structures made of thatch, plywood, corrugated tin and/or tarp
with coral or concrete floors.

A few newer homes have glass

windows but most have push-out windows propped open by boards.
Cookhouses are separate structures.
Majuro's

transportation

approximately
private

thirty-seven

motor

bicycles.
handling,

vehicles,

miles

network
of

road

motorcycles,

consists
used

public

by

of

taxis,

buses

and

Both Majuro and Ebeye have containerized cargo
warehousing

and

transhipment

international and domestic air services.

facilities:

and

The government-owned

Airline of the Marshall Islands (AMI) serves most outer atolls
with flights

from Majuro.

Government-operated field trip

ships visit outer islands every few months to deliver supplies
and collect copra and other products bound for processing,
sale or distribution in Majuro.

Most outer island trading

activities occur during" the periodic visits of field trip
ships.

Intra and inter atoll transport is also conducted by

diesel-powered

boats

called

bum-bums

(also

booms), which are discussed in appendix B.

spelled

boom-

Usually, outer

island fisherfolk must rely upon the often-irregular schedules
of the

airline,

field

trip ships or bum-bums

products to urban markets.

to deliver

The RMI has twelve deep-water

docks (Gunasekera, Shakya, and Ramm 1987).

6

While the RMI depends upon its primary export, copra,
to earn foreign exchange,

it is an inadequate base for an

agricultural economy (Connell 1983).

The rural population

produces copra as its main, sustainable cash income source.
The RMI government reportedly subsidizes about half of copra
production to discourage greater rural migration to Majuro and
Ebeye,

which

appeal

are

considered

loci

of

change

excitement and appeal to rural youth in particular.

and
This

makes the outer islands extremely vulnerable to fluctuating
copra prices on the world market.
dropped

considerably

in

the

The price of copra has

1980s

(Johnson

1988b)

due

partially to the concerns of Western consumers about the high
saturated fat content of coconut oil.
Political changes have also stimulated the RMI to seek
alternative strategies to earn foreign exchange.

The RMI has

recently become a sovereign country in free association with
the u.s.

It is attaining domestic, economic and, to a certain

extent, political self-determination.

The Marshall Islands

were part of the _ former strategic Trust Territory of the
Pacific created by the UN in 1947 and administered since then
by the U.s.

However, its administration has apparently been

terminated pursuant to the Presidential Proclamation issued
on 3 November 1986 (U.S. President 1986).
The U.s. will continue to underwrite the bulk of the
RMI budget,

consequently,

it will most likely continue to

exert stror-g influence on the RMI's decision-making processes

7

and development initiatives.

u.s.

Government grants provide

82 percent of the RMI's annual revenues ($70. million) as tied
and untied compact capital funds; other funds available under
the Capital Improvement Program and

u.s.

federal grants; and

those provided to the Kwajalein Atoll Development Authority
(RMI1988a).

The remaining 18 percent has been derived from

domestic sources (e.g.

exports,

fishing licenses and local

taxes [Gunasekera, Shakya, and Ramm 1987; Novak 1987]).

The

enormous quantity of money the U.S. has granted the RMI has
created and maintained artificially high standards of living
for the Marshallese and helped to perpetuate a tendency to
rely heavily on continued foreign assistance (Carroll 1986;
Hezel 1979, 1980).

The RMI will receive decreasing sums of

money throughout the next fifteen years under terms of the
Compact of Free Association.
Amata Kabua,

consequently, RMI President,

is searching for additional income sources to

replace the scheduled revenue decreases.
Hence, development of the small-scale commercial fishery
has been selected as a

strategy to achieve the goals of

economic diversification and development
Department of Commerce 1985;
Technology

Assessment

1987;

Kattil
Char

1987;

1987).

(RMI

1984b;

U. S.
As

U. S.

Office of
envisioned,

development of small-scale commercial fisheries by upgrading
the subsistence 'fishery would increase fish production and
marketing both nationally and internationally.

During the

First Five Year Development Plan Period from 1985-1990, 3.1

8

percent of funding is to be allocated to the fishery sector
(RMI 1988a [see appendix C]).
Local and expatriate informants from rural and urban
areas

perceive

the

development

of

small-scale

commercial

fishing as an attractive alternative to copra production.

As

a local boatbuilder says, "in the Marshall Islands, the money
is

in the water,

not on the land."

fisherman comments that,

Further,

a

Maloelap

"I don't really understand why we

make more copra and sell

less

fish."

Marshall

Islanders

express enthusiasm about developing the small-scale commercial
fishery, describing its advantages as:
more

profitable

than

copra

production

(1) being easier and
(requiring

several

laborious steps: e.g. husking, opening, drying and smoking)
and;

(2)

having a quicker turn-around t).I!'e for receipt of

payment.

Arno fisherfolk anticipate that "everyone" would

fish for money if it were possible.
Additionally, many fisheries development experts believe
that the RMI has significant high value fishery resources with
small-scale development potential;

in particular,

offshore

pelagics such as skipjack, wahoo and mahi mahi; and bottom
fish like snappers and groupers.

Shark fins, spiny lobster,

deepwater shrimp, sea cucumber (beche-de-mer) and ornamental
fish

are

also

considered

for

small-scale development

and

export to foreign markets in Kwajalein, Honolulu, the western
U.S., and Asia
E]).

(Shepard and Clark 1984 [see appendices 0 and

Finally, it is noted that the RMI's location as the last
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usual

stop

on

the Micronesian

air

route

before

Honolulu

enhances its fish-exporting capabilities by reducing travel
delays.
Thus, available information suggests that:
believe

that

they

develop

small-scale

would

strongly

fisheries:

support

(2)

marine

(1)

locals

initiatives

to

resources

are

available for development and: (3) fisheries development could
provide outer islanders with employment, thereby discouraging
the attraction of urban migration.

The Need for Social Information on the Fishery
Virtually
government

all

officials

the
to

Marshallese
rural

fisherfolk,

consul tants

(Shepard and Clark 1986)

problem

achieving

of

technical

expertise,

fisheries
equipment

'interviewed,
well

as UN

perceive the primary

development
and

as

from

as

a

lack of

infrastructure.

They

appear to disregard social, cultural and economic interactions
between technology and its recipients.

Approaches based upon

this perception assume that development can be achieved by
technical means alone: yet social and cultural factors often
prove

the

major

constraints

to

realizing

development

objectives (Allsopp 1985: Bailey 1987: Emmerson 1980: McVey
1987: Pollnac 1985, 1988a).

-

A literature search produces no

investigations that focus on the social aspects of fishery
development

in the RMI,

aspects to the peasantry.

or on the

relationship

This dearth of

of

these

information is
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serious since fisheries development is regarded as a primary
strategy for developing the RMI's economy.

The current study

bridges this gap by focusing on sociocultural constraints to
fisheries development in Marshallese society.

The findings

have applications to other world regions where a transition
from subsistence to small-scale commercial fishing is planned.

Summary
In sum, the RMI has identified the development of smallscale fisheries as a strategy for economic diversification and
development.

However, no assessments of

the sociocultural

feasibility of fishery development plans have been conducted
yet.

The next chapter examines the RMI fishery to provide a

basis for assessing sociocultural factors that are important
in the development process.

CHAPTER II
THE RMI FISHERY AND ITS EVOLUTION SINCE WORLD WAR II
This

chapter describes

the

three

basic

RMI

fishery

sectors; nearshore subsistence, small-scale commercial, and
large-scale offshore; and the evolution of the subsistence
fishery

since World War II.

The Marshallese subsistence

fishery had already evolved markedly from their traditional
state prior to the war.

However, World War II is used as the

starting point for this discussion since the oldest generation
remembers the war, and the U.S. assumed trusteeship over the
Marshall

Islands

in

1946.

The

chapter

concludes

by

identifying factors that have influenced the development of
the subsistence fishery over the last four decades.

Marshall Island Fishery Sectors

Subsistence
Subsistence fishing is defined as a part-time occupation
where

the

fishing

family

product without selling it.

or

local

community

consume

the

Approximately 45 percent of the
11
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Marshallese population was engaged in subsistence agriculture,
forestry,

fisheries and mining in 1980

State 1987).
source

of

The subsistence
animal

protein

in

(U.S.

Department of

fishery provides
the

outer

the major

islands.

It

traditionally consists of reef, lagoon and nearshore pelagic
fishing.

The

harvest

includes

parrotfish,

wrasses,

surgeonfish (mone), rabbitfish (mole), lobster (or), coconut
crab (barulep), and lagoon groupers and snappers.

The large

diversity of reef fish have traditionally been obtained with
simple means, described in appendix B.

Subsistence fisherfolk

also troll offshore during calm weather for pelagic species
including tuna

(bwebwe),

wahoo and mahimahi.

Appendix

F

describes general characteristics of the subsistence fishery.

Small-Scale Commercial
Approximately 0.6 percent of the total RMI population
was engaged in commercial agriculture, forestry, fishing, and
mining in 1980 (U.S. Department of State 1987).

The small-

scale commercial fishery in the RMI is mostly based in Majuro.
It

supplies

distributors.

fish

to

urban

markets

and

international

Approximately forty men in Majuro depend upon

fishing as their sole or primary source of income.

Small-

scale commercial fishing is considered a full-time operation
although men pursue it seasonally and often only three or four
days a week.

Small-scale commercial fishermen spend their

income on family groceries, to pay for fuel for fishing, gear,
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vessels

and motors

chapter iii).
home

(Carpenter 1987)

and other

items

(see

The unsold commercial catch is usually kept for

consumption

or given

to

relatives

Department of Commerce 1985).

or

friends

(U. s.

Appendix G contains a more

detailed description of small-scale commercial fishing boats,
crews,

and

fishermen:

appendix

H describes

further

the

distribution of catch and fishery-derived income.
A clear

distinction

must

be

made

between

the

many

individuals who fish for subsistence and recreation and sell
surplus

fish

fishermen.
them as:

occasionally,

and

small-scale

commercial

A fish merchant describes the difference between
the former only go fishing for money when they are

confident that they will receive a specific price per pound,
but commercial fishermen will fish on a regular basis even
when they anticipate relatively little payment (one dollar per
pound) due to short-term price fluctuations.

For instance,

a Marshallese subsistence fisherman only catches and sells
fish to a

feeding program if he

~is

is certain that he will

receive $1.25 per pound.

Large-Scale Commercial
Foreign
commercial

fishing

fishery

vessels

in the RMI

dominate
and direct

offshore pelagics to international markets.

the
tuna

large-scale
and

other

Studies (Doulman

1986; Doulman and Kearney 1986; Floyd 1987) and international
agencies involved in Pacific Island fisheries often prioritize
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the large-scale commercial fishery issues because it is a
financially

rewarding

develop

tuna

compete

with

industry.

harvesting
those

and

Resources

processing

earmarked

for

allocated

capabilities

small-scale

to
may

fishery

development, but the large-scale offshore tuna industry is not
a focus of this paper.

significance of the Fishery

Subsistence and small-scale commercial

fisheries are

critical to traditional and modern Marshallese society.

Fish

are the largest and most preferred single source of animal
protein in the traditional Marshallese diet:
fisherman says,

as one Majuro

"we like fish better than any other meat."

Appendix I contains additional information on Marshallese fish
consumption.

The sixty-six fishing methods detailed in the

Marshallese-English

Dictionary

underscore

the

traditional

importance of fishing to the society, such as, "line fishing
at night, jerking the line to cause phosphorescence in water
to attract fish to the bait [kojjaromrom]" (Abo et ale 1976].

Process of Change in Marshallese Fishing Equipment and
Methods Since World War II

A

fishery

Ailinglaplap,

survey

Kwajalein,

conducted
Enewetak,

in

1946

on

Majuro,

Jaluit and Likiep

(U.S.

Department of Interior 1947) offers a basis of comparison to
reveal the striking and fundamental changes that have occurred
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in

fishing

equipment

and

methods,

and

aspirations, over the last four decades.

in

Marshallese

Old rural fishermen

and direct observations provide most of the information on the
subsequent

change.

Appendix

B details

specific

fishing

equipment and methods used since World War II.
The Marshallese perceptions of their own fishing needs
have evolved strikingly between 1946 and 1988.

In 1946, the

Marshallese defined their fishing equipment needs as lines,
hooks and lures; today the needs are expressed as iceboxes,
generators, motorboats and delivery boats for fish products.
A second major change is the development of an emphasis on
motorized boats.

The desire for modernity and convenience,

discussed

in

later

the

chapter,

seems

to

drive

these

transitions.
The Ailinglaplap atoll fishery, as described in 1946,
generally characterized those of Majuro,

Likiep and Jaluit

atolls at the same time:
the inhabitants must depend largely on fishing for
their protein food.
The men go fishing practically
every day. They formerly had throw nets, but due to
the war these are now worn out and there is no twine
for replacement. The natives depend mainly on spears
and on collecting small giant clams and other shell
fish.
For the entire population there are only two
short seines of about two inch square mesh, and an
average of one fish hook for ten men. Although most
fishing is done by men, the women sometimes use small
hand nets to catch small fish on the reef.
The
natives formerly used feather lures for trolling from
their canoes outside the reef, but at the present time
they have so few hooks that this is out of the
question. (Department of Interior 1947, 10).
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In

1946,

Department

of

Majuro
Interior

had

a

population

1947).

constructing some new canoes,

Majuro

of

1,236

(U.s.

residents

were

the supply of which appeared

ample for meeting local needs.

The community of Laura in

Majuro had about 220 sailing canoes and forty-two paddling
canoes.

This contrasts markedly with 1988:

a Laura fisherman

states that " . . . there are fewer than ten korkor (paddling
canoes)

in Laura now because everyone is using motorboats."

He attributes the

great reduction in canoe numbers to the

fact that "we had no motorboats at that time."

Similarly, a

Maloelap fisherman and a Peace Corps volunteer (PCV) report
that Maloelap and Wotje had about 150 canoes that would fill
the lagoons with their sails as recently as World War II.

The

present study only found twelve functional canoes in Maloelap.
Most of Majuro's fishing

in 1946 was conducted with

handlines and hooks, and spears, a few seines, and some throw
nets and wooden traps.

Torching was conducted on the reefs

at night to catch spiny lobsters.

In 1946, Laura residents

expressed their need for handlines, leader wire, swivels, and
enough twine to replace worn surround net seines.

similarly,

Likiep required additional hooks and sinkers for handlining
and seine twine for the construction of nets;
residents

were,

"especially

desirous

of

and Jaluit

obtaining

hooks,

handlines, steel rods for making spears, spears, and feather
jigs (u.s. Department of Interior 1947, 12)."

Jaluit atoll

residents lacked fishing supplies to harvest their atoll's
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abundant seafood because their throw nets had worn out, and
twine or lead was not available for constructing replacements.
Minimal assistance in securing these goods was deemed adequate
for rectifying the problem.
In Enewetak, fish hooks were very scarce in 1946 and its
139 inhabitants used homemade spears with barbs.

Aside from

their novelty, the people appeared disinterested in sling-type
spears and large throw nets brought by the Western surveyors.
On nearby Kwajalein, little subsistence fishing was conducted:
the

few Marshallese

not driven

experiments had mostly

stopped

away

by U. S.

fishing

atomic

because

bomb

they were

employed by the U.S. Navy.

Observed Changes in the Fishery
Decreases in Communal Techniques

Outer islanders say that post-war subsistence fishing
has

become

less

communal

and more

individualistic.

The

practice of many cooperative activities such as fishing and
the

construction

(Knudson 1970).

and maintenance

of

canoes

have

decl ined

One of these cooperative activities is a

fishing method called alele.

Marshall

Islanders describe

alele on every atoll in this study, but none remember using
it

within

the

orientation.
fishing

method

last

ten

years

except

for

a

recent

PCV

Beaching dolphins is another fading communal
which

an

old Maloelap

fisherman

began

to

reminisce about in an interview, saying, "oh, its too bad you
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can't see us do the dolphin fishing we used to do . . . wait
a minute, you couldn't have anyway because you are a woman
[women were prohibited from watching men beach dolphins]."
outer

island

fisherfolk

say that they

stopped using this

dolphin beaching method shortly after the Japanese occupation,
and a middle-aged Iroij on Maloelap says that he has never
seen it.

Another Maloelap fisherman reiterates the trend away

from communal fishing by stating that another method called
mwio,

which requires about five men,

we're too lazy."
traditional
prefer

more

is "rare now because

He explains that his people never use the

fishing
modern

methods
and

and

equipment

individualistic

any

more:

methods

they

such

as

spearing, which is particularly popular with the Marshallese.
A shift toward more individualistic equipment such as
spears,

throw nets and smaller canoes has accompanied the

decline in communal fiShing methods.

There are two basic net

types: throw nets (okaetok) and long nets (ok kadkad).

Throw

nets are about twice as common, perhaps because one person can
fish with them, but fishing with long nets requires several
people

and

therefore

more

organizational

effort.

Additionally, in recent years copra production is reportedly
conducted more

by

household

teams

and

less

by

community

groups.
The general reduction of canoe size also exemplifies the
trend toward more individualistic equipment.

Traditionally,

canoes of many sizes were used with a common size being twenty
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to thirty feet long; today the ideal is a one-to-three-person
canoe about thirteen feet
convenient

to

use

long.

because

only

Smaller canoes are more
families

(as

opposed

to

communities) are needed to carry them to and from the water.
Importantly,
greater

this

gives

flexibility

in

individuals
determining

with
when

smaller

they

want

canoes
to

go

fishing because their trips do not require extensive community
cooperation.

In addition, smaller canoes are the cheapest and

easiest canoes to construct and maintain.

They require a

smaller and lower quality tree for construction than mid-sized
canoes (for six to eight men) and the largest canoes used for
inter-atoll transportation, which became unnecessary with the
availability of subsidized shipping.
Two communities of Ailinglaplap atoll,
exemplify the decrease of canoe size.

Je and Woja,

Je reports that it had

about twenty large sailing canoes ten years ago but now has
twenty to thirty smaller canoes.

Je stopped using the large

canoes because they were so big and cumbersome that the whole
community was required to carry them.

similarly, Woja (with

about 160 adults over age eighteen and 420 children) employed
three large canoes to transport community members ten years
ago.
today,

A local

fisherman says they are no longer utilized

instead Woja uses twenty-two canoes and the atoll's

four motorized boats.
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Emphasis on Modern, Imported Equipment
Rural
equipment

fisherfolk

report

that

(e.g. motorized boats,

more

kinds

of

fishing

throw nets and long nets,

poles, lines, Coleman lanterns and underwater flashlights) are
now available due to importation, and these have altered the
fishery
First,

in numerous ways.
Aur

motors,
catches.

fisherfolk

fishing

lines,

Four examples of this

declare

that

having

more

follow.
outboard

and reels has increased their fish

Second, the material for canoe sails (wojla) evolved

from the traditional woven pandanus to rice bag cloth by 1967,
then to imported canvas and now dacron, according to a man who
constructs canoes.

Third,

Ebon

fisherfolk

say they have

shifted from using coconut meat to sardines with flour as a
bait during the last decade.

Fourth, lanterns and flashlights

have largely replaced the burning of coconut frond torches at
night used to attract flying fish and catch spiny lobsters on
the reef (tilkawor).
Increased Marshallese incomes have reportedly enabled
the growing equipment

~~rchases.

Members of an isolated Ebon

fishing community say that they have more equipment and local
fishermen since World War II as a direct result of the growing
availability of money under the

u.s.

Trusteeship.

Similarly,

Majuro's transition from non-motorized canoes to boats with
imported motors in the 1970s appears attributable to increased
income and the growing attractiveness and availability of
modern equipment.

Today, the RMI imports long nets, throw
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nets,

nets for catching flying fish,

spears,

poles,

lines,

hooks and lures for trolling, some of which the Marshallese
formerly made.

These items are sold at urban hardware stores

and obtained by outer islanders from rural stores, field trip
ships, friends, or by traveling to urban centers.

Influences in the Post-World War II Transitions
Foreign Contact

The traditional society has passed quickly.

A rural

fisherman explains that "there is no more living in the old
ways [and] it's really hard to return to [them]" because so
much social change has occurred.

Another believes that the

rapid changes over the last forty years have caused the older
generation to remain quiet about the alterations and approach
them passively.

While an elderly master fisherman professes

indifference to the loss of the traditional fishery because
the new methods are "better and faster,"

his PCV interpreter

insists that she has sensed regret about it from other elders.
Foreign contacts and interventions have impacted the
traditional fishery in numerous ways, as the declining canoe
craft and associated knowledge of traditional fishing methods
illustrates.

Knowledge of canoe making is quickly becoming

the domain of the old men.
close to Majuro,

Fisherfolk in two Arno communities

Ine and Japo,

say that canoe making was

passed down informally from father to son but discontinued at
some point in the last twenty years.

The two or three old men
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who

know

the

craft

(out

of

the

population

of

450)

are

constructing virtually no new canoes, and only a few families
have canoes and/or know how to use them.

community members

acknowledge that "the craft will die unless we do something."
They say that they planned to motorize their fleet six or
seven years ago until the price of fuel increased from $1 to
$2.80 a gallon and boat prices quadrupled from $250 to $1,000
due

to

taxes

imposed

deClining U.S.
unable

move

by

the

subsidies.

toward

Nitijela

(Parliament)

and

They are now unwilling and/or

canoe

construction

or

motorization.

Similarly, an old fisherman in Maloelap states that now "there
is not a single person who [actively] carves canoes" in his
atoll

(although

an

old

man

constructed one recently).

on

another

Maloelap

islet

Fishermen in Ailinglaplap also

indicate that the canoe making craft is disappearing although
four men in Buoj make canoes; two are in their thirties, one
is

forty

and

the

other

is

sixty.

Decl ined

parallels the demise of the canoe-making craft.

canoe

usage

Ailinglaplap

fishermen explain that their use of paddling and sailing
canoes for trolling has declined in the last twenty years
because the younger generation wants and has obtained more
modern equipment such as motorboats and bum-bums.

Now, only

a few elders who can teach traditional canoe fishing methods
remain alive.
Marshallese
influences

(e.g.

informants

ascribe

growing dependence

exposure
on the

to

cash

foreign
economy,
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transportation,

communications

and

education,

especially

overseas) to the transformation in the fishery and society in
general.

For example, an Ailinglaplap fisherman attributes

the shift towards ownership of smaller and more modern craft
to two factors: (1) easier and more convenient communications
with the outside world enabled by the field trip ships and;
(2) growing dependence on cash.

Also, a Maloelap fisherman

believes that "more than one quarter of our customs are--pst!
gone!"

He jokes that "maybe they are in heaven or God is

keeping them for us [because] we are easy to change mind. II
He

expects

everything

that
will

[foreign] custom."

"maybe,
change

after,

let's

[because]

we

see,
are

twenty

years

adopting

your

A museum curator explains that the general

dissolution of traditional skills due to foreign contact is
the fundamental reason for the evolution of the fishery.

He

considers this to be a universal and inevitable phenomenon of
development.

Outer island fisherfolk believe that the RMI

fishery will only revert to traditionalism if the U.S. removes
its

financial

support

from

the

RMI,

an

unattractive

and

ridiculous-sounding prospect to them.
Isolation, too, affects the perpetuation of traditional
crafts including fishing skills.

A Maloelap fishermen implies

that isolation has played an important role with respect to
maintaining the knowledge to use y traps by saying that "you
cannot see any [in Maloelap] because the old men are gone,"
suggesting

that

they

may

still

be

used

in

more

remote
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Marshallese atolls such as utirik.

In another instance, Arno

residents credit Ebon fishermen as being the only Marshallese
who know old canoe crafts well.

They believe this occurs

because Ebon has received little foreign influence relative
to other atolls, adding that traditional Ebon fisherfolk keep
their skills localized because they tend not to out-migrate.
Indeed, Ebon residents say that their elderly men teach canoe
techniques to younger ones.
A middle-aged man who was raised in Majuro observes its
compelling social and economic changes due to the U.S.-brought
"green stuff [cash]."

When he was young, Majuro had thatch

huts, stone-lined roads and wells.

Majuro residents did not

collect rainwater from roofs because they had little need for
freshwater to wash clothes and cooking utensils.

This changed

once the cash economy enabled his people to purchase modern
goods that required more maintenance, and raised his people's
aspirations

so

they

became

discontent

with

traditional

lifestyles.

He adds that now-urban Majuro is so polluted that

residents cannot even bathe or wash their hands in the ocean
with safety.

convenience
Marshall Islanders attribute the transition to imported,
modern

equipment

modernity.

An

to
old

their preference
Maloelap

for

fisherman

convenience

who

knows

how

and
to

construct canoes says that carving and fishing with canoes
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(paddling)' requires

too

much

work

and

makes

one

instead, he would prefer to obtain an American boat.

tired:
Another

fisherman cites his people's impatience with constructing and
using the pandanus frond (maan) tidal traps that take three
days to fill with fish.

Maan traps were utilized until and

throughout the Japanese occupation but discarded after the
Americans

came

with

new

equipment.

Ailinglaplap

atoll

fisherfolk demonstrate the appeal of convenience particularly
well.

They say that traditional equipment had completely

disappeared from their fishery prior to the late 1970s, and
the shift toward motorized boats has been its most distinctive
change in the last ten years.

Ailinglaplap residents prefer

motorized boats to canoes for more convenient fishing and
transportation.

They prefer bum-bums because they transport

more people and hold more fish than canoes although they are
more difficult to use and require expensive fuel.

Availability of Wood

Breadfruit

trees' "are

used

to

make

canoes.

Canoe

construction and its associated knowledge depend upon the
availability of dead breadfruit trees since Marshall Islanders
are reluctant to kill those that are still producing food.
Wetter southern atolls such as Ebon, Ailinglaplap, Mili and
Jaluit support more breadfruit trees and therefore have more
canoes

than

drier

northern

ones.

Ebon

is

the

RMI's

southernmost atoll and seems to have the most canoes: it had
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seventy canoes when surveyed by a PCV in 1985.

Interestingly,

Namorik reportedly has constructed many canoes since a disease
killed many breadfruit trees in 1967.

with great effort,

highly motivated individuals can also make canoes from giant
redwood trees that wash up on beaches.

Canoes can also be

constructed from imported lumber (see appendix J: a former PCV
constructed one in Rongelap in 1972 when the atoll had no
canoes and five local men followed suit immediately.

Economic Depression on outer Islands
Outer island investment in canoes has decreased over
time because rural areas are economically depressed and must
spend available cash to meet their immediate needs rather than
for investments in their futures.
charge about

$150

Outer island canoe makers

for making smaller canoes and more

for

larger ones, but they usually make non-cash arrangements for
relatives.

These

prices grossly

understate

the

worth

of

canoes, reportedly because outer islanders do not understand
their economic

va~ue,

and because money earned through copra

production to purchase canoes is very scarce on outer islands.

summary
Many traditional Marshallese fishing equipment types and
methods have been lost since World War II as the subsistence
fishery has evolved and developed into two additional sectors:
small-scale commercial and large-scale commercial.

Through
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this process,

modern fisheries equipment and methods have

become prominent in the subsistence fishery.

Foreign contacts

and interventions, convenience, the availability of wood, and
economic depression on the outer islands have influenced this
transformation.

The next chapter examines factors influencing

the future development of the RMI fishery.

CHAPTER III
FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE RMI FISHERY
This chapter analyzes factors that condition fisheries
Consistent with the expectations

development in the RMI.

underlying this research, the first set of factors found to
influence fisheries development involve characteristics of
I

peasant

societies

that

influence

sectors and in other world
(1969).

region~,

modernization

in

other

as identified by Rogers

Several additional factors that influence fisheries

development in the RMI are also examined.

Characteristics of Peasant Society in the RMI

Dependency
Rogers

(1969)

identifies dependency as an

important

factor of peasant society, in which peasants depend upon the
authority' of external governments to solve village problems
"beyond their ken (Rogers 1969, 29)."

Dependency describes

Micronesia's relationship with the U.S.
1985).

precisely

(Peoples

This dependence is particularly evident in requests
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for

u.s.

flnancing--the Office of the

u.s.

Representative to

the RMI is reported to be regularly inundated with requests
to finance non-development related items such as awards to the
descendants of men who fought in a World War II skirmish.
In general, the
any

latent

u.s.

inclination

has been accused of "eliminating
toward

entrepreneurial

behavior

(Carroll 1986, 120)" through Trust Territory administration
by providing the islands with abundant cash and many free
programs.

The distribution of

u.s.

Department of Agriculture

food alone reportedly employs 2 percent of the wage-earning
Marshallese.

The

u.s.

programs

have

fostered

a

welfare

mentality wherein the Marshallese wait for future windfalls
rather than investing their own time,

energy and resources

into productive enterprises (Hezel 1979, 1980).

An expatriate

states that "people won't work because maybe tomorrow they
will get a handout" because "dependence on future support is
a more attractive alternative than individual effort at self
SUfficiency (Carroll 1986, 120). II Many locals and expatriates
believe that the simultaneous financial largess and neglect
of

social

financial

development

have

impoverishment:

created
a

cultural

well-traveled

rather
UN

than

employee

indicates that the Marshallese people have been saturated froin
abroad

with

themselves.

wealth,

yet

have

no

concept

of

creating

it

Further, a progressive Marshallese charges that

his people have become so dependent on external support that
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it is questionable whether 'progress' or 'development' have
indeed occurred.
with
fishery,

respect

numerous

islanders

and

to

the

RMI's

observations

expatriates

small-scale

and

suggest

interviews
that

the

commercial
with

outer

citation

of

logistics and inadequate funds as the major constraints to
developing it are for the most part convenient excuses:
fundamental

barrier is a

dependent attitudes.

lack of

the

incentives derived

from

The consequence of this dependence is

often "a frustrated wait for the arrival of development help,
which seldom comes (Rogers 1969, 29-30)."

For instance, an

Ailinglaplap community explains that it could store and sell
two months worth of surplus fish harvests if it had a large
freezer.
fisherfolk

According to a local store owner,
are

enthused

about

the

idea

the community
of

organizing

themselves into a cooperative to fish commercially.

However,

these issues will remain irrelevant to the community until the
government provides a freezer because it heard a rumor two
years ago (probably as:.;·ocia'led with the Five Year Development
Plan) that the government would do so.

In confirming this

information, a PCV on the islet adds that the islanders "will
not lift a finger to help themselves" to purchase desired
goods, and even refuse to pool their resources to purchase a
much-desired

community

basketball

government to pay for it.
statement

that

"the

because

they

want

the

These examples illustrate Rogers'

'help-me'

philosophy

is

more

firmly
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imbedded

in peasant minds

than

is the self-help approach

(1969,29)."

u.s.

Passive dependence upon the
according

to

a

UN

development

is beginning to change,

planner.

An

educated

Marshallese informant in Arno expects that this transition
will take about ten years.
are

virtually all the expatriates who

involved in Micronesian development believe that U. s.

funding reductions are critical to the significant growth of
development incentives, but few expect it to occur because the
U. s.

considers

its missile

tracking

station on

Kwaj alein

integral to its interests.

Indeed, a well-informed expatriate

contends that the unwritten

U.s.

policy is clearly to keep the

RMI as intertwined with and dependent upon the

U.s.

as much

as possible to maintain the present relationship.

Familism
In peasant societies, families play such a central role
that individuals subordinate their own goals to those of their
families (Rogers i969).
considered

to

reside

In the Pacific islands, security is
within

the

family

(Brouwer

1987).

Familism is thought to be an adaptation to the necessity for
living harmoniously on small islands with limited resources.
In the RMI, "actual genealogical connection is not a necessary
condition for classifying and treating another person as a
'kinsman' (Rynkiewich 1976,98)."
interpretation

of

family,

Despite the broad and fluid

these

families

rather

than
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communities receive an individual's primary loyalty.

with a

few exceptions, PCVs insist that "the sense of community is
absolutely poor" throughout the RMI.

For instance,

a PCV

observes that the Marshallese in his village only cooperate
under compulsion and "if they can get out of it [cooperative
efforts],

they will."

community-based
implications

Hence,

efforts

for

very

familism makes

implementing

difficult

has

community-based

and

approaches

to

serious
fisheries

development.

Mutual Mistrust in Interpersonal Relationships
Mutual mistrust in interpersonal relations is a critical
element
familism,

of

peasant

society.

which embodies a

family (Rogers 1969).
distrust,

It

is

closely

related

to

distrust of those outside the

It is defined as "a mentality of mutual

suspiciousness

and

relations (Rogers 1969, 26)."

evasiveness

in

interpersonal

Rural Marshallese cite their

mistrust in interpersonal relationships as the major barrier
to their initiation of and investment in fishery cooperatives.
Many Marshallese fear locally-run fishery cooperatives because
they lost their investments in failed PCV-initiated stores,
which a group of eight Arno fishermen stressed repeatedly in
an

interview.

blames the

.Similarly,

"thieves"

a

fisherman

on Taroa,

living on other Maloelap

causing the failure of the atoll's cooperative.

Maloelap

islets

for

He claims

that a cooperative could work on his islet if it restricted
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membership to islet residents.

Another Maloelap fisherman

believes that the islanders would enjoy commercial fishing if
outsiders

provided

the

necessary

management

and

trade

services.

However, he thinks that Marshallese traders would

be untrustworthy and claims that "they're really smart, they
can cheat people just by talk and exchanging things."
Marshallese fisherfolk say that overcoming their mutual
mistrust is virtually impossible.

However,

they

indicate

their willingness to invest in a fishery cooperative operated
by a trusted and trained outsider--probably a non-Marshallese,
and implicitly a PCV.

This is why a forty year old fisherman

in Ailinglaplap expresses his receptivity toward forming a
cooperative with, "Sure, ok, sounds fine.- _, Maybe we [meaning
three PCVs present, the researcher and himself] could start
it. "

Appendix

J

considers

further

the

potential

for

developing fishery cooperatives.

Sharing and Reciprocity
Sharing and reciprocity,

particularly among kin,

is

fundamental to the traditional Marshallese culture and has
been

observed

in

other

peasant

societies

(Forman

1970).

Strong family ties and the unacceptableness of denying kin
make the possession of goods in the society so fluid that the
system of reciprocity is "tantamount to communal ownership
among family members (Carroll 1986, 29)."

A PCV explains the

concept by stating that a Marshallese who purchases "a ninety
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dollar pair of new shoes in Majuro" would be obliged to give
them away to a cousin who says, "'I want them'."

Employers

note that paychecks are often collected by workers' parents,
spouses, or other interested parties who arrive on payday to
obtain their share.
According to Marshallese and expatriate informants, the
sharing of traditional goods is a strong yet deteriorating
cultural aspect.
centers:

Its demise is particularly evident in urban

a man who was raised in Majuro notes that sharing

there has weakened considerably, particularly over the past
ten years,

and is "not like when I

was small."

The cash

economy has created a market value for some goods that were
traditionally shared, interferring with traditional lifestyles
by introducing a fundamental distinction between 'free' and
purchased goods:

individuals perceive that sharing goods they

purchase is much more costly to themselves.
in

urban

centers

Marshallese

illustrates

traditionally

this

lived

off

point.
the

The case of food
Whereas
land

and

the
sea,

urbanization: (1) causes them to depend upon the cash economy
and external sources for their food supply; (2) introduces a
market value for food and therefore; (3) tends to discourage
the sharing of food.

A Marshallese museum director explains

that some of his people have become permanently divorced from
their traditional means of subsistence because companies have
purchased and constructed buildings upon formerly productive
agricultural lands.

Also, several Majuro residents anticipate
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that sharing in urban centers will erode further as growing
populations and development increase marine pollution, thereby
heightening the competition for ever-scarcer marine resources.
Urban

Marshallese

also

share

less

than

their

rural

counterparts because they do not have stong traditional social
obligations to neighbors who are not necessarily relatives or
friends from their home islets or atolls.
In the urban business community, most Marshallese still
share their resources with relatives.

However, this seems to

be changing western profit-oriented attitudes pervade.
is particularly evident among more
(Carroll 1986).

This

autonomous Marshallese

One such indigenous businessman interviewed

claims that if his brother asked for some of his money, fish
or rice, he would respond, "go out and get it yourself . . .
why should I subsidize my lazy brother if he just wants to
feed his family and then, knowing they're ok, get drunk and
go to the disco?"
The decline in sharing also extends to rural areas: a
former PCV on Lae durihg'the late 1960s says that today stores
exist on her atoll exist but were "unheard of" two decades
ago.

Rural

stores,

which

often

operate

out

of

homes,

represent radical social change by embodying the concept of
charging people for food and other goods (e.g. rice,

flour,

sugar, grease, canned meats, kerosene, shampoo, mosquito coils
and limited fishing equipment--hooks and lines,

waterproof

flashlights, batteries and rubber tUbing for spears).

A woman
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on an Ailinglaplap islet fears that her children may not
follow her example of sharing since many traditional

and

modern

and

goods

(e.g.

fuel

for

generators) now have cash values.
stress

operating

motorboats

Throughout the RMI, great

is observes as the Marshallese want to

retain the

sharing culture they treasure yet desire to participate in the
cash economy.
that

For instance, rural Marshallese express dismay

Marshallese

senators

who

advocate

modernization

the

islanders desire do not share their wealth when they come to
their home atolls.
Sharing and reciprocity affects the development of the
fishery in two major ways.

First, they curb the success of

many potentially viable projects.

One such project endeavors

to transport goods from Maloelap and Aur to urban markets on
a boat called Buojlap.

All the expatriates concerned say the

project could be profitable if the boat was operated on a
commercial basis by charging passengers, in accord with the
business plan.

However, a PCV notes that "they're not getting

their money's worth out of the boat"

because traditional

sharing and reciprocity make it difficult for the Buoj lap
operators to charge fees--another PCV comments, "I've never
once seen them charge anyone."

Additionally,

sharing and

reciprocity obligates the Marshallese involved to divert the
boat for social and non-business purposes,
unreliable schedule.

resulting in an
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Second,

sharing

incentives to

fish

and

reciprocity

reportedly

in three significant ways.

affect

First,

it

limits the pursuit of the subsistence fishery in urban centers
because "it is easier to hustle a friend for fish as he comes
off the beach than to go out and fish for yourself."

Second,

the social enforcement of sharing may restrict the incentives
of non-fishermen to seek financial aggrandizement through the
small-scale commercial fishery, as the reported tendency for
small-scale commercial
suggests.

fishermen

Interestingly,

to have small

Marshallese

households

informants

do

not

correlate household size with incentives to fish commercially,
yet expatriates believe the two are directly related.

Third,

sharing and reciprocity dominate the outer island economics
relative to the cash economy,
incentives.

thereby affecting production

Strategies to develop small-scale commercial

fisheries in the outer islands must address this phenomenon.

Limited Future Orientation
Expatriates

and

a

few

Marshallese

stress

that

the

orientation of Marshall Islanders toward the future is limited
in several major domains related to further developing their
fisheries.

This is a cultural aspect evident in many peasant

societies throuqhout the world

(Rogers

1969)

that a

very

progressive local man describes as, "80 percent of Marshallese
don't think about tomorrow."
would

you

do

if

Questions prefaced with, "what
"

are

answered

with

perplexed
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expressions

because

they

imply

future

expectations

conceptual realms that are alien to many Marshallese.

in

A man

who operates a promising clam culture project notes that local
residents "think I'm crazy to spend all the effort and money
investing in something that will not make a profit for a few
years."

Limited future orientation usually causes the concept

of conserving resources to be nonexistent.

For instance, Arno

fishermen boast that they would catch "one hundred pounds" of
fish per person daily if they had access to fishing equipment
and markets.

While acknowledging that few fish might remain

in five to seven years at this rate of exploitation,

this

prospect does

PCVs

not deter their enthusiasm.

Further,

report that field trip ship deliveries of fuel for operating
boats and generators on outer islands are regularly depleted
without thought to conserving them until the next delivery.
The ability to envision a project's requirements from
start

to

finish

orientation.

is

another

absent

aspect

of

future

Numerous examples demonstrate the consequences

of this incomplete vision and planning to business success.
A chicken

farm that

failed

exemplifies this point.

a

few years

ago perhaps best

According to an expatriate business

owner in Majuro, the government awarded a local man twenty
thousand dollars to construct a proposed chicken farm.

Coops

were constructed and two thousand chickens purchased.

A

few

weeks later, the starving birds were sold cheaply or given
away because no one had considered reordering the initial two-
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week supply of chicken feed until it was too late.

Also, many

motor vehicles, boats and other pieces of machinery in the RMI
are discarded after a

few years of operation for

lack of

preventative maintenance.
Fortunately, environments favorable to the development
of future orientations can be created.

For instance,

an

expatriate employer establishes savings accounts for each of
his commercial fishermen to teach them to manage their incomes
and "learn it is their money."

He often gives raises on the

condition

deposit

dollars

that

his

fishermen

one

to

into their accounts every two weeks.

two

hundred

Later,

the

fishermen are shocked to discover the amount they have saved.
One

man

had

commercially.

$14,000

by

the

time

he

stopped

fishing

Then, he "started thinking business" by buying

a car and converting it into a taxi, which he leases.

A clam

culture project proposes another method for circumventing the
future orientation problem:

provide incentives by giving

outer islanders one hundred clams initially, and offer more
in one year if ninety of the original ones are still alive.

Lack of Deferred Gratification
It is impossible to hoard goods in a sharing, family-oriented society

(see appendix H).

In this environment,

spending one's income immediately may seem more sensible than
saving

it

to

share with

relatives.

Marshallese workers

reportedly spend their earnings quickly (eXhibiting impulse
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gratification rather than deferred gratification, see appendix
H) as a function of both the disincentive to save coupled with
limited future orientation.

Lack of deferred gratification

is a characteristic of peasant societies (Rogers 1969).
Marshallese small-scale commercial fishermen are usually
paid upon the delivery of each catch.
night

(especially spearfishermen)

Those who are paid at

often spend the earnings

immediately for alcohol and going to the dance hall.

If the

stores are already closed, the earnings are turned over to the
women

in

his

household.

A Marshallese

man

who

employs

fishermen comments that "if the people think about keep[ing]
the money [from fishing], is good."

Political Powerlessness
Political

powerlessness

is

a

characteristic

of

the

peasantry expressed by many of the Marshallese interviewed.
It is the degree to which people perceive that their efforts
are inadequate to influence public political decisions (Rogers
1969) .

Apparently fo"c" this reason,

few common Marshallese

seem to demand representation from their political leaders.
This

leads

incapable

to
of

some

outer

expressing

islanders
and

saying that

redressing

the

they

are

perceived

detrimental impacts of Japanese long-line fishing upon their
tuna harvests through the political system.
various

u. s.

actions have created a

In addition,

complicated political

system wherein traditional and modern politics operate side
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by side

(Pollock 1974).

representation

and

The failure to demand democratic

the

political

structure

results

political disenfranchisement and powerlessness.
that

leading government officials

perpetuate

their

traditional

struggle

It is argued

to

authoritative

in

retain

roles

and

through

various political machinations, and "the introduction of a
democratic-based, secret ballot election procedure has only
legitimized the traditional power structure in a form that is
internationally acceptable (Carroll 1986, 24)."

other Factors

status Ascription by Birth
Traditionally, inheritance determines class distinctions
in Marshallese society (Carroll 1986).

Marshallese who were

born into disadvantaged socioeconomic class perceive that they
cannot exceed their parents status.

Consequently, they may

have little incentive to develop a strong work ethic.

This

has been cited as a major barrier in the development process.
The United Nations Development Program's (UNDP's) Integrated
Atoll

Development

circumvented

this

Project

in

Ma10elap

problem

through

has

the

reportedly

selection

installment process it began for project leaders.

Maloelap

islanders elect their own presidents for the mothers'
fathers' associations on each island.

sworn

in

at

an

induction

and

They also have a vice-

president, treasurer and sergeant at arms.
were

and

Elected officials

ceremony

and

given

a
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certificate.

This

process

imparts

a

strong

sense

of

responsibility to the officers, ensures that the community
recognizes their leadership, and instills motivation in the
community by giving individuals specific responsibilities.
The Maloelap project may serve as a model for community-wide
fishery development projects.

Barriers to Entrepreneurship
RMI

fishery development plans emphasize the classic

development strategy of export promotion.

The adoption of

export promotion implicitly presupposes that a culture has the
attitudes

necessary

for

implementing development

tactics.

Unfortunately, "the traditional structures do not predispose
the

Marshallese

research

to

indicates

entrepreneurial

business
that

success

of

(Carroll
cultural
outer

1986,

120)."

factors

island

bar

Marshallese

The
the
in

managing cooperative stores in four major ways.
First, most business people claim that it is practically
impossible to control the credit levels of family members and
friends due to the strong concept of sharing and reciprocity
discussed above.

They cite credit abuse as the single most

likely reason for business failure (Carroll 1986).

Sharing

and reciprocity also seem to limit the prosecution of genuine
and surreptitious theft (i.e. the taking of absent owners'
property without their knowledge or implicit consent).

The

social enforcement of sharing impedes to the profit-maximizing
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business strategies of many outer island entrepreneurs greatly
(Lofgren 1982).

However, where financial success is attained,

it may impart respect,

political influence and land to an

individual.
Despite the constraints of sharing and reciprocity, PCVs
identify a few members of their outer island communities as
potential entrepreneurs.

They are usually store owners or

former cooperative store managers who can maintain business
relationships without violating traditional norms of harmony
and reciprocity.

PCVs believe that future entrepreneurs could

also come from the ranks of sufficiently-motivated high school
and college-educated Marshallese copra makers, or islanders
who

manage

motivated ,

stores

for

absentee

received training,

relatives

if

and could accept

they

were

additional

responsibilities.
A second factor that constrains entrepreneurial success
is that direct confrontation is socially unaccepted and hence
avoided

in

Marshallese

society.

This

reportedly

makes

business management extremely difficult for the Marshallese
because it requires giving orders on occasion.

Aversion to

confrontation restricts the ability of boat captains to manage
crew problems such as drinking and fighting.

A PCV cites the

case of a field trip ship captain who "flipped out" and jumped
ship on his first journey because he could not tolerate giving
orders.

Non-confrontation has also been cited as a factor in

the Buojlap losing all its trained captains--now the captain
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is a deckhand and a PCV says that "they don't know how to use
[the boat]."

Informants

suggest that

it developed as

a

mechanism to ensure the survival of small, insular Micronesian
societies.
Third,

expatriates

insist that

the

general

lack of

orientation toward profit maximization among the Marshallese
constrains their entrepreneurship.

Earning income does not

appear to be an overiding motive for developing an exportoriented fishery.

An outer island fisherman expresses this

as, "money is good but it is important to eat, too."

Many

outer islanders only send fish to urban centers if they have
a large surplus, and this is not necessarily synonymous with
their commercial sale (see appendix K).
Fourth, many outer island Marshallese attribute their
disinterest in forming local fishery cooperatives to their
aversion to the risks and complications inherent in organizing
and operating businesses.
to

fish"

and

cooperative,

do

not

manage

Arno men vow that they "just want
want

a

to

boat,

organize
and

and

possibly

operate
lose

a

their

investments; they would prefer to establish a transportation
and

marketing

arrangement

with

a

Majuro

fish

merchant.

Invariably, rural fisherfolk say that traders would

ideal~y

provide the transportation and possibly the storage for outer
island marine products, and pay for them on the spot.

The

reluctance of fishermen to purchase ice and fuel in advance
of

fishing

trips

is

another

example

of

risk

aversion--
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fishermen

cannot

know

in

advance

adequate returns on the investment.

whether

they

will

earn

An Ailinglaplap woman

attributes risk aversion and unfamiliarity with mechanical
equipment to the neglect of a council member to consider her
suggestion for purchasing a solar-powered refrigerator.
Despi te years of Western influence, very few Marshallese
individuals have developed the entrepreneurship necessary to
meet the fishery sector's development objectives (due to the
barriers delineated above), particularly on the outer islands.
However,

a

exceptions.

successful Majuro fish merchant

is one of the

He may be considered an innovator as defined by

Rogers and Shoemaker, 1971 because he is venturesome and eager
to try new ideas.

He was exposed to Western ideas through

working for a u.S. company in Kwajalein, and now applies his
belief that change emanates from oneself once a person is
exposed to new ideas and makes a conscious effort to change.
A

profitable

women's

marketing

association

on

Woj a,

Ailinglaplap is another example of progressive Marshallese
adopting

entrepreneurial

approaches

to

business

and

development--a local woman organized several others into an
association after realizing that supplying Ebeye with outer
island

products

opportunities.

would

provide

excellent

marketing
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Foreign Contact
Contact with foreigners has conditioned the Marshallese
experience in fisheries development with respect to education
and training,

income distribution,

increasing urbanization

which has led to dramatic alcohol consumption, and sometimes
dampening the enthusiasm for developing the fishery.

This is

discussed in the following sections.

Education and Traininq

Marshall

Islanders

have

been

exposed

to

U.s.

the

educational system through its Trust Territory administration.
This

system

is

circumstances

often

and

irrelevant

needs,

to

emphasizes

conflicts with traditional values.

their

rote

immediate

learning,

and

Three examples illustrate

the irrelevance of some of this education:

(1) an Arno man

was taught to know the fifty states by heart before he ever
saw

a

map

consider

of

their

contributing
stores;

(3)

Marshall

lack

factor

of

Islands;

accounting

to the

failure

(2)

experience
of

former

for

implementing

islanders
to

be

a

cooperative

projects

(RMI

1988a)

pUblic-sector
such

as

transporting outer island marine products.
rote

outer

the technical training received by the RMI is

insufficient
development

the

learning

is

another

problem

that

fishery

preserving

and

The emphasis on
seriously

impedes

fisheries development: the Marshallese have not been taught
problem-solving principles and skills applicable to varying
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situations.

A UN consultant links rote learning with the

"essentially helpless situation in which the RMI fisheries
department is still at the stage of asking 'what should we
do?' rather than stating 'this is what we want to do, can you
help us?'"

Further,

the U. s.

educational system stresses

Western values such as materialism and individuality that
appeal to many Marshalese youth but are generally considered
selfish

and

contrary

to

the

Marshallese

culture.

This

situation engenders negative attitudes towards the foreign
educational system.
Education and training that focus on the provision of
fishery support services (e.g. marketing, engine repair, and
building boats and equipment)

could:

(1)

alleviate income

disparities that arise from developing fisheries; (2) provide
an economic niche to those who do not actually harvest fish;
(3)

furnish the development of the

fishery with critical

support services and; (4) influence the Marshallese to realize
the importance of shore-side fishery employment since many
fishermen do not "look beyond their own hand."

This would

include training the Marshallese to understand the necessity
and techniques for bleeding, gutting and icing fish for smallscale commercial marketing.

Education could also be directed

towards preservihg the knowledge of the old fishing methods.
The

Alele Museum

Resource Authority
with

marine

in Majuro,

the

Marshall

Islands

Marine

(MIMRA--the government division charged

resource

development),

the

UNDP,

and

the
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International Labour Organisation are attempting to provide
education

and

training

that

would

support

fisheries.

Expatriates suggest that training entire communities together
may circumvent a common problem:
conform often causes

an

strong social pressure to

individual

who

received

training

outside his/her community to revert to traditional practices
rather than serving as a catalyst for its change.
Importantly, training must be coupled with the assurance
of effective local management to solve technical problems.
Inattention to these factors is partially responsible for the
deterioration of much fishery-related infrastructure.

For

example, Majuro's newest dock facilities constructed by the
Japan International Cooperation Agency
with

one

exception--their

instructions

were

left

complete

in

(J~CA)

set

Japanese.

were wonderful
of

operational

The

facilities

deteriorated during a long delay until the instructions were
translated.
to develop

A similar fate may await a proposed JICA project
small-scale commercial

fisheries

in Arno

(see

appendix L) despite its thorough plan and a highly committed
manager

due

management.

to

its

apparent

Nonetheless,

inattention

the

RMI

to

retains

training
the

and

ultimate

responsibility for obtaining adequate training to manage its
facilities.
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Income Distribution

Traditionally, chiefs (Iroij and Leroij) were accorded
a

portion of production

people;

land

managers

in exchange for protecting their
(alab)

and

workers

(dri

jerbal

[Rynkiewich 1976; Mason 1952]); and attending to their welfare
(Knudson 1970).

However,

many chiefs have shirked their

traditional responsibilities and instead emphasize their own
economic

aggrandizement.

measures

supported

increases

are

by

Various
the

economic

U.S.

and

to

these

attributed

and

political

dramatic

population

changed

economic

relationships and the skewing of income distribution between
classes (Hezel 1982; Lynch 1985: McHenry 1985; Peoples 1985).
Informants generally perceive that income in the RMI is
significantly concentrated among those Marshallese who derive
most of their income from non-fishing or non-copra making
activities,

particularly on outer islands.

These include

government officials who earn wages [school teachers, police
and

health

care

workers];

traditional

chiefs

who

accept

tribute; and clergy who receive donations.

Hence, on outer

islands

income

only

men

with

major

sources

of

outside

agriculture or the fishery can afford to acquire and maintain
large pieces of fishing equipment
retail

for

$150

but

purchased

(e. g.

nets that usually

occasionally

on

sale

and

motorboats), while the majority of potential fishermen cannot
obtain

them.

socioeconomic

This

situation

stratification

can

(Bailey

exacerbate
1987:

existing

Forman

1970:
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Pollnac 1985) and may undercut the viability of the smallscale commercial fishery.
residents

claim

that

In the RMI, both urban and rural

wealthy

community

members

or

rural

Marshallese with wealthy urban kin obtain fishing equipment
and become even richer.

Outer islanders submit that having

nets enables richer community members or those with wealthy
urban kin to become wealthier.

An old fisherman who does not

have and was asked to verify this assertion responded "yes,
exactly" and another stated "100 percent, yes."
The

evol ving

significant
fishery.

impact

income
upon

the

distribution
urban

patterns

small-scale

have

commercial

Some boat owners are reportedly taking increasingly

larger shares (50 to 75 percent) of the net profit, leaving
less for fishing crews to divide amongst themselves.

In this

case, employed crew members are treated as participants in
common

enterprises

(Pollnac 1985).
to

urban

small-scale

therefore

not

paid

regular

wages

One fish merchant expects that the price paid

fishermen

increases.

and

will

drop

as

the

Majuro

fish

supply

Further, most fish industry sources believe that
commercial

fishing

will

contract

sharply

if

fishermen's net income does not increase relative to those of
government employees, who enjoyed a minimum wage hike last
year.

Also, the steady incomes of government employees may

compete unfavorably with variable earnings
small-scale commercial
fisherman

says

he

fishing.

would

not

from

For example,
want

to

be

a

full-time
a

Maloelap

small-scale
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commercial

fisherman

because he

has

more

reliable

income

sources; he gets a social security pension as the school cook
on

his

islet

and

a

salary

as

an

atoll

council

member.

Moreover, he has no time to catch surplus fish after fishing
daily for his family's dinner.
teacher

says

that

he

might

In contrast, a rural school
make

time

for

small-scale

commercial fishing if it were profitable enough.

Alcohol
outer
manun

on

islands prohibit alcohol

occasion

(j ekaro) .

by

Alcohol

fermenting

plays

a

although

coconut

more

locals make

flower

significant

extract

role

among

Marshallese in urban centers who are often overwhelmed by the
shifting cultural values inherent in urbanization.
young

men

respond

to

their

eroding

sense

of

There,

traditional

identity by drinking (Johnson 1988a; Hezel 1978).

Numerous

expatriates report that the consumption of alcohol causes
young male

employees

to miss work

frequently,

production markedly in all economic sectors.

inhibiting

Paradoxically,

obtaining money to buy alcohol is widely cited as a factor
that motivates urban men to work:

an employer says that his

fishermen "enjoy fishing--but want the money for going to the
discos, to buy clothes and beer . . .
to] buy food and drink the rest."
an

uncommon

work

ethic

(because

they [use their incomes
An employee of his, with
he

used

to

work

with

Americans), fished without buying alcohol for an entire week
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to purchase a tricycle for his son on Ailuk atoll.

Then, the

fisherman borrowed money from his employer to bUy a round-trip
ticket to Ailuk to deliver the tricycle on terms that it would
be deducted from his paycheck(s)
settled.

until the debt had been

Once the money was repaid, the fisherman reportedly

exclaimed "'thank God, now I can drink again! '"

Dampened Enthusiasm
Foreign contact has also disillusioned some Marshallese
about harvesting for the small-scale commercial fishery:

an

Arno fisherman says that a Japanese man came to his atoll in
January 1988 and promised youth that he would pay them $3.50
per pound for collecting lobster.

However, they only received

one dollar per pound after delivering the product.

Political Posturing and Corruption
Political posturing and corruption is a major force in
the functioning RMI enterprises.

Several expatriates say this

makes it extremely dilficult to execute any sound business or
development plans, or for businesses to remain apolitical.
For instance, since businesses and atolls are usually pro or
anti-government, a boat on the 'wrong' political side that
wants to fish on an outer atoll may find the local council
creating ad hoc rules or just saying "'you can't fish here,
goodbye.'"

However, one source says the local council could

be given "five hundred dollars or so" to change its mind.

A
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new fish market striving for political neutrality plans to
have

its

own

freezer,

generator

and

other

equipment

to

insulate it from these political forces.
Frequently, corruption and pol i tical abuses go unchecked
in the frontier-town atmosphere of Majuro.

Both locals and

expatriates report numerous incidents resource mismanagement,
incompetence and dishonesty in the public sector.

In one

case, a pUblic agency that spawned and raised giant clams as
a pilot project was allegedly mismanaged by its expatriate
director and purchased by a private interest.

Majuro also

attracts many foreign "con artists" who convince investors to
let them 'manage' their funds in lucrative-sounding fishery
development proj ects.

The director of a

proposed large,

integrated project involving fisheries development appears to
be a prime example of this type of person

(because he has

produced no physical infrastructure despite eight years of
planning

and

making

bold

projections).

Most

interviewed think that this man is probably a
artist."

sources

"greedy con

One is a former employee who believes that his own

excellent credentials were simply sought so they could be
flaunted to potential investors to solicit additional capital.
Several unusual

stories that circulate

in Majuro seem to

confirm that the director and his methods are not legitimate:
one is that two planes the director claims are being painted
at the Las Vegas airport do not exist and were 'ordered' from
a

fictitious

company.

In

an

unrelated

enterprise,

a
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knowledgeable

insider

suggests

that

the

manager

of

a

mariculture project is supported by others' investments and
operates the project without intending to profit anyone but
himself.
In another marine capture project,
reportedly made poor personnel choices:

foreign investors
the expatriate boat

captain hired to conduct marine capture fishing is a reputed
"con artist with a bad professional reputation who has botched
three similar projects before."

In addition, the Marshallese

ex-senator selected to function as the necessary local contact
is allegedly very corrupt--he reportedly lost his legislative
position because he bought himself a

sportscar with atoll

funds designated for purchasing a community boat.

At the

conclusion of the field research, an expatriate enthused about
the project reports that various personnel problems led to the
boat being in the hands of the ex-senator and lamented that
it would probably be crashed on the reef within a month.
The political scenario has obvious negative effects upon
the functioning and integration of economic enterprises.

As

a specific example, pOliticians reportedly appropriate a boat
ostensibly intended to enforce the Exclusive Economic Zone for
parties.

The enforcement boat was also used as a freighter

between Majuro and Kili while the President was out of the
country, delivering "corned beef by the truckloads" to Kili
and returning with "fifty passengers.
bananas, rice . . . everything but copra."

. pigs, pandanus,
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Government and Private Sector Relations
The general government strategy is to sponsor businesses
itself,

upon

capitalize.
U. S.,

which

private

sector

entrepreneurs

may

As described by the RMI representative to the

"we in the Marshall Islands are committed to seeking

[economic development]

through the growth

of

the

private

sector, with the government playing the role of a catalyst of
development (U.S. Congress [Kendall] 1987, 3)." This strategy
often

forces

indigenous entrepreneurs

to depend upon the

results of primary government development efforts for their
commercial

livelihood

(Carroll

1986).

Moreover,

private

sector Marshallese and expatriates, and UN sources, indicate
that the RMI government largely ignores and often fails to
support private sector initiatives in fisheries development.
In

one

instance,

expatriate

Marshallese

recover

an

police

expensive

refused

boat

motor

to

help

stolen

an

by

a

Marshallese man, even though physically confronted with the
evidence

and acknowledging

Apparently,
avoid

that

they

knew who

stole

it.

the police officers' overriding concern was to

any adverse

social

repercussions

for

taking action

against one of their own people.
Some might argue that the government should support
private

sector

efforts

in

fisheries

development

with

sUbsidies, perhaps by treating it as an 'infant industry'.
However, this is unlikely for two reasons: (1) the government
seems unequipped to handle such a task and;

(2) government
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divisions besides MIMRA would successfully compete for any
available funds.

Moreover,

one may argue that the market

should operate free of government intervention to determine
the inherent viability of developing the fishery.

Following

this

fisheries

argument,

the RMI

government's

neglect

of

development may be considered irrelevant.

Environmental Factors
Pollution
environments.

has

deteriorated

RMI

urban

marine

Several local fishermen cite the proliferation

of motorboats in Majuro as a pollution problem because the
motorboats scare fish away.
new:

However, urban pollution is not

World War II destroyed many trees and polluted the

Majuro lagoon with planes and other military equipment (e.g.
vehicles,

typewriters

and

ammunition).

u.s.

military

personnel were reportedly ordered to cover these materials
with tar to prevent the Marshallese from reclaiming them,
thereby protecting u.S. post-war industrial interests.

Until

the 1960s, many Majuro locals became sick after eating fish
caught near areas where war materials had been dumped.
believe the

fish

became contaminated by

feeding

They

near the

debris, as one local expresses, "I think the fish were eating
maybe bombs or some things left over from the war • .
now

everything

is

back

to

normal."

World

War

II

. but
left

considerable war debris in Taroa, Maloelap (which had been a
Japanese base during the war and was bombed by the u.s. to
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achieve its liberation), including at least one sunken ship
in the lagoon.
Locals
testing made

also

say

that

fish

stocks

debris

from

previous

nuclear

in many areas unsafe to eat,

problem which most think has dissipated.

Yet a

a

Marshall

Islander whose family suffers from nuclear fallout from the
Bravo test believes that northwest of Kwajalein "some [fish)
is no good,

[there are])

some poison fish close to Bikini

[sic]" and turtles are also affected by radiation.

He also

states that, "I afraid to eat fish from the really far place."
Many informants consider bacteria and non-biodegradable
substances as the major urban water polluters responsible for
many

environmental

problems

populations in urban Majuro.

including

the

decreased

fish

An aquarium reef fish exporter

declares that urban water pollution forces him to collect them
from more remote areas of the Majuro lagoon.
pollution,
major

rather than overfishing,

contributor

to

any

reef

He believes that

is and will remain the

fish

population

declines.

Fortunately, a sewer -is being constructed to pipe Majuro IS
sewage along the

lagoon

floor

to

an

outlet near Calalin

channel, where the tides would transport it to the ocean.
Residents

in

pollution problem.
Aerok

is

apparently

rural

Aerok,

Ailinglaplap

also

water

The water circulation in the lagoon at
insufficient

for

removing

the

waste

generated by its five hundred residents--a relatively high
concentration of people--who live along the lagoon and use it
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as a sewer, as in many outer islands.

This is believed to

reduce the productivity of Aerok's reef and lagoon fisheries.
A PCV who is sponsored by the RMI's Environmental Protection
Authority is working to redress this problem.

Aerok also

suffers from the prevalence of ciguatera.

Transportation
Many development projects call for harvesting marine
products from outer islands and transporting them to urban
centers for domestic marketing or foreign export.

However,

the frequency, reliability and cost of existing transportation
networks to facilitate these exports are generally inadequate
for regular and profitable marketing.

As examples, virtually

no fish are exported from isolated areas such as Ebon, which
has no airport and is serviced by a field trip ship about four
times a year.

Maloelap residents transport fish via field

trip ships, the Buojlap, and Airline of the Marshall Islands
(AMI) ,

yet

they

transportation.
Majuro,

desire

more

accessible

and

regular

Even Arno residents, located a few miles from

report difficulties

in transporting their

fish to

nearby Majuro during the spring due to rough seasonal seas.

When possible, fish are transported from rural to urban
areas by boat.

They are usually salted if sent via bum-bum,

and salted or iced if transported by field trip ships, which
have cold storage.

Generally, field trip ships provide cheap
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but erratic transportation.

One informant claims that the

field trip ship transportation has deteriorated greatly and

is

"worse

than ever,"

while

a

researcher

observes

"service is absolutely unreliable (Carroll 1986, 59)."

that
Outer

islanders report that irregular servicing by field trip ships
contributed to the failure of cooperative stores supplied by
them.
fish

In addition, the two to three month lag in payment for
transported

to

urban

markets

via

field

trip

ship

reportedly reduces incentives for outer islanders to conduct
small-scale commercial fisheries.

Hence,

field trip ships

cannot be relied upon to assist rural small-scale commercial
fishery development significantly at present.
Domestic air service can facilitate access to urban
markets,

particularly on atolls and islets with airstrips.

AMI flies between Majuro and/or Ebeye and outer atolls two to
eight times a month, depending on destination.
say

its

reliable

schedule

is

but

a

recent

Many sources
occurrence.

However, AMI is usually not used to market marine products
because: (1) producers have to wait until the next flight for
payment and; (2) air freight is very expensive.
according

to

a

fisherman

in

Taroa,

More often,

Maloelap,

a

large

proportion of the fish flown from outer islands are sent to
urban relatives in exchange for nets (see appendix K).
Some people have operated their own cargo boats to
circumvent the transportation problems.

A large retail store

used to run a cargo boat from Mili to obtain fresh

fish.
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However, it stopped the practice when it became unprofitable
because the manager says that "the Marshallese pursers were
incompetent and dishonest."

Also, a fisherman in Ine, Arno

who used to send fish to Majuro by boat stopped after his boat
broke and was not repaired.

In addition, informants say the

Arno senator operates a cargo bum-bum as a business between
Majuro and Arno.
Despite

the

transportation

problems

noted

above,

residents of some outer islets export significant quantities
of salted marine products.
locations

provide

the

Fisherfolk from the respective

following

information:

(1)

Kaven,

Ailinglaplap people began selling fish to the Japanese during
I

World War II.

Today they transport salted fish

weekly on the AMI flight;

(2)

(ek sal)

Buoj, Aiifnglaplap residents

sell surplus salted fish to Ebeye on an irregular basis,
sometimes to raise money for the local Catholic church.

They

say that Ailinglaplap and Namu islanders supply Ebeye with
most of its fish yet cannot meet its very strong demand; (3)
islanders in Woja, Ailinglaplap send salted fish to Ebeye,
Kwajalein every two weeks via AMI, where ten to fifteen agents
sell them.

They also market fish via a bum-bum constructed

by a women's marketing cooperative; (4) another Ailinglaplap
islet sells salted fish to Majuro or Ebeye via plane
trip ship.

o~

field

It also sells fresh fish to the field trip ship

when it services the atoll, about every two months and;
fishermen in Kaven,

Maloelap,

which has an airstrip,

(5)
send
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twenty to thirty pounds of salted fish to Majuro every week
via AMI or by boat when possible.
with
fishery,
number

respect

to

the

urban

small-scale

commercial

many Majuro locals perceive that deficits in the
and

size

of

boats

hinder

its

development.

A

boatbuilder says that smaller boats (about eighteen feet long)
lack sufficient space to holding ice and one ton of fish or
sleeping.

This restricts fishing trips to distant atolls such

as Mili that reportedly have more and larger fish than Majuro.

Production Costs and Product Unacceptability
outer islands commonly preserve fish for export with
salt.

Yet salted fish earn low returns for substantial inputs

of labor and capital--a fisherman says that it takes him all
night to salt one hundred fish,
salt,

freight,

harvesting.
unpopular
potential.

and
In

form

fuel

if he uses a

addition,

of

fish

and he has to pay for the

and

salted

motorized boat for

fish

therefore

is

has

a

relatively

limited market

For instance, a fisherman claims that a salted

fish measuring almost up to his elbow (about five pounds) and
sold in Majuro would gross him about fifty cents, but the same
size fresh tuna commands one dollar per pound and earns. the
fisherman about five dollars (gross).
costs

relative

fishery,

to

return

in particular the

in

the

fixed

Also, high production
small-scale

fuel

commercial

costs of operating

motorized vessels, are perceived to constrain its development.
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One source asserts that "there is less scope for a real fall
in the landed prices before the situation is reached where it

simply becomes uneconomical for boats to go out (due to the
high cost of fuel [Elsy 1983, 16])."
Developing overseas fish markets is widely considered
to be the key to successfully developing the RMI domestic
fishery.

This would: (1) earn foreign exchange from exports:

(2) reduce the likelihood that the domestic fish price will
fall due to excessive supply (Marshall Islands Journal 1986)
and; (3) induce sufficient incentives for commercial fishing.
Accomplishing this will require convincing overseas merchants
that the RMI can provide high-quality marine products on a
reliable basis.

Unfortunately, past efforts have given the

RMI a reputation as an unreliable exporter.

Many informants

believe this situation will never change without the RMI being
given another chance to prove itself.

summary
This chapter has-examined several characteristics of
peasant society, and other factors, that apparently constrain
development of the small-scale commercial fishery in the RMI.
The

next

chapter

examines

how

these

factors

impact

RMI

government attempts to achieve small-scale commercial fishery
development

by

upgrading

development planning.

the

subsistence

fishery

through

Also, it provides recommendations for

developing the RMI fishery.

CHAPTER IV
DEVELOPMENT PLANNING FACES REALITY

This chapter examines the role of the RMI government in
planning and implementing fisheries development.

It also

considers the factors related to the government's lack of
success

in

fisheries

these
with

efforts.

RMI

development

small-scale

potential

and

commercial
suggestions

concerning their development are discussed.

The Government Role in Development Planninq

The

RMI

government

development planning.

has

little

focus

in

fishery

Certain efforts support the assertion

that national planning for the fishery sector emphasizes the
establishment of an industrial fishery

(Shepard and Clark

1984).

contends

However,

a

fishery

officer

that

the

government prioritizes the development of the small-scale
fishery but will probably shift its focus to the large-scale
fishery

in ten to

confusion

regarding

fifteen
the

years.

thrust
63

of

Some of the
the

national

apparent
fishery
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development efforts may be due to local informant attempts to
please the interviewer, and also because few fishery projects
have actually been initiated.

The present field research

concurs with Carroll (1986, 51) that "there was no indication
given through interviews, conversations, or visual inspections
that many, if any at all, of these planned projects had been
implemented."

For example,

an Ailinglaplap woman

in the

present study recalls that nothing resulted from the visit of
a

Marshallese

outlined

senator

in the

five

to

her

islet

year plan.

to

discuss

Locals

and

projects

expatriates

indicate that national development plans have produced no
specific improvements in the fishing productivity since 1985
(although a patrol boat was acquired and a project operations
center is near completion, see appendices Land M).
A UN development planner says that planning in the RMI
is so poor that "I wouldn't even call it that" because it is
conducted

by

lawyers

and

credentials for the task.

former

PCVs

who

lack

adequate

He adds that these development

planning advisors are frequently business people who have
vested economic interests and therefore conflicting interests.
Another expatriate contends that development planning in the
RMI,

as

in

many

countries,

is

usually

reactionary.

Additionally, the failure of fishery development planning and
its

execution

can be

directly

attributed

to

the

factors

discussed previously: dependency; limited future orientation:
foreign contact: and lack of political will: and political
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posturing

and

Dependency and

corruption.

limited

future

orientation have created a situation in which the Marshallese
apparently do not perceive the necessity to invest in longterm productive sectors such as the fishery:

they prefer to

spend money for immediate impacts despite encouragement from
the UN and other external bodies.

This results in a situation

where quick rent-collection schemes (e.g. licensing foreign
tuna

vessels

to

fish

within

Exclusive Economic Zone,

the

RMI' s

registering

two

flags

hundred

mile

of convenience

[Johnson 1988f), and possibly disposing of foreign-produced
nuclear waste in exchange for cash [Johnson 1988c)

garner

much attention; and economic sectors that require a longer
r

investment
generate

term

(e.g.

little

small-scale

interest.

Most

commercial
expatriates

fisheries)
interviewed

believe that this approach will get the RMI short-term cash
returns but long-term, adverse impacts.
Dependency

upon

external

development planning strongly.
that

"development

planning

financing

conditions

One expatriate source contends

has

been

little

more

exercise in producing documents to satisfy a need,
funding (Carroll 1986,50-51)."

than

an

usually

For example, respondents say

that the expensive outer Island Fishery Development Project
(see

appendices

Land M)

was

included

in

the

Five

Year

Development Plan solely to obtain more money while the RMI was
negotiating its Compact of Free Association with the U. s.
Despite this project's appearance of helping rural areas, a
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UN advisor .asserts that in reality "there is no intention of

doing anything for the outer islands." Nevertheless,

this

strategy "becomes less appalling when one is reminded that the
development plan may.

. serve the function of providing

justification for claiming that the money expected under the
Compact of Free Association is insufficient to meet the needs
of the Marshall Islands (Carroll 1986, 62)."

For this reason,

expatriate planners insist that development plans were only
written to show visiting international officials and serve no
use as operational guides.
In addition, the absence of Marshallese contribution to
the

development

Expatriate

plans

may

"experts"

constrain

reportedly

their

wrote

realization.

the

Five

Year

Development Plan by lifting it almost verbatim from other
development plans and annual reports to the UN that have been
circulating for years (all have virtually the same objectives:
to decrease fish imports; to increase exports; and to raise
employment).

Many

pUblic-sector

expatriates

unreasonable to expect that the 'new'
produce

significant

changes

since

the

find

it

five year plan will
Marshallese

remain

completely detached from it.
The lack of trained Marshallese fishery personnel is
another problem.

A planner says that the RMI government has

done

train

little

to

its

fisheries

personnel

or

hire

expatriate fishery specialists despite available funding--due
to a

lack of incentives and political will conditioned by
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dependency and limited future orientation.

An expatriate dock

manager who interacts frequently with MIMRA officials states
that MIMRA

functions

poorly because

"no

one

tries

to do

anything:" its head is inexperienced in maritime matters and
does

not discipline the employees,

trained in fisheries

and the only employee

lacks motivation because he receives

little administrative support from superiors.

In addition,

the failure to adapt the U.S.-brought educational system to
the RMI's needs is considered a factor that contributes to its
lack of trained local fishery personnel.

Approaches with strong Development Potential

The obj ectives of the RMI government to develop its
small-scale commercial fishery do not align with strategies
appropriate for their realization, and this disparity seems
to be the major barrier to their implementation.

This study

concludes that overcoming attitudinal (social, cultural and
political) and structural barriers appear to be more important
prerequisites to fishery· development in the RMI than obtaining
additional financial inputs.
by:

(1)

Development may be accomplished

encouraging the development of entrepreneurs with

progressive

attitudes

and

approaches.

This

includes

the

promotion of an environment conducive to the development of
future orientation with respect to the small-scale commercial
fishery; (2) obtaining a sense of local project ownership and
people's participation;

(3)

stabilizing production systems
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and;

(4)

training and education.

One may argue that the

national development plans of the RMI are unworkable because
they are culturally inappropriate.
the

concern

remains

how

to

The above notwithstanding,

condition

the

direction

of

development to minimize its adverse impacts while enabling the
Marshallese,

particularly in rural areas,

to attain their

aspirations.

A local museum director observes that his people

are only just beginning to question the impact of development
upon Marshallese culture.
Accomplishing
require

more

the

skilled

RMI's

development

Marshallese

objectives

entrepreneurs

with

will
the

ability to envision the complete scope of project needs, then
implement

projects

in

traditional

Marshallese

environment

that

is

ways

that

society

conducive

are

(see

the

compatible

with

J).

An

appendix

development

of

future

orientation in the fishery domain must be created to achieve
this because a time lag exists in most fishery development
investments between project inputs and increased income or
production (Pollnac 1980).

Incentives can be used to promote

future orientation among Marshall Islanders with respect to
small-scale

commercial

fisheries.

Examples

of

these

incentives include the employer who gives his fishermen raises
contingent upon them depositing some of the money

into a

savings account; the UNDP worker convincing Maloelap residents
that their Integrated Atoll Development proj ect will certainly
be terminated if they do not "work for the sake of their
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children" and; offering outer islanders additional juvenile
giant clams if the previous batch had a high enough survival

rate.
Obtaining a sense of local project ownership and pUblic
participation is another successful approach to development.
It has been realized by the Woja women's marketing association
and the UNDP Integrated Atoll Development Project.
cases,

progressive

outsiders

with

forceful

In these

personalities

initiated proj ects that were successful because they developed
a

sense of community ownership of,

responsibility for the projects.

participation

in,

and

In Maloelap, the UNDP worker

has raised local leaders for cultivating strong and continuous
support

for

infrastructure

and

home

gardening

projects.

Further, the proj ect 's community-based approach in partnership
with the UNDP and its committed on-site employee motivates
local islanders to develop their resources.

This project is

not a handout, unlike many unsuccessful development efforts.
It may be considered a model for future development strategies
in the RMI.
Stabilizing production systems through mariculture is
another fishery development strategy that many people in both
maricul ture and marine capture businesses consider a

more

viable export strategy for outer islands than marine capture
fisheries.

Mariculture

can

successfully

circumvent

many

logistical and social barriers to developing marine capture
fisheries

because

its

preservation,

transportation

and
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marketing components do not require continuous operation.
This is important for outer islands where preservation is
difficult and transportation to urban centers is available on
an irregular basis.

Furthermore, mariculture is more similar

to existing agricultural practices such as copra production
than

to

small-scale

commercial

marine

capture

fisheries

(Pollnac 1985) because: (1) mariculture production can be done
in bulk on predetermined dates; (2) mariculture operations can
start with small investments and; (3) these operations can be
developed into a stable production systems.
expatriate

believes

that

marine

capture

A knowledgeable
fisheries

could

develop best when founded upon a stable economy based upon
I

mariculture.

Mariculture projects based on outer islands

provide an alternative to copra

productio~,

which may help

alleviate rural to urban migration.
Finally,

training and education might alleviate the

problems associated with fisheries development.
local

and

expatriate

informants

suggest that

Experienced
training

in

fishery sector support services such as boatbuilding, engine
and equipment repair, and marketing would educate people to
understand the importance and interaction of many components
involved
product.
rather

in

fisheries

development

beyond

harvesting

the

This training needs to emphasize problem solving
than

rote

learning,

and

be

adapted

to

modern

Marshallese culture--a Marshallese museum director suggests
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using media items in education such as VCRs because "youth no
longer listen when people talk, but they will watch VCRs."

Conclusion and Recommendations

This

thesis

tests

the

peasant

model

for

its

applicability to much of indigenous society in the Republic
of

the

Marshall

Islands.

It

demonstrates

that

the

characteristics of the Marshallese peasant society, together
with several other factors, can impede the development process
at both individual and institutional levels.

In turn, this

directly conditions the viability of small-scale commercial
fishery development in the RMI.
address

these

influences

Approaches that consider and

may

effectively develop its fisheries.

enable

the

RMI

to

more

The research suggests that

the following recommendations may support such approaches:
1.
Decrease dependence upon the u.s. government by
removing its financial support gradually. This also
might encourage Marshall Islanders to adopt a future
orientation.
2.
Where direct international fishery development
assistance is provided, develop a sense of local
ownership of and public participation in projects.
Encourage the Marshallese to initiate and support
projects Qn their own, or provide incentives that create
this sense of ownership.
This may provide Marshall
Islanders with the experience to determine their own
goals in fisheries development in the future, and reduce_
dependency upon foreigners for development advice.
3.

Design these projects to become self-sufficient.

4.
Train and educate Marshall Islanders to solve the
problems associated with fisheries development.
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5.
Conduct social studies on the fishery, and use them
to eliminate discrepancies in development planning between
the expectations of development planners and capabilities
of Marshallese fisherfolk.
6. Investigate mariculture development as a potential
strategy for earning foreign exchange, using private
investment capital to adapt mariculture expertise
developed elsewhere.

7. Consider the privatization of fisheries development,
especially for the export of marine capture species.
Theoretically, this would force enterprises, whether
local, expatriate or joint-venture, to prove their
inherent economic viability.

8. Focus on small but effective local programs, as a UN
advisor suggests yet notes that this strategy is
difficult to accomplish because Pacific Island fishery
offices: (1) are often understaffed and generally accept
more responsibilities than they can handle and; (b)
usually prefer to deal with broad, national plans.
In

considering

these

recommendations

or

other

strategies, one might consider how a PCV who works on a very
remote islet perceives the future of the RMI fishery:
The Marshalls, though they may seem stagnant, are in
fact a vibrant and adapting society, trying as hard
as possible to swallow what is being thrown at them.
They will adapt and when the need arises they will
begin local fisheries. They themselves will know when
the time is ready.

APPENDIX A
PLACE NAMES

Meaning*

ATOLL OR ISLAND
Islet or Village
AILINGLAPLAP (AELONLAPLAP)
Aerok
Buoj
Je
Jing
Kati-ej
Woja

large atoll
r.g. southern current
chief's land
unanalyzable

AILUK (AELOK)

r.g.

jump up**
r.f. abode

ARNO

Arno
Ine
Japo
Ul-en
Keemmaan

r.f. ar=lagoon beach,
no=wave
carrying stick
unanalyzable
ul=dorsal fin
man porpoise

AUR
Tobal (Tobaal)***

r.g. pull up the sun

BIKINI (PIKINNI)

r.g. surface of coconuts

EBON (EPOON)
Ebon

r.g. a type of basket which
the atoll is thought to be
shaped like
g.

Toka
ENEWETAK (ANEWATAK)

grammatical distortion
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JALUIT

facing you or facing beauty

KILl (KOLE)

a basket

KWAJALEIN
Ebeye
LAE

r.g. calm water

LIKIEP

r.f. basket

MAJURO (MAJRO)
Laura
Long Island

r.g. two openings

MALOELAP (MALOELAP)
Aerok
Kaven (Kapen)
Jaan
Olot
Taroa (Torwa)

large lagoon
r.g. southern current
r.g. its bottom
r.g. capsize in the north
land of no value
from Gilbertese, Tarawa

MEJIT (MEJEEJ)

r.g.

MILl (MILE)

unanalyzable

NAMORIK (NAMDIK)

small secondary lagoon

NAMU (NAMO)

unanalyzable

RONGELAP (RONLAP)

g.

UTIRIK (UTROK)

southern flower

WOTJE (Wojja)

r.g. land on which one can
overeat

eastern opening

* where possible, the meanings of the place names were
obtained from the Marshallese-English Dictionary (Abo et al.
1976). G. means fully grammatical and meaningful; r.f. means
contains recurring formants, but not fully meaningful; r.g.
means reminiscent of grammatical constructions, but not fully
meaningful;
and
unanalyzable
means
unanalyzable
and
meaningless, except for being the name of a place.
** a legend tells how Needlefish (Tak) who lived on this
islet jumped on Hermit Crab (Om) who lived on the next islet
(Olar) and called the other crabs to race.
*** In some cases the text uses the most common spellings for
place names.
The spellings used in the dictionary are in
parenthesis.

APPENDIX B
FISHING EQUIPMENT AND METHODS USED SINCE WORLD WAR II
Boats

This section discusses boats commonly used for fishing
in the RMI; canoes (wa), bum-bums, power boats and imported
motors; and their related equipment.
been identified:
(jiton)

and

paddling

large

Three canoe types have

(korkor);

outrigger canoes

large sailing canoes
for

sailing

(tibnol).

Canoes are hand-carved out of breadfruit wood and tied with
sennit (am), and have twenty-seven named parts (Abo et ale
1976) .

The

1946

survey

states

that

Marshallese

sailing

outrigger canoes posess the highest ability in both design and
workmanship from any of the former Japanese-mandated islands
the survey studied.

The canoes are double ended with a mast

supporting the lateen sail that may be set at either end,
making it possible to always sail with the outrigger on the
windward side.
within

about

These canoes are very fast and will sail
two points of the wind

Interior 1947).

(U. S .

Department of

The present study found exquisitely crafted
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canoes at various stages of construction and repair.

The hull

of a well-crafted canoe can last for one hundred years with
good care.
Diesel-powered wooden boats called bum-bums, after the
sound they make, are made locally with imported plywood and
lumber.
bums

One was seen under construction in Maloelap.

are

fundamental

to

intra-atoll

Bum-

transportation

and

socializing.

They are frequently filled to capacity with

people,

chickens,

pigs,

foodstuffs and building materials.

Sometimes they are overfilled and capsize,
during Ebon's 1988 Liberation Day festivities.
to

two-thirds

operating

of

atoll

condition

at

bum-bums
any

given

were

which one did
Only one-half

observed

time.

to

Although

be

in

outer

islanders report that they sometimes use bum-bums to fish, a
UNDP consultant states that bum-bums are "totally unsuited for
fishing activities,

being entirely covered-over with deck-

house and cabin, and having no clear deck-space from which to
operate or store fishing-gear.

They are also very \ top heavy'

and unstable (Travis 1987, 8)."
Ailinglaplap has recently acquired additional bum-bums
and motorized boats, including a bum-bum built by a women's
cooperative in Woja that transports local foods and handcraft
to Ebeye.

It is reportedly public, i.e. rentable, for twenty

dollars a day, which includes pays for the pilot and possibly
the fuel expenses.

Bum-bums rent also for ten dollars a day

plus fuel expenses on Ebon.

PCVs on Ailinglaplap believe that
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additional boats (bum-bums and motorboats) have not directly
and measurably increased fish catches, but have increased the
options

to

fish.

Renting

a

boat

to

fish

is

considered

recreational--the fishing is easier and the fish are bigger
because one can go further from shore.

Renting boats enables

residents in Aerok, Ailinglaplap, which has poor fishing, to
travel to better fishing grounds.
A few imported aluminum skiffs propelled with outboard
motors or paddles are also present.
imported

fiberglass

intra-atoll
fiberglass

boats with

transport

and

boat with a

Maloelap schoolteacher.

Some outer atolls have

outboard motors

trolling,

such

as

ten horsepower engine

for

the

rapid

ten-foot

owned by a

Power boats are used to troll for

tuna and other pelagics in the small-scale commercial fishery.
The trolling is conducted at speeds of eight to ten knots by
dragging mUltiple lines with lures attached behind the boat
(U.S. Department of Defense 1984).
Imported boats and outboard motors are quite expensive
in the RMI: informants say that a new fourteen-foot aluminum
boat could cost six hundred to fourteen hundred dollars,
used one four hundred dollars.
expensive:
10k)

a

Outboard engines are also

a twenty-five horsepower outboard motor

reportedly costs about one thousand dollars,

(injin

while a

fifty horsepower engine commonly costs $2,500 (U.S. Department
of Defense 1984).

Marshallese insist that prices are high due

to taxes and shipping costs--the "price has gone up, up, up
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. . . not too good to make business because the government I
think tax too much."

Perhaps this is why a Majuro fisherman

said that on the economically-depressed outer islands "they
have big boats with small engines," and gave the example of
Namorik's

thirty

foot

boat with

a

twenty-five

horsepower

engine that transports fifty to sixty people.
Fuel supplies on outer islands depend upon the irregular
and

infrequent

field

trip

ship deliveries.

Fuel

may

be

depleted in two weeks or two months because the conservation
concept is largely absent in Marshallese culture.
residents

Maloelap

sometimes use oars to paddle the atoll's three

motorboats when the fuel is spent.

Nets

Two basic net types are observed:
nets.

long nets and throw

Long nets are about fifty feet long and are sometimes

tied together.

Four or five men (and sometimes women) sweep

them through the water to catch reef fish.
circular nets weighted with leads.

Throw nets are

Men carry them along the

reef while looking for fish fins protruding above the water,
throwing the net out in in a long, graceful motion when the
fish are sighted.

This method usually seems to be used for

catching small fish.
bait

(ennoid).

deteriorate
sharks.

Sometimes throw nets are used to get

Nets

faster

last about one year

and

reportedly

if used on the ocean side due to the

Long nets and throw nets are made of nylon and are
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relatively new.

Maloelap fishermen say that the Japanese, who

first brought the nets, taught their fathers how to repair
them

during

World

War

II

and

the

skill

was

passed

on.

However, not all the people know how to mend nets (kanwod) and
those who do get tired of doing it.

Long nets can be repaired

quickly.

other Equipment

This section describes other equipment types:

fishing

lines (eo) and lures; spears; torches and flying fish (jojo)
equipment; traps; coconut leaf chains used as scarers in mwio
(~)

and alele; rocks in dolphin

fishing; and poles (bwa).

Marshallese use nylon fishing lines
metal hook attached to the end.

into

a

rope,

and

eke)

with a

Traditionally, fishing lines

were made by boiling coconut fibers
together

(eo

from

(bweo) and rolling them
the

bark

fibers

of

an

indigenous tree called arme; and hooks were made from bone and
coral before the Germans introduced iron during their period
in the Marshall

Islands,

according to a

rural

fisherman.

Handlines seem to be the most prevalent piece of
equipment:

fishing

men are reported to average one or two apiece.

Handlines are used in popular types of canoe fishing
(urok)

such

as

trolling

inside

and

outside

the

lagoon

(kokkoj ekj ek and ilarak, respectively), and for bottom fishing
in the lagoon (eolal).

Concentrations of black seabirds that

feed upon small fish indicate the locations of schools of
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larger fish

(tuna)

to trolling fishermen.

The latter is

estimated to account for approximately 30 percent of Majuro's
subsistence fishery.

Bottom fishing is popular with some

Maloelap fishermen, who go almost every Saturday.

Sometimes

they catch over one hundred pounds, at other times only get
two or three fish because the success "depends on the weather
and the tide."
Spears are used to kill
turtles.

A Majuro source says that spearfishing

accounts
fishery.

reef fish and to catch sea

for
An

approximately

70

old Marshallese

percent

of

fisherman

its

(turon)

subsistence

reports

that

the

islanders did not spear fish before the Germans brought iron.
In 1946, spears were described as, "short, having a wood shaft
about four feet long and a point of 3/8 inch round steel rod
two feet long, with a plain point, no barb and not very sharp
(ll. S.

Department

of

Interior

1947)."

observed are metal poles about six feet

The

modern

long with rubber

tubing attached at one end and a point at the other.
spears are also common.

spears

Triple

Fish are speared by stretching the

tUbing, pointing the spear at the target and releasing the
spear.

Snorkeling equipment (masks, breathing tubes and fins)

is basic for spearfishing, as are waterproof flashlights for
night spearfishing.
Men prefer to spearfish at night when the fish sleep
and are easier to catch.
the fish to sleep deeper.

Darker nights are the best because
A Maloelap fisherman and a group
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of his friends can catch lots of fish on very dark nights:
"if we spend one hour we can catch sixty or seventy [fish]."
However, the ubiquitous sharks (pako) feed at night and also
at high tide upon the reefs, which makes night spearfishing
is extremely dangerous.
The

Marshallese

make

'magic'

pandanus

belts

that

reportedly give them confidence while swimming to keep the
sharks away (one's attitude toward sharks is reportedly allimportant

to

one's

safety).

Prior

to

spearfishing,

two

Marshallese men crushed coconut embryos and wiped it inside
and outside their masks vigorously as a "Marshallese style"
defogger.

When fishing one night, they towed their speared

fish in a floating aluminum tub tied to a rope.

The next day,

they forgot the tub and improvised by attaching their catch
to a palm frond and pUlling it along.
Coconut

frond

torches

were

traditionally

burned

to

attract flying fish, and to catch spiny lobsters on the reef
at night (tilkawor).

Today lanterns and flashlight are used

for the same purposes.

Flying fish are attracted to the light

above the water, and either jump completely out of the water
or move quickly along its surface.
sixty feet!
with

small

They may travel as far as

Fishermen intercept or scoop up the flying fish
nets

that

resemble

lacrosse

nets,

which

are

attached to hibiscus poles about ten feet long (wok en bobo
[Knight 1984]).

Some fish hit the boat with enough force to

disable them long enough to be picked off the surface (Knight
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1984).

Fishermen sometimes use protective head and eye gear

to prevent the severe head injuries these fish have caused.
Flying fish often break lamps and flashlights as they propel
themselves toward the light, which is why a rural fisherman
says that burning coconut fronds is better for catching flying
fish.

Flying fish are reported to be very popular in Mejit.
Two types of fishing traps were described or observed;

tidal traps, and a cage trap called an y.
seems to be declining.

The use of both

One atoll has simple tidal traps that

have reportedly fallen into disrepair and disuse:

fish swam

over a semicircle of rocks at high tide, became caught behind
the rocks at low tide, and were collected by fisherfolk.

An

old fishermen in Maloelap indicates that some atolls make
tidal traps with pandanus fronds (maan) and rocks.

The other

trap, an y, used mature coconut meat (waini) as bait.
Arno

fishermen

indicate that they trapped

although no y seem to exist on Arno.
is reportedly building one.

Aur and

fish with an y

An old wotje fisherman

A Maloelap fisherman describes

a trap made from pandanus fronds and deployed on the ocean
side (possibly an y).

The fish would be able to jump into the

trap but could not jump out.

Traps approximately two-by-two-

by-four feet made of hardwood strips were used

in Majuro

during 1946 (U.S. Department of Interior 1947).
The old Maloelap fisherman describes another trap that
was last made on his atoll about three years ago when he
conducted a traditional crafts class for schoolchildren.

This
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trap had a slit in the top, through which "all kinds of reef
fish" could enter and descend.

It consisted of a long wooden

tunnel that led to a depressed catchment with waini bait that
was "bigger, longer, deeper than a kerosene drum."

Fish could

not escape once entering the tunnel because its construction
created a visual barrier:

it appeared to the fish as though

they could not escape.

The people collected the fish from the

catchment regularly.

This trap would be placed under some

rocks and would last two or three years until it deteriorated.
The fisherman observes that it caught fish efficiently, and
lasted longer than imported

u.s.

nets.

In a fishing method called mwio, about five men hold a
rope made from coconut leaf chains (also, it is reported that
they use sennit) between their toes and encircle schools of
a certain type of fish on the reef.
midway through the water column.

The rope is held about

It creates a visual barrier

for the fish, which cannot swim under it and will only jump
over

if

it

is

pulled

too

taut.

The

fish

are

slowly

concentrated within the rope boundary and other community
members scoop them up with nets.

A Maloelap fisherman says

that mwio can yield five hundred to one thousand fish.
Woven coconut leaf chains have also been used to create
a visual barrier to fish in alele fishing, conducted in the
summer when the waters are calm.

The community prepares the

chain and then surrounds a school of fish in shallow water.
Only men used to participate in alele, a practice which is
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still followed when enough men are available.

Women were

traditionally forbidden to even look at alele, but are now
permitted to participate in it.

However,

an old Maloelap

fisherman says that in some places (he does not know where)
it is still forbidden for women to participate because "the
people are old fashioned."
The old Maloelap fisherman also says that the island
men used to catch dolphins when he was young by clacking rocks
underwater as the dolphins were going through the pass into
the lagoon in the morning.

The sound would apparently disturb

the dolphins' sensitive ears, causing them to beach themselves
to get away from it.

Then islanders would kill the dolphins

and consume them with great enjoyment.
the past, saying,
dolphin

noh,

He reminisced about

its too bad you can't see us do the

fishing we used to do

wait

couldn't have anyway because you are a

a

minute,

woman

prohibited from watching men beach dolphins] . "

you

[women were
Then his eyes

lit up and he curved his fingers into rings and held them up
to his eyes, "ah, but maybe its ok if you use binoculars!"
Dolphins

are

occassionally

still

caught

for

domestic

consumption although this seems to be an event incidental to
fishing for other species:

another islander boasts of how her

husband caught a ,dolphin on a fishing pole two years ago while
tuna

fishing,

and shared it with the entire community

accord with traditional custom.

in
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PCVsindicate that poles are common on outer islands
although few were observed.

On Namu, poles reportedly used

to be made from local material but are now imported.

Younger

boys often use cane poles.

ownership
Both local informants and PCVs insist that equipment is
owned by individual men rather than shared, except for one PCV
who indicates that fishing equipment on her atoll is owned by
nuclear families.

However, equipment such as nets are lent

and borrowed very frequently and the borrower gives part of
the catch to the owner as 'payment'.
by men over forty years old.

~anoes

are usually owned

Owning a canoe greatly enhances

ones ability to collect food such as fish beyond the reef, and
terrestrial resources from other islands.

When five plywood

canoes were introduced in Rongelap, their owners had a new
access to a basic food supply on islets that were previously
inaccessible, and their greater personal mobility consequently
increased their status.

In effect, "if you have a canoe, you

are a better person • . • with an exciting lifestyle."

APPENDIX C
SECTORAL8REAKDOWN
OF
FUNDING REQUIREMENTS
FOR DEVELOPMENT
PROJECTS DURING THE
FIRST FIVE YEAR
DEVELOPMENT PLAN
Sea
Transportation

7.2".

Telecommunications ::.:.:.:.:-:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:-:.:--:::.::
17.1 ".
':::::::::::::::::::::.

)~~~ii~~
Fisheries 3.1".
~
Tourism 0.1°/.

~.

Manufacturing 2.2%

. I"

~

Agriculture 1.5".

if .

\

\

.......... '3.•%

\

Local Governments 1.6".
Public Safely 1.5".
Planning and Statistics 0.5%
Public Service CommIssion 0.3%
judiciary 0.3".
Foreign Affairs 0.3".
Posta' Service, Weather Service, Al\orney
General. and Public Information 0.1".

Source:

RMI 1988a, 94.
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\Cultural Affairs 0.2".

APPENDIX D
POTENTIAL MARKET VALUES OF MARINE EXPORTS
target
species

basic $ return
per hour labor

Lagoon-netted fish

preparation
factor

final $ return
per hour labor

$7.70

- by 1.0

$ 7.70

9.60

1.2

8.00

**

Lobster

18.00

1.5

12.00

*

Coconut crab

20.00

1.4

14.28

*

7.20

0.8

9.00

*

10.00

1.3

7.14

**

6.60

1.1

6.00

*

Deepwater snapper

45.00

1.7

26.47

**

Yellowfin tuna

-: ').00

1.9

36.84

**

Big eye tuna

60.00

1.9

31. 57

**

Aquarium fish

16.00

2.0

8.00

**

Rock cod/lagoon
snapper

Turtle
Sea cucumber
Clam

*

indicates best markets within RMI urban centers.

** indicates that overseas markets can be obtained for these
products Hawaii, Japan and Hong Kong.
The values given
include a deduction for transporting the products to these
overseas markets.
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The results demonstrate that:
1. Open-water
activity.

deep-lining

2. Coconut crab and
inshore fisheries.

is

the

most

financially-rewarding

lobster provide the best returns

of the

3. The much-publicised clam fishery is very low on the list, and
should only be harvested in the subsistence fishery.
4. The sea cucumber fishery is not very financially rewarding.
However, it provides a cash return for a product that is not eaten
locally and would employ women and children.
5. Turtle gives the fourth-lowest return and should be considered
for subsistence and not utilised for commercial exploitation due
to its relative scarcity and usually only seasonal appearance.

*

Adapted from Travis 1987, appendix

c.

APPENDIX E
THE AVAILABILITY OF MARINE RESOURCES

Marine

resources

ecostructures:

are

(1) the lagoon and;

may be subdivided into;
reef-slope]
oceanic].

divided

and

(b)

(a)

the

far

into

two

separate

(2) the oceanic.*

the near

These

[village-adjacent or

[central-lagoon or deepwater

These divisions are discussed in turn.

The Lagoon

Village-adjacent fisheries comprise of small
shoaling fish such as
small

trevellies,

shellfish.

juvenile snappers,

anchovies

etc.

and

These resources have already

inshore

rainbow runners,

octopus,

crab

been~educed

and

to very

low levels by subsistence demands and straining these with
commercial exploitation, will virtually eliminate them (Travis
1987).

However,

it has been suggested that shellfish and

lobster can be exploited commercially because their local
consumption is minimal. (Department of Defense 1984).
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Far lagoon include significant stocks of: fishes (lagoon
snappers, trevellies, parrotfish, rock cod and the seasonal
rainbow-runners,

scad,

barracuda); lobster

mackerel,

(spec.

flying

fish

and

some

panilurus); and coconut crab in

more remote areas or near pemphis-jungle.

There are also

moderate hawksbill turtle stocks and seasonal green turtle
populations within the lagoon,

and unassessed but probably

extensive sea cucumber populations.
Lobsters are plentiful
freighted

to

Majuro

where

in the outer atolls and air
they

are

restaurants which cater to foreigners.
purchasing lobsters from outer
in 1987 (Kattil 1987).

purchased

by

a

few

A Taiwanese group was

island~rs

for export marketing

Lobsters live on the outer reef slopes

and feed upon the inter-islet reef 'flats' at night where they
are picked up on full moons by katooi,
meaning

"conspicuous."

Introducing

the fishing method

traps

would

greatly

increase production and require strict, enforced conservation
measures since lobsters can be overfished easily, destroying
an area's productivity for many years (Department of Defense
-1984).

Presently, the indiscriminate taking and selling of

egg-bearing
concepts.

lobster

violates

the

most

basic

conservation

Eliminating this problem may be difficult because

the Marshallese ignore basic conservation practices, in part
because

they

(Department

are
of

unaccustomed to

Defense

1984).

taking
It

may

large
be

quantities

minimized

by

preventing urban buyers from purchasing egg-carrying lobsters.
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oceanic Resources

The ocean-side reef has extensive habitats for lobster,
mostly within the surf-line.

It also has a very valuable and

exploitable population of deepwater snappers (spec. etelis)
in water ninety to three hundred fathoms deep above the outer
reef

slopes.

Further,

deepwater shrimp stocks

it

is

almost

(spec.

certain

hetrocarpu)

below the two hundred fathom contour.

that

large

inhabit slopes

The exploitation of

these shrimps involves considerable expense, highly technical
equipment and logistics.

At present, outer islanders could

not exploit these shrimp effectively for cash returns.
The

'near'

yellowfin tuna,
adult

deepwater

bigeye tuna,

yellowfin

tuna

of

ocean

resources

consist

marlin and wahoo.

export

valuable command a high price.

sashimi

grade

of

stocks of
are

quite

These stocks are unassessed,

may be seasonal, and generally inhabit the water layer near
the thermocline and therefore are seldom seen when trolling.
similarly, bigeye tuna stocks are unassessed but command even
more valuable on the market.

Both yellowfin and bigeye tuna

may be harvested by using small boats (fourteen feet and up)
and

simple,

inexpensive

gear

(the

ika-shibi

Equipment such as large boats and extensive

method).

long-linesar~

not necessary and usually give a poorer financial return in
this

fishery.

Marlin

and

wahoo

are

not

considered

an

exploitable resource because they are periodic game fish which
only interest sports fisherfolk.
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*

This information was adapted from Travis

(1987,

app.

C)

and applies directly to the exploitable resources of Maloelap,

unless stated explicitly to the contrary.

APPENDIX F
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SUBSISTENCE FISHERY

Government Inattention

The
attention

subsistence
despite

a

fishery
project

receives
in

the

little

government

development

plan

to

encourage twelve hundred people to move from subsistence to
commercial fisheries activities by improving infrastructure
in the outer islands

(see appendices Land M).

This is

consistent with the observation that governments are

not

usually active in promoting subsistence fisheries except to
upgrade

them

into

small-scale

commercial

fisheries

by

providing improved fishing gear (Kearney 1981).

Frequency

The frequency of Marshallese fishing is highly variable
on a daily and seasonal basis.
for

fishing

and

the

There are no established hours

Marshallese

often

fish

until

early

morning, particularly when spearfishing and catching flying
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fish, which are attracted to lights at night.

However, people

are not permitted to fish on Sunday by local religious custom.
Ailinglaplap, men spearfish on Saturday nights to save up for
Sunday
Local

for

this

fisherfolk

reason.

Fishing also varies

report that winter

is good

seasonally.
for

catching

flying fish and tuna, summer for bottom fishing when one "can
go out five miles if the wind and waves are good" and reef
fishing

is good

year-round but

is

more

difficult

in

the

spring.

Fishing decreases in the spring when strong northeast

winds prevail because the Marshallese do not like to fish in
rough water.

These winds also cause people in some locations

to switch their fishing between the lagoon and ocean sides on
a seasonal basis, such as in Laura on Majuro atoll.
The frequency with which an individual fishes mostly
depends upon how much slhe enjoys it.

Some men and women are

known as great fishing enthusiasts, while others do not enjoy
it much.

The Marshallese often claim that "every man" fishes,

but observations and interviews indicate that not "every man"
fishes regularly.

For instance, an Ailinglaplap husband and

wife sugest that while some men fish every day,
percent of the local men (exluding the elderly)

about 20
never fish

because they do not like it, whom the husband says are "just
like women."

The frequency of fishing also varies greatly

between households and islands.

In Toka, Ebon, people average

two fishing trips a week; an informant in Majuro estimates
that 30 to 40 percent of the men fish three times a week or
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more; and on wotje some people reportedly fish daily while
others only fish twice a month.
The craving to eat fish (batur) often motivates people
to fish for subsistence.

A Maloelap fisherman expresses this

as, "unless we need to eat, we don't catch [fish]."

A group

of five men interviewed on an islet with about sixty families
and twenty nine houses first said it had only four to ten
subsistence fishermen.

However, when questioned about this

later, they said that every household had one fisherman--it
was inconceivable otherwise, because "the man needs fish and
the wife will ask for fish . • • how could there be a household
where nobody fished . • . what would happen when the wife has
batur?"

The men concluded that every household must have one

fisherman because their life is tied to the sea.

This is

consistent with the determination that having a member who
could fish was a requirement for Arno households (Rynkiewich
1976).

An expert contends that several social,

economic and

environmental factors reduce traditional incentives to conduct
subsistence

fisheries

in

Majuro,

thereby

frequency of urban subsistence fishing.

decreasing

the

He explains that:

a common man in urban Majuro must travel elsewhere to fish for
subsistence because urbanization has caused Majuro's lagoon
to become very polluted and unproductive.

He will travel to

Long Island or Laura by bus--a six to twenty-eight mile ride
that costs sixty cents to one dollar.

Upon catching fish, he
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will

be

culturally

obligated

travelers on the bus ride home.

to

share

them

with

fellow

Upon arriving in his crowded

neighborhood where six or eight houses may encircle a single
house,

he is compelled to not only feed his own ten or so

children to feed, but also to share his catch with the "one
hundred or so kids standing around while he bakes them outside
[cooking is done in separate structures]."

This differs from

traditional outer island life where there were less children,
and homes were spaced further apart.
Local Majuro men seem enthused about subsistence fishing
and usually go at least once a week--often on weekends or
after work.

Yet, several Majuro men believe that they conduct

less subsistence fishing they would in rural areas as a direct
result of their time spent in paid government and service
industry employment.

An ironic scenario emerges from this:

in Majuro there is more need for subsistence fishing but less
incentive to do so; and on the outer islands the ability to
make money from fishing,
constrained

by

where it is desired the most,

preservation,

transportation

and

is

marketing

logistics.
Men often fish in groups of two or three.

Fishermen on

one island report that "sometimes we go together" when they
take a big boat with about ten people out fishing.
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Female Participation

A strong traditional division of labor by sex exists in
the RMI:

men are responsible for building canoes, houses and

a variety of tools; fishing; cultivating gardens; gathering
food and making ropes, fishnets, lines, traps and lashings for
canoes

and

houses

(Carroll

1986).

Women

are

primarily

responsible for child care, food preparation (including fish)
and

preservation,

cleaning,

weaving

needed, providing family clothing.

mats

and

baskets

as

Rural women say that they

often arise at midnight to prepare and cook fresh-caught fish
and wake their neighbors to give them any surplus.

Fish

preparation methods include boiling, baking, frying, cooking
in coconut milk, marinating in coconut milk and lime juice,
smoking,

and salting.

Both men and women participate in

smoking and salting fish.
Women also participate in nearshore subsistence fishery
activities that are compatible with childcare.

They catch

crab, clams, shellfish (;ukwe), large shells (;iltroul), small
white clams that are boi'led and eaten like popcorn, octopus
and collect other organisms from the reef at low tide.

Arno

women also report that they hit fish on the head with sticks
at low tide.

Women can also use canoes,

(for example, women

in Wotje reportedly used to sail big war canoes) although PCVs
indicate that this is rarer than in traditional times.

The

women on Jaan, Maloelap recently took the islet's canoes for
a

women-only

picnic

on

a

nearby

deserted

island.

They
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collected and ate lots of octopus, birds and bird eggs, which
they enjoyed tremendously.
However, culture circumscribes female participation in
the fishery in three ways.

First, women were traditionally

barred from participating in some forms of fishing and were
not

allowed

near

fishing

operations

because

they

were

generally considered to be unclean (Knudson 1970).

However,

these

and

restrictions

have

eased

in

many

cases,

are

irrelevant in others where the male-only fishing methods are
no

longer practiced.

Second,

flatly that women do not fish.

many Marshallese men state
Men reportedly deny women's

work in the fishery because women do not engage in methods
that most people identify with fishing, reportedly due to the
patriarchal

effects

of

missionary

influence.

Third,

Marshallese clothing customs deem it inappropriate for women
to expose their thighs, which can occur when a woman's skirt
drifts up while swimming.

Maintaining modesty while fishing

restricts women's comfort while fishing.
to be encouraged to fish.

Girls do not seem

An informant from Wotje does not

allow his interested five year old son to fish because he
might fallout of the boat, but his eleven and eight year old
daughters "don't like [fishing], they're afraid" and are more
suited toward cooking and domestic work.

Another informant

also indicates that his young daughters don't want to fish.
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Youth Education

Youth learn how to fish through informal means.

Men

say that they do not explicitly teach their sons to fish
because they learn it from friends.
their

children learn to bottom

identify toxic fishes.

fish

However,
from

fathers help

canoes,

and

to

Ten year old boys already know the

names of numerous kinds of reef fishes, how to catch them, and
which are safe from or vulnerable to fish poisoning.

In

addition, old men on Ebon teach the young canoeing and fishing
techniques sometimes vice-versa,
learn

a

new

trick with

some

particularly if the youth

imported

fishing

equipment.

Fishermen invariably express the hope that their sons will
grow up to be subsistence fishermen since it is an integral
part of the culture.

Geographic Orientation

Location influences the quality of

fishing greatly.

Some areas near passes are excellent for fishing,
Kati-ej and Buoj in Ailinglaplap.

such as

An old local fisherman says

that the channel in Kati-ej is excellent for everything, and
is the best place in Ailinglaplap because it is relatively
pristine and there is no ciguatera (see next section).

Tuna

is especially abundant there, such that "you can get one tuna
going out and one coming into the channel."

other areas such

as Aerok, Ailinglaplap, only two hours sailing from Kati-ej,
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have poor fishery resources due to water circulation patterns
and the prevalence of ciguatera.
Homes on all outer islands visited tend to be oriented
towards the generally calmer waters of the lagoon.

Ocean

waters are usually rougher than the lagoon except where an
island is exposed to waves generated by strong winds across
a particularly large lagoon.

Ciquatera Fisb Poisoning

Some reef and bottom fish in the RMI have ciguatera,
which can fatally affect the human nervous system.

Ciguatera

poisoning symptoms begin with strange tingling sensations and
reversals in temperature perception that can lead to paralysis
,

and death.

A ciguatera outbreak in January generated about

thirty hospital cases in Majuro and several on outer islands.
Ciguatera in the RMI is treated with traditional and modern
antidotes.

A traditional antidote of drops of juice derived

by crushing a common,

wild green plant was described by a

formerly-skeptical Marshall Islander whose pigs were cured of
ciguatera by an old medicine man.

Also, a doctor practicing

in Majuro recently discovered a modern medicine for treating
ciguatera (Johnson 1988e, 51).
Marshallese

fishermen

say

that

they

can

identify

ciguatera-bearing fish according to species type; observing
slight color,
touch.

mark and shape variations of the

fish:

and

Fishermen on one islet say the veins in a poisoned
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fish turn blue once it is cut and cooked.

An old master

fisherman on Arno pronounced two out of three goatfish as
toxic just by looking at them.
Marshallese fishermen explain that some fish species
always

have

ciguatera:

individuals

of

some

species

are

poisonous while others are not: other species that were fine
ten years ago are now poisonous: yet other species have never
been affected.

Further,

affected species vary within and

between atolls so that a fish that is automatically suspect
in one place would not be given a second thought in another.
For example, an Ailinglaplap fisherman says that in his atoll
fishing "from Woja to Je is no good, but from Je to Aerok [it
is] all good."

Old men do not know why this occurs except to

suggest that perhaps the reef is bad on one side because the
fish eat contaminated food.

Ciguatera is so prevalent in

Aerok, Ailinglaplap that it seriously limits its fishing.
The

regional

variability

of

ciguatera

makes

the

determination of affected fish particularly difficult when the
skilled fishermen migrate from place to place.

It also makes

it difficult for Majuro's recent urban migrants to determine
whether or not their subsistence catch is safe for eating.
All the fish market managers interviewed say that they

hav~

skilled locals examine their fish before displaying them for
sale.
To minimize ciguatera poisoning,

fishing communities

rule that no one can bring a fish to shore that is known to
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be poisonous.

Nonetheless, some people eat suspect fish if

they are uncertain, and a Hili family reportedly ate a fish
they knew had ciguatera "because they were hungry."

Karine Tenure

Certain portions of the reef were the chief's explicit
territory

in

traditional

times.

The

present

study

only

revealed one instance of reef tenure, called Ruby Point in
Ebon.

In

property.
the

all

other

places

the

reef

is

held

in

common

Land parcels (wato) extend from the ocean side to

lagoon side,

thereby giving land owners

distribution of terrestrial resources.

a

more

even

Land owners have some

implicit territorial rights over the reef adjacent to their
wato

and

are

asked

if

a

question

arises

regarding

reef

fishing.
The

outer

jurisdiction of:

island

councils

are

interpreted

to

have

(1) the island/atoll marine resources from

the baseline, the low water mark or edge of the reef, out to
five nautical miles on-the ocean side; (2) the low tide level
on the inside of an island to the center of the lagoon: and
(3) the deepwater passes in between the islands and reefs (RMI
1984a) •

APPENDIX G
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SMALL-SCALE COMMERCIAL FISHERY

This
fishery.
respect

appendix
First ,

to:

describes

the

small-scale

commercial

it examines fishing boats and crews with

boat

number

and

size;

boat

acquisition

and

ownership; fishing crews; and overnight and extended fishing
trips.

Then, it considers small-scale commercial fishermen:

their characteristics; income; social status; and occupational
pluralism.

pishing Boats and Crews
There are about fifteen fUll-time, and between thirtyfive and fifty-five part-time,
Majuro.

Most of these are small outboard power boats fifteen

to twenty-five feet
outboard engines
seem

to

commercial fishing boats in

be

about

long and with relatively high-powered

(35 to 75 horsepower [Elsy 1983]).
53

boats

in

(E1sy

1983).

Motorized boats are concentrated in Majuro because

it has
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Majuro

atoll

There
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greater wealth and a cheaper and more reliable supply of fuel
relative to the outer islands.

Fuel cost $1.35 per gallon in

Majuro and $2.80 to $3.00 on the outer islands at the time of
the study.

Only the wealthy are able to obtain and operate

the expensive motors that dominate Majuro's fleet because many
boat owners cannot pay for the fuel.
states

that

Marshallese

fishing

An expatriate in Majuro

boats

are

not

officially

government

personnel,

registered.
Weal thier

people,

often

urban

reportedly purchase boats as investments.

They hire fishermen

to crew on their boats--an arrangement that

is reportedly

satisfactory because the fishermen do not have to maintain the
boat and can just use it for fishing and pleasure.

However,

Marshallese and expatriate informants accuse some of these
officials of greedily seeking additional money while many
other Marshallese have no land or boat.

Expatriate sources

concur that small-scale commercial fisheries development would
mostly benefit the already well-off government officials since
having money is requisite to obtaining additional wealth.

For

example, the owners of a large grocery store have three boats
that catch tuna to supply the store; one is a twenty-four foot
boat that fishes three times a week.

Fiberglass boats are

also reported to have a long life and to earn profits for the
owner.
One

expatriate

reports

that

the

Marshallese

seldom

purchase boats for the sole purpose of commercial fishing but
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rather acquire them in some other manner (such a "boondoggle"Boats can be

-a previous owner leaving the boat behind).
purchased with a 50 percent down payment.

The balance is on

credit, which an informant says is "real easy to get," owing
to the reciprocity of the traditional culture.
Fishing hours vary greatly and it is not unusual for men
to go out overnight, especially to spearfish.
goes out at night,
As

a

local

overnight,

man

fishes in the morning and then returns.

explains,

"some

boat

they

going

fishing

[get] 500 [pounds] they fish, when it's morning,

hurry up, they fishing and come back [sic]."
commercial

One man's crew

fishermen obtain access bo a

taking long fishing trips for pleasure.

When small-scale
boat,

they enj oy

For instance,

one

.~

man's crew went to some small islands in the Majuro lagoon for
a two-day fishing trip.

They ate coconut crabs,

fish and

birds and quit drinking for the entire trip; and returned with
a very large quantity of fish because they had such a good
time

fishing.

express

However,

their

Marshallese subsistence

unwillingness

to

take

two

or

fishermen
three

day

commercial fishing trips, saying that they would do it "maybe
in the future" and "its ok if its the only way to make money."

Small-Scale Commercial Fishermen

The allocation of personnel in post-colonial systems is
based

on

Consistent

structured
with

this

power

relationships

observation,

(Forman

small-scale

1970).

commercial
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fishermen reportedly often drift into full-time fishing after
migrating to Majuro from outer islands because they are from
lower

socioeconomic

employment options.

classes

and

find

few

other

A fish merchant reports that the majority

of his fishermen have a high school education or less.
small-scale commercial fishermen,
teachers

urban

employed

by

a

local

A few

such as two school Majuro
fish

merchant,

have

other

occupations and fish part-time for fun.
Commercial fishermen are described by many locals as a
clique of men in the eighteen to thirty-five age bracket who
are "young boys.

• easy to move.

have no spouse and few dependents.

. good body."

Most

Many fishermen's spouses

leave because they cannot tolerate the fisherman's frequent
absences.

For example, the men who fish on a small-scale tuna

boat are reported to be single, about twenty years old, and
migrants to Majuro from outer islands.

Fishing commercially

with the boat gives them food, a place to sleep, money to buy
alcohol, and a boat on which to return to their home islands
(to visit or stay).
A boat owner who lives in a neighborhood of commercial
fishermen describes them as being "wild and crazy" when young.
Then, at approximately age forty, they decide to, "do other
things.

. settle down.

family members."

. be productive.

. become

Moreover, "these guys are real diehards, I

mean diehards . • • it's good money if you can catch fish, but
you gotta really love fishing [because] you're in the hot sun
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all day, I mean all day long" and sometimes they cannot catch
enough fish to meet fuel expenses.

Further, his crew members

are "really crazy about fishing.

They go bottom fishing in

the morning, have lunch and lots of beer, catch tuna in the
afternoon and go tuna or reef fishing at night."
Small-scale commercial fishermen may only fish three or
four days a week and three weeks a month, depending upon the
weather

and,

apparently,

their

interest.

They

earn

approximately forty to seventy dollars a day when they fish.
One man's employees earns about forty dollars a day; another
says that his crew members sometimes earn fifty to seventy
dollars apiece; yet another says that three people can earn
two hundred dollars a day in profit by tuna fishing, sixtyseven dollars each.

Further, another source estimates the

daily pay for the top five to ten fishermen in Majuro at fifty
dollars.
Commercial

fishing generally pays much higher wages

unlike many other easier and higher-status occupations such
as taxi driving and office work.

Also, fishermen are usually

paid immediately upon delivering the catch, contrasting with
government employees who must wait for their paychecks to
arrive.

A local boatbuilder who employs eight fishermen ages

eighteen to twenty-six says that, "the fish business I think
is the best for the Marshallese boys.
fishing

• you know,

is very good to help the young boys

•

the
[and]

fishing is enough to take care of the young boys [sic]."

He
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believes this because, "if you got fish today, you [get] pay
today . . . more money and right now."
However, small-scale commercial fishing is not a highly
respected occupation.

Commercial fishermen who hold other

jobs such as teaching school are reported to be more respected
than those for whom fishing is the sole source of income, and
they are esteemed for their non-fishing occupation.

Yet, men

whose incomes are derived strictly from commercial fishing are
considered lower class.
context of Marshallese

Many sources explain this in the
society,

in which

defined according to their social
occupation.

role

individuals

are

rather than their

In particular, "power gravitates toward those who

can provide food."

Therefore, subsistence fishermen who feed

their households,

not uncommonly

fifteen

people,

are

accorded

consisting of twelve

traditional

recognition

to
and

respect because their effort and skill as food providers are
recognized

immediately.

However,

fishermen is not as 'public'.

the

work of

commercial

As many Marshallese observe,

a small-scale commercial fisherman can return home with a few
fish and the cash from their day's harvest hidden away in
their pocket.

Two other factors seem to influence the low

status of the small-scale commercial fisherman:

(1)

most

Marshallese believe that education makes a person better and
is the way to move up in life, a characteristic of peasants
intrigued with the opportunities of modern life (Rogers 1969)
and;

(2)

it is not 'nice' to earn wages by selling a good
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(fish) that is shared in the traditional culture even though
commercial fishermen may utilize their money to buy food.
Expatriates
commercial

and

fishing

Marshallese

would

recognize

commercial fishing,

local
be

the

entrepreneurs
regarded

economic

more

value

imply
highly

of

that
if

the

small-scale

as does the local entrepreneur who is

pleased that "the boys they really know now where is the good
money [sic]."

Nonetheless, the low status accorded to small-

scale commercial fishing can be overcome.
local

man

notes

that

a

successful

For example,

neighboring

a

commercial

fisherman has earned the respect of his neighbor children and
then their parents.

He has proven himself to others and his

self-identity has been enhanced in the process.

Also, a ten

year old boy quit school because he hated it, and now spends
his time around a fishing boat, socializing its crew, because
his ultimate goal is to become a professional fisherman.
Some RMI fishermen exhibit the occupational pluralism
evident in industrialized economies (Lofgren 1982) by shifting
temporarily into taxi driving and subsistence fishing during
the periodic stretches of several weeks when fish catches are
insignificant (such as during extreme tides or rough weather) .
They earn

less money as

fishing days:
twenty

dollars

taxi

drivers

than

on

successful

taxi drivers reportedly earn between ten and
a

day

plus

perhaps

a

bag

of

rice;

and

occasionally as much as fifty to eighty dollars under varying
arrangements between the taxi owners.

APPENDIX H
RESOURCE AND SOCIOECONOMIC IMPACTS OF FISHERY DEVELOPMENT

Resource Impacts: Depletion

This

study

attempts

to

document

the

perceptions

of

Marshall Islanders and knowledgeable expatriates regarding the
occurrence and extent of overfishing in the RMI as a response
to the development of small-scale commercial fisheries.

It

does not conduct nor have access to actual stock assessments.
However, perceptions regarding fishery resources can playa
critical role in fishery development by influencing people's
amenability to it.

First, this section considers perceptions

regarding resource depletion on outer islands and in Majuro.
Then,

it

examines

the

relationship

between

conservation

practices and resource management.
Rural fishing communities report that reef and lagoon
fishes seem to be as abundant as ever, and there does not seem
to be a

problem with overfishing of higher-trophic level

species such as grouper and snapper.
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The only exception was
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Toka,

Ebon,

together.

where

the

community

was

interviewed

Interestingly, it perceives that there used to be

more many reef fish.
since

entire

the

community

Their popUlations have been reduced

beginning

of

has

cash,

equipment.

more

the U. S.
which

Trusteeship

because the

was

to

spent

purchase

This increased the number of fishermen and thereby

the amount of subsistence fishing.

Also, they say that the

fish stocks seem to have declined on their own, or "maybe a
typhoon took our fish away to Namorik. tl
people laughed at this hypothesis,

Although all the Toka

they are half serious.

Rural fisherfolk on other islets also indicate that they do
not understand fish biology or popUlation dynamics.
Developing the subsistence fishery for export, and the
reef fishery in particular, generates considerable concern.
A former

Trust

Territory

exporting

reef

fish

to

marine

offset

biOlogist
imports

collapses of subsistence fisheries

explains

leads

to

(McVey 1987).

that

fishery
Further,

expanded fishing efforts to supply offshore markets without
effective fisheries management programs may cause Micronesian
subsistence fisheries to disappear
Fisheries Development Foundation]
1984) •

(U.S.

Congress

[Pacific

1987; McVey 1987; Baines

The outer islands fisheries development plan

appendix M)

(see

intends to retain reef and lagoon species for

local subsistence consumption.

However, urban markets exert

strong particularly strong demand for these products due to
consumer preferences (Elsy 1983).
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While outer island fisherfolk generally perceive that
their reef and lagoon fisheries remain relatively stable, the
majority of those interviewed believe that their tuna harvests
are

decreasing

(with

the

exception

of

Ebon

and

Arno).

Interestingly, this contrasts with the assertion of others
that overfishing does not apply to offshore species such as
tuna,

mahimahi or wahoo

Development Foundation]

(U.S.

Congress

[Pacific Fisheries

outer islanders cite their

1987).

reduced catch per unit effort as evidence, and attribute it
to Japanese long-lining.

Maloelap fisherfolk saw a Japanese

boat fishing inside the lagoon recently,
(Marshall Islands Journal 1983).

which is illegal

Also, Maloelap and Wotje

islanders reportedly see foreign boats fishing illegally on
the ocean side within twelve miles from the shoreline on
occasion.

This overfishing may exacerbate social conflicts

between subsistence and commercial

fisherfolk

over scarce

marine resources (Bailey 1987).
Overfishing was a greater concern in Majuro atoll, where
'

most

locals,

and

...

aliens

in

fishery-related

businesses,

indicate that increasing fishery development efforts to supply
local and international markets are adversely impacting its
fish stocks.

A commercial diver in Majuro claims that small-

scale commercial fishermen have overharvested many highlyvalued

medium

and

large-sized

reef

fish

species

squirrel fish and soldier fish (jera and mon).
depleted

nesting/grey

reef

sharks,

which

such

as

They have also
are

killed

by
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spearfishermen who find then a nuisance, or wasted by trollers
as incidental catch.

In areas that are exploited heavily,

fish reportedly become skittish, hide more, and live in deeper
and safer waters.
definitely

He says that, "there are areas which are

depleted,"

particularly

those

that

are

easily

accessible and used to be very productive, such as Mile 28.
He adds that large and medium groupers, Napoleon wrasses and
shark are being depleted near the channel and within the
lagoon.

Yet, another, perhaps less-informed source believes

that many groupers live near Ca1alin Channel (the major pass)
where marine and lagoon waters mix.
The diver points out that reef fish are depleted much
more easily than bottom fish:

reef fish are highly visible

and can be "cleaned out," but bottom fish are "thinned out"
because people cannot see bottom fish and move on to more
productive areas when their populations decline.

This makes

the bottom fishery more "benevolent" because it difficult to
impact

bottom

overfishing

fish

and

populations

marine

markedly.

pollution

are

Nonetheless,

reported

to

be

responsible for the declining number of groupers, snappers and
other bottom fish in the lagoon over the last five years and
the last two years in particular.

Majuro fishing interests

estimate that in Majuro 70 percent of the fishing effort is
directed toward reef fish and 30 percent toward bottom fish.
Informants expect overfishing to increase as the fishery
the very high demand for reef fish in an area with increasing
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urbanization and a decreasingly productive marine environment
encourages the fishery to become even more commercial.
instance,

a

For

fish merchant reportedly asked the commercial

diver to teach his employees scuba diving so that they could
spearfish to greater depths and catch more fish, but the diver
refused because he expects that it might result in the near
decimation

of

the

resource,

as

occurred

Nauru.

Perhaps

another reason is that overfishing on the reef has forced the
diver to move to less accessible areas to provide his tourist
clients with exciting recreational dives.

Sources warn that

oversubsiziding the commercialization of nearshore fisheries
may advance the overexploitation of reef and lagoon fisheries,
such as

snappers and groupers

(U. S.

Office of Technology

Assessment 1987).
The

Toka

community

exhibits

necessary

for

societies

to

resources:

(1) the resource is important to the society and:

(2)

it

is

perceived

as

two

conserve

being

limited

of
and

in

vulnerable to human impacts (Chapman 1987).

the

conditions

manage

their

quantity

and

Toka indicates

that it is not amenable to fisheries development because it
does

not want to

resource.

strain the already-stressed

In marked contrast,

subsistence

fisherfolk in Ine and Japo,

Arno say that they would "fish like crazy . . . catching 100
pounds of fish per day per man" if they had the opportunity
to sell the catch.

They accede that fishing this intensely

would reduce the resource so that in seven years there would
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be some fish left "but not enough."

Yet, this prospect does

not seem to dampen their enthusiasm or encourage a
conservative approach.

more

The difference between the Toka and

Arno communities may be that the traditional conservation
ethic in Toka,

Ebon is very strong,

owing to its relative

isolation and sense of community spirit.

In Arno, the lack

of a conservation ethic appears to be directly related to its
lack of future orientation.
future-orientation,

it

While Toka also seems to lack

appears

to

have

stronger

social

mechanisms to prevent the overexploitation of the subsistence
fishery.
Resource conservation measures could help manage the
fishery.

chi~fs

In the traditional setting,

conservation

through

many

mechanisms,

in

enforced marine
particular,

by

controlling the allocation of marine resources (Knudson 1970) .
The demise of these
foreign
Cycon,

cultures

systems as

has

been

a

function

discussed

of contacting

extensively

(Bailey,

and Morris 1986; Chapman 1987; Johannes 1981; Klee

1980; Pollnac 1985; Tobin 1952).

It has been suggested that

Micronesian

learn

fishery

managers

from

traditional

conservation and management systems and emphasize the local
management of marine resources

(U.s.

Office of Technology

Assessment 1987).
In

less

resource
informants

traditional

conservation
concur

that

areas,

mechanisms
fishery

another
is

set

emerging.

management

can

of

marine
Majuro
only

be
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fisherman says it was otherwise in its atoll-wide store that
operated for about fifteen years and until about 1982--its
history was not researched further).

PCVs apparently short-

circuited the testing of the cooperatives' inherent viability
by

shouldering

their

major

management

and

bookkeeping

responsibilities themselves.
Rural
attitudes

fisherfolk
toward

indicate that their generally poor

fishery

cooperatives

stem

from

their

experiences with failed cooperative stores, mutual mistrust,
lack of entrepreneurship and dependency.
30)

points

out,

"past

failures

As Pollnac (1988,

with

respect

to

the

organization of fishermen can have negative effects on future
efforts. II

In Arno,

fishermen acknOWledge that a

fishery

cooperative could potentially enable them to overcome the
infrastructural barriers they cite for the lack of fishery
development (e.g. lack of money,

ice makers,

ice boxes and

transportation), yet fear investing their money in a fishery
cooperative for the reasons mentioned above.

In addition,

the issue of forming a fishery cooperative may be irrelevant
in some relatively inaccessible areas,
community of Toka, Ebon.

as in the isolated

Its members are also unreceptive to

the concept because they perceive that their reef and bottom
fish populations have already been depleted and do not want
to encourage overfishing.
Marshallese informants say that establishing successful
outer island fishing cooperatives would necessarily require
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a name change to something like a Fishermen's Association or
Fisheries

Organization

as

a

prerequisite.

Also,

the

management problems that caused cooperative stores to fail
must

be

successfully addressed or

it

is

participation may simply repeat history.

likely

that

PCV

A Marshallese man

who had been designated to promote cooperatives says that the
PCVs could assist cooperatives best in a more advisory and
less managerial
concur that

role.

In Maloelap,

starting a

Marshallese and PCVs

new cooperative

in Maloelap would

require a major decision between the council, mayor, islanders
and

the

United

Nations

Development

Program

(UNDP)

that

operates the Maloelap Integrated Atoll Project as part of its
Regional Atoll Development Project (see next section).
Nonetheless, the government reports that it intends to
promote

fishery

cooperatives,

saying

that

Islands Marine Resource Authority will
programme

to

develop

commercial

fishing

"the

Marshall

undertake
among

a

major

the

local

population including the promotion of fishing co-operatives
(RMI 1988b,

14)" and -fs working to reestablish the Majuro

Fisherman's Cooperative Association.

Yet given the above

findings, these appear to have poor prospects for success.
Interestingly, in pursuing information regarding cooperatives,
an expatriate employee in the appropriate government office
was upset to discover that the registry of cooperatives the
office it is legally obliged to keep does not exist.
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Marketing Associations

Two marketing associations are examined next,

one by

the women of woja, Ailinglaplap and the Maloelap Integrated
Atoll

Project.

Woja,

Ailinglaplap

women

formed

an

organization in 1981 that has built a bum-bum to transport
fish,

traditional produce (banana, breadfruit, pandanus and

coconuts)

and handcrafts

(such as mats)

to Ebeye for sale.

It also sells fresh tuna in Ebeye which is caught in transit.
A local woman originated the idea of organizing her community
to make money after taking a trip to Ebeye where she saw great
opportunities

for

marketing

goods

from

outer

islands.

However, trading to make money did not look 'nice' since she
is married into the top ruling family.

So, she improved her

plans' appearance by co-opting two other women: a nurse and
educator who received her high school education in Majuro and
spent one year on scholarship at a California college, and a
woman married into an upper-strata family.
invited

all

the

women

on

the

island

These three women
to

join

their

organization, but -only fourteen friends out of an estimated
eighty women on the island accepted.

The seventeen women

marketed their handmade mats and their husband's fish catches
via field trip ship.

They purchased the materials for a bum-

bum with the earnings they saved.

The bum-bum was constructed

complete with a toilet elevated over the water on the stern.
Now goods harvested or caught by the families of cooperative
members are taken to Ebeye.

Apparently, the original founder
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now lives in Ebeye and functions as a marketing agent.

The

organization had already taken one trip to Ebeye and plans
another soon.

It has saved about $1,000 to purchase of a

radio for the bum-bum and a dinghy that the women estimate
will cost $1,200 to $1,300.
Once the organization became successful, women who had
declined the invitation to participate changed their minds
but were denied membership.

They became bitter over this

exclusion and were reportedly jealous of the organization led
by the California-educated "new chick on the block." So, two
sisters

formed

their own women's

excluded island women.

However,

organization with

other

this second organization

subsequently split into two factions over petty financial
bickering:
because

one sister is accused of being "not Marshallese"

she

counts

her

pennies.

The

second

women's

organization had a truck, which has fallen into disuse due to
disputes regarding which faction owned it, and a woman in the
original, successful organization expects that "it will rot."
The island also has a women's church organization and three
other men's production teams that do agricultural work such
as cleaning the underbrush from agricultural tracts to make
coconut trees grow better.
Organizing ,fish marketing from outer islands has been
attempted as a component in the UNDP's Maloelap Integrated
Atoll Project that began in 1985.
intended to:

(1)

This pilot project is

enhance self-sufficiency in the atoll by
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reducing the urban drift of its population;
demands

on the

central

government

(2)

resources;

productive revenue generating projects and;

reduce the
( 3)

promote

(4) disseminate

information by demonstrating a development model suitable to
a

small

coral

objectives

is

atoll
to

(RMI

deliver

1988b).
fish

and

One
copra

of

the

project

profitably

Maloelap and Aur atolls to Majuro and Kwajalein.

from

In 1987,

the UNDP provided Maloelap with a large steel hull boat with
a mast and a sail called the Buojlap (meaning big chain) to
enable this effort.

The project also calls for supplying the

Majuro Fisherman's Cooperative with five bum-bums to function
as feeder ships for the Buojlap, which is reportedly not used
for fishing because it is unsuitable (Trav!s 1987).
In 1987, the Maloelap cooperative required reformation
and

reregistration

activities

in

with

accord

specific

with

the

reference

UNDP

plan

to

(Travis

fishing
1987).

However, the only evidence found to support its existence was
a

concrete structure that an old fisherman says had been

intended to be used as a live holding tank for fish years ago
that never materialized for reasons unknown.

An expatriate

fish merchant mentions that a fishery cooperative supposedly
exists in Maloelap but it consists mostly of "men hav ing
coffee and donuts for ten minutes every morning."

Evidently,

it does not work because he knows of people who purchase fish
directly
traders

from Maloelap fishermen to reduce the number of
and

increase

their

profits.

A PCV

on

Maloelap
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suggests that the atoll council lied to obtain the UNDP boats
by saying that Maloelap had fishery cooperative.
Maloelap PCVs report that the Buojlap has only produced
a profit for one month but now keeps losing money, and that
continued losses will probably cost the atoll its use of the
boat.

Those who have pinned hopes on UNDP fishing initiatives

may be disappointed.
rece i ved

a

These include five men in Aur atoll who

one hundred doll ar grant

from

a

pr ivate

U. S .

foundation through a PCV, intended to upgrade their fishing
equipment

so

that

they can

spearfish,

salt

the

fish

transport them on the Buojlap for sale in Majuro.

and

Also,

fisherfolk on Olot, Maloelap express their hope that the UNDP
will provide the equipment they perceive as the prerequisite
to increased fishing and fisheries development.
Serious management problems
cultural

factors

of

sharing

related directly to the

and

reciprocity

confrontation are cited for this problem.

and

non-

PCVs suggest that

these barriers are so great that overcoming them may require
obtaining a

UN person to operate the boat.

Even a

1987

consultant considered this an option after attempting to train
Marshallese to operate the Buojlap (Travis 1987).
Inattention is a contributing factor to the Buojlap's
lack of consistent success as emphasis on the Buojlap has been
shelved temporarily in favor of canoe making.
in

Maloelap

justifies

this

because

"they

The UNDP worker
are

losing

the

traditional fishing pattern" as the old generation that failed
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to transmit the traditional fishing methods passes away.

He

observes that emphasizing fishing as well as marketing is
important because "fishing is the only means of living here
aside

from

gardening."

Hence,

he

divides

his

attention

between fishing, copra production and gardening.
Although the Buojlap is not yet a success story, the
UNDP's

has

progressed

in

other

areas

that

can

provide

instructive lessons applicable to fisheries development.
has

contributed

populated

$66,000

islands

to

in

infrastructure

finance

the

for

construction

the
of

It
five

water

catchments, wells and water-seal toilets, in descending order
of priority.

The islanders are required to provide sand,

rocks and labor for the water catchments and manual labor.
The

emphasis

on water catchments

seems excellent because

Maloelap appears to be quite dry and endured five months of
drought from 1987-88.
agent for change:

The UNDP worker has been an excellent

he teaches skills such as composting, and

reports that he motivated the people such that "I didn't force
them ever, they came to me and asked [for help]."

Marine capture

Several marine capture fishery development projects that
focus

on

exploiting

the RMI' s

vast

marine

resources

for

domestic and/or foreign markets have been attempted in the
past and are planned for the future.

Marine capture fishery

projects designed to export the product from outer islands to
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urban centers are difficult to implement for many reasons.
The first set of problems are logistical:
continuous

and

coordinated

they require the

functioning

of

numerous

preservation, storage, transportation and marketing systems
to bring consumers a highly perishable product.

Problems

often arise regarding the availability of diesel

fuel and

salt; operating generators, ice makers, ice boxes, salt; and
the dependability of transportation.

These make accomplishing

this type of export strategy so difficult that a fish merchant
remarks, "fishing is gambling."
Even where
local

and

infrastructure needs have been met,

expatriate

source

highlights

management

political problems as difficult barriers to surmount:

each
and
(1)

finding trustworthy traders and establishing regular marketing
arrangements;

(2)

cultural

and

attitudinal

factors

among

Marshall Islanders; (3) leadership and political factors such
as posturing, the creation of ad hoc barriers, corruption, and
the RMI's attractiveness to con artists and; (4) pUblic sector
resource mismanagement.

Local islanders and expatriates who

have lived in Majuro for any length of time observe that these
factors have led to several expensive losses for those who
invested their own or other's funds in projects that have not
materialized profitably.

This discusses these factors with

respect to private sector efforts to develop marine capture
fisheries.
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Tuna and Lobster Fishing and Canning
Many expatriates consider a combined tuna and lobster
fishing and cannery operation financed by private foreign
investors

as

the

RMI' s

capture proj ect.

most

promising

and

viable

marine

It is the only export-led outer island

fishery development project of its type in the RMI that is
actively operating.

An expatriate advisor stresses that it

is an excellent test for the viability of developing smallscale

commercial

fisheries

for

export

in

the

RMI

since

"economics, not goodwill, will determine the viability of the
project and of this type of export-led fishery development."
This project is also the only of its type in which a large
portion of investment has already been made (about $600,000),
reportedly
produced

out of the pockets of
a

physical

product--a

investors,
beautiful

and

actually

fiShing

boat

constructed in San Pedro, California and delivered to the RMI
in December, 1987.
The boat has thirty-two lines suspended from four poles
for catching tuna.

Each line can be retracted individually.

It also has a fifteen ton storage capacity and a salt water
ice maker.

The boat employs a crew of five or six men.

Each

month it would fish for tuna at one of the twenty-two selected
atolls, and

coll&c~

lobster from local youth who would be paid

fifty cents to one dollar per pound.

Advance contacts with

the outer island councils were reportedly made through the
respective senators.

The outer islanders seem receptive to
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the

prospect

(al though

because

they

infrequent)

it

perceive

income

source.

as
The

an

additional

investors

also

anticipate to profit from the venture.
A container that would operate as a cannery is being
constructed in California to enable local

fish processing

represents about half of the $600,000 investment.

It was

slated for completion in June 1988 and shipment to Majuro by
July.

Tuna would be filleted and frozen right on the ship,

and the lobster would be frozen.

After being transported to

urban Majuro and the cannery is in full operation (anticipated
by December 1988), the tuna would be canned and the lobster
smoked and canned.

The cannery would employ six to sixty

Marshallese women.

This large range apparently reflects the

start-up versus long-term employee needs.

Women are preferred

because the project directors perceive them as more reliable
employees than men.

An investor in this project anticipates

that women employees from all economic levels will probably
be attracted by a newspaper advertisement and word-of-mouth.
Some tuna

a~d

the canned, smoked lobster tails would be

exported to California in two-and-one-half ounce cans, where
they would be combined with a fork, napkin and mayonnaise and
sold in vending machines as snack packs.
reportedly
California.

sold

well

when

they

were

The snack packs
test-marketed

in

Locally-canned tuna would also be marketed in

the RMI per an agreement with the RMI Government.

It is

expected tn retail initially at 25 percent below the cost of
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other imported tuna (especially from American Samoa--due to
the lower transportation costs) and eventually rise once the
company gains a

large market share and the

fishermen and

employees demand more wages.
This plan appears viable for several reasons:

(1) the

investors have a large personal stake in the projects' success
and have exhibited considerable concern for it by traveling
to the RMI to monitor it;

(2) the project has already begun

operation and; (3) some advance test-marketing for the product
was conducted.

The project could profit both the investors

and the Marshallese significantly should it come to fruition
by creating employment, sUbstituting imported canned tuna, and
generating foreign exchange through exports.
Unfortunately,

the project has encountered personnel

difficulties and is undergoing several personnel shake-ups,
which reportedly include firing the captain and attempting to
hire a new one.

Expatriates offer possible explanations for

why the apparently savvy investors encountered these problems:
one says that the "con artist" boat captain had somehow duped
them with an incompetent business plan that did not determine
the

projects'

economic

feasibility

in

advance.

Another

suggests that perhaps the investors were less-than-careful
because they

wer~

trying to get rid of "blood money," perhaps

as a tax dodge, and notes that few people are willing to part
with

so

much

cash

up

front.

Curiously,

reportedly invested without a legal contract.

the

money

was

This is very
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unusual

for such a

international

large investment and one with unclear

jurisdiction.

Now,

the

investors appear to

believe that they were taken advantage of, and want to either
remove their money from the project or make it work.

They

prefer the latter.

Project X
A marine capture project that is the sUbject of much
discussion in the RMI envisions the creation and interaction
of

several

large

development,

an

components
airline

to

(e.g.

outer

transport

island

marine

fisheries

products

to

foreign markets on a reliable basis and a resort hotel complex
to bring in tourists and support the airline). However, it has
yet to produce tangible infrastructure.
Several expatriates describe the business plan as being
extremely poor and joke about various aspects of it, such as
converting a confiscated Nauruan ship in Majuro lagoon into
a foreigner-only gambling casino.

The plan was described in

an interview by the proj ect manager,
partner, "Y."
youth

to

purchase

fish
with

advertisement.

"X" and his business

Its most disturbing aspect is inducing rural
for

money

Sears

by

demonstrating

catalogues

and

what

other

cash

can

forms

of

This approach seems like an ugly definition

of development because it emphasizes material wealth rather
than improved nutritional status,
reduced infant mortality.

increased life spans or

Further, it is possible that these
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concepts, if implemented, would encourage rural youth to move
to urban centers where even more material wealth is available.
Hence, this would counter the intentions of X and y to reduce
rural to urban migration.
Most local and expatriates interviewed regard X as a
"con artist" and will not believe his project until they see
it.

They raise their eyebrows about the project, but hope it

materializes because rural Marshallese look forward to fishing
for a commercial market.

Virtually all informants caution to

take what X says with a grain of salt since he is looking for
investment

funds.

They

concede

that

he

may

have

good

intentions, yet would be a poor manager because he lacks good
business sense and an understanding of people.

After much

investigation, this study is not optimistic that the project
will succeed or even materialize.

Boatbuilding
A Marshallese

in Majuro has

operated a

building business for the last sixteen years.

wooden boat

He charges one

hundred dollars per foot for labor and materials, which he
buys in bulk to get a discount.
hundred

dollar

little."

down

payment

People pay him a five to six
and

the

balance

"little- by

The engine purchase is "up to the people who buy."

Also, he has three commercial fishing boats that sell to a
local retail store.
you know,

This man "only likes fishing business,

no boss [and because he earns sufficient income)
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not like millionaire .

.

. but to me the money enough .

[to] take care of family [sic]."

He ardently advocates the

economic and social value of small-scale commercial fishing,
and may able to convince other Marshallese of this.

Plywood Canoe Construction
An expatriate entrepreneur and former PCV to the RMI is
deeply

concerned with preventing

the

loss

of

traditional

culture while enabling the outer islands to develop.
attempting

to

establish

an

ongoing

plywood

canoe

He is
making

industry in Majuro through the local museum, and hopes that
outer islanders will choose to develop their skills through
it.

He reports that he is attempting to obtain a government

sUbsidy or grant of $10,000 to build the first twenty canoes,
after which the business is expected to be over the "learning
curve."
He says that plywood is an alternative material
breadfruit

for canoe construction,

to

but plywood canoes sit

higher above the water and therefore drift

faster.

This

interferes with bottom fishing in heavy winds because the
weight on the end of the handline will not stay on the bottom
(however, bottom fishing with a light wind but can be very
productive).
by:

(1)

A plywood canoe's faster movement can be slowed

adding rocks to the boat prior to embarking and

throwing them overboard as the fish catch increases or:

(2)
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increasing the number of fishermen in the boat, which can be
difficult since lines require a lot of boat space.

Shrimp Feasibility
An expatriate reports that he conducted a feasibility
study in Arno two years ago for harvesting deepwater shrimp
by using traps from boats.

He concluded that it was not

economically feasible due to problems with quality control
and transportation and refrigeration.

Although refrigeration

is available today, he says it is not worth it for him to try
it again for unspecified reasons.

Aquarium Fish Exports
An expatriate entrepreneur operates an interesting and
profitable aquarium reef fish exporting business in the RMI
that he developed by trial and error.

It has grown from four

to twelve employees in recent years.

It exports fish by air

to Honolulu three times a week and to Japan and Europe once
a month.
Majuro,

Reef fish are caught daily in cleaner portions of
then

observation

put

and

prevents them

to

in

holding

empty their

tanks

for

digestive

from dying during shipping

concentrations in the shipping water.

five

days

systems.

for
This

from high waste

This entrepreneur is

also experimenting with cUlturing baby giant clams (Tridacna
derasa) for export to aquariums.
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Shark Fin Exports
An expatriate fish merchant indicates shark fins could

be collected and marketed on a sustained business by two
people as a tangent to their existing businesses.

He says

that people have collected shark fins for five to six months
and then sold them.

For example,

a Taiwanese entrepreneur

interviewed once collected a container of shark fins

from

Japanese tuna fishing boats and exported them to Hong Kong
for a good price.

Expanding Markets
One

fish

market

is

being

created

as

a

partnership

between two expatriate men, one of whom, was interviewed.
plans to saturate Majuro's

retail

market

first,

then

He
the

domestic commercial fish market (schools and the hospital),
and ultimately export to

international markets.

Also,

a

single proprietorship fish market reportedly plans to expand.
The partner thinks that his strategy will double his company's
contacts, unlike that of the single proprietorship which can
expand

but will

contacts.

be

constrained

by

its

relatively

halved

He plans for the market to have its own freezer,

generator and other equipment, and reportedly has a building,
dock and a boat that was two-thirds built and slated

for

operation by fall, 1988.
Th_e partners plan to bUy fish from eight to sixteen
Marshallese

subsistence

fishermen

with

some

additional
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fishermen on the fringes.
are expected to sell.

Initially, five to ten fishermen

Despite the large market demand for,

M expects that no more than thirty men will be willing to
supply him.

Licensing Tuna Vessels
The RMI licenses foreign tuna vessels to fish within
its two hundred mile Exclusive Economic Zone.

Expatriates

generally perceive these rents do not filter down to the poor,
citing that familism keeps money in the hands of government
employees and their families.

Expatriates believe that tuna

licensing rents will enrich the government's general fund that
is spent on employee raises and travel expenses.

They suggest

this will raise the price of tuna and make it less affordable
to poorer, non-government workers.

Marshallese sources were

not questioned about this issue.

Mariculture
Mariculture projects have successfully produced giant
clams, shrimp, lobster, trochus, baitfish, milkfish, seaweed
and sponges in the Philippines, Hawaii and elsewhere.

It is

believed that many locations in the RMI would be suitable for
the

cultivation

Defense 1984).

of

some

of

these

species

(Department

of
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Giant Clams
The culture of giant clams is a particularly attractive
mariculture
sunlight

strategy

and

because

their

only

food

salt water since the mantle

of

inputs
giant

are

clams

"harbor[s] algal symbionts that act as an efficient internal
food source (Heslinga and Fitt 1987, 332)."

Asia generates

a strong market demand for giant clams where they reportedly
sell

for

$10.50

per

pound,

similar

to

abalone,

and

the

powdered adductor muscle is considered an aphrodisiac for old
men.

One source expects that overseas buyers willing to pay

twenty to thirty dollars per pound may be identified ([Kramer,
Jerry]

1988).

Giant clams support a

business (Skinner 1988).

$150 million a

year

Expatriates involved in fisheries

development believe that a demand for clam products of either
high or low quality (such as for canned soup)
exist.

will always

Pacific Islands are particularly suited to meet this

demand as the major supply sources (the Chesapeake Bay and the
Gulf of Mexico) become increasingly polluted.
A giant clam (Tridacna squasmosa and Tridacna gigas)
culture project in Mili receives considerable recognition.
Besides exporting clams, the project intends to reseed giant
clam populations on the outer island reefs that have been
depleted by overharvesting for local consumption and illegal
poaching by foreign fishing vessels.

Two expatriates manage

this project: one is involved in day-to-day operations and
the other does managerial work in coordination with a private
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Marshallese investor.

The project may shift its financial

arrangements away from

its present retail emphasis toward

those more interested in long-term development.
uses

low and appropriate technology,

This project

such as meeting

its

electrical needs and running its pumps with solar and wind
generators.
are

It is also environmentally clean.

perfecting

mariculture

techniques

to

The managers

work

out

minor

problems to prevent them from being compounded financially
once the project receives significant investment.

The project

is presently breeding more clams regularly than it can raise
through the grow-out stage (Skinner 1988).

Reportedly, the

project located in Mili because it has less theft and more
dependable labor than Majuro.

An expatriate (not related to

the Mili project) with considerable experience in the RMI says
that it is so impressive that "you look and that operation and
say it just cannot fail."
A pUblic

agency started another

giant

clam culture

project three years ago as a pilot project with the objective
of

reseeding

outer

island

consumption and export.

clam

populations

for

domestic

It attempted to spawn clams (Tridacna

derasa) by working with an aquarium fish exporter interested
in growing them for export for aquariums who notes that three
year old baby giant clams are a good size for aquariums.
Spawning

clams

in

a

synchronized

manner

is

ensured

by

pheromonal communication among individuals and diurnal, lunar
and

annual

environmental

cues

(Heslinga

and

Fitt

1987).
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Spawning attempts were observed-- they

reportedly

require

bright sunlight at three to five o'clock in the afternoon, an
extremely high tide and a new moon.

The agency was apparently

privatized recently when a private sector business purchased
it and the fifteen hundred clams.

Black-Lipped Pearls
A black-lipped pearl culture farm on a five-acre islet
in Arno has operated for four years and employs an average of
five to ten Marshallese workers.
project.

It is a very long-term

The oysters have been bred although they have not

been nucleated yet.

An insider who notes that the survival

rate for the pearls is very low and none of them are old
enough to export

does

not expect

the

project to

realize

profits.

Seaweed
Foreign

and

Marshallese

interests

are

reportedly

planning a joint venture seaweed farm to be conducted in the
lagoon of an atoll.

Seaweed culture in Philippine reefs

appears to be an attractive mariculture strategy.

The plan

requires local council approval because it would be within the
five-mile zone controlled by the council.
confidential.

It is currently

APPENDIX K
FISH PRESERVATION AND MARKETING

This appendix describes fish preservation and marketing
on outer islands.

Then, it discusses the domestic market for

fish in urban Majuro.

Preservation
Fish are preserved to save surplus catch,

for dietary

variation, to use for trips, and also to prepare for the time
of hunger (January to March) when imported and local food may
be scarce:

little or no rain falls, causing the pandanus to

ripen and drinking coconut (ni) to grow slowly.
preserved by

salting,

smoking,

or

freezing.

smoking are preferred preservation methods:
popular because, where available,

Fish may be
Salting and
icing is less

ice must be purchased in

advance of fishing trips that may be unproductive.

Salted

fish (ek sal) is boiled in salted water and then dried.
is edible for two to three months.
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It

A Jaluit fisherman reports
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that residents in his atoll salt fish,

and smoke them in a

four-by-four-by-ten foot smoker.

outer Island Fish Marketing

Fish are sold both within outer islets, and transported
to urban centers.
people,

On a Maloelap islet with approximately 150

fisherfolk report that they sell fresh fish to the

school for eighty cents per pound, and sell salted fish to
each other.

In an Ailinglaplap islet, villagers on one end,

Buoj, frequently sell fish to villagers on the other end of
the island, Aerok, about six miles away where the fishing is
poor.

Fisherfolk in the selling village say they share fish

with people they like, but charge those -who "bother" them.
wotj e atoll residents also reportedly sell sal ted fish to
deficient neighbors.

However,

fish are generally not sold

within outer islands because it is constrained by necessity,
the

sharing culture,

and expense

because

outer

islanders

cannot usually afford to buy fish from each other.
Urban centers provide a much larger market for outer
island marine

products,

maritime

communities

centers

(Forman

and

it

is

have many

1970;

evident

economic

Lofgren

1982) .

that

isolated

links with
Several

urban
Woj a,

Ailinglaplap residents sell fish to their relatives at the
Althea Bing

&

Company in Majuro.

Yet beyond this, few regular

marketing channels seem to exist.

More often, outer island

fish exports are directed to urban relatives in exchange for
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consumer goods such as coffee, tea, and food in the tradition
of

reciprocity.

As

a

Kaven,

Ma1oe1ap

fisherman

said,

"everything we need we can change with salted fish [through
urban relatives] and get our food."
solar-powered

batteries

on

Radios,

outer

operated with

islands,

facilitate

communications for transporting marine products.

For example,

Ma1oe1ap's senator in Majuro ordered thirty coconut crabs by
radio Taroa for a party, which had been hunted the previous
night and were
freight

found tied under a

arrangements

products vary:

breadfruit tree.

The

for transporting outer island marine

residents on one outer island indicate that

they always pay the air freight, often with money derived from
copra production; yet locals in other places say that the
urban relatives pay a deposit before the plane flies to the
outer atoll.

A Kaven, Ma1oe1ap fisherman says that as long

as they have money to pay the freight, "if we have the fish,
we send salted fish."

Urban Fish Market

Procurement, Demand, Seasonal variation, Pricing, Future
Marketing chains for domestically produced and consumed
marine

products

in

the

RMI

the

sinal1

population and atoll geography, and usually informal.

Fish

are purchased by markets,

are

short

retail stores,

due

to

restaurants,

the

school feeding program, the aging program and international
fish distributors.

The fish merchants

interviewed obtain
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fresh

fish

from

local

small-scale

commercial

fishermen;

purchase chilled and frozen bottom fish, tuna and salted fish
from field trip ships immediately after they dock in Majuro
from trips to outer atolls; bUy salted fish from Arno and
other atolls on an informal basis; and acquire smoked fish
from

a

Japanese

company

in Majuro.

Fish merchants also

purchase the surplus subsistence or recreational catch from
locals who have already met social obligations to share it:
a Majuro fish merchant estimates that 30 to 40 percent of
Majuro men fish three or more times a week, and 10 percent
sellon occasion.

A Laura man says he sells fish

if he

catches more than the thirty or forty pounds, and he needs
less than ten pounds to feed his family of six children.
Larger retail enterprises often take their own boats to
nearby Arno on day fishing trips.

One boat owner emphasizes

that, "we go to Arno to make really fast money" by harvesting
hundreds of pounds of fish "and dump[ing] them in Majuro."
Foreign tuna fishing vessels sometimes sell part of their
catch while docked in-Mdjuro.

Asian vessels reportedly pay

for fuel with incidental catch on occasion when they lack
cash.

Other times,

entrepreneurs

tuna boats sell

(often expatriates),

fish

to cash-paying

which reportedly angers

individuals who are unsuccessful

in obtaining the fish on

credit

and

(often

the

Marshal1ese)

local

fishermen

who

experience reduced pay for their catch due to temporary market
flooding.
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The demand for fish in Majuro is very high due to its
desirability,

availability

and

price.

A

fish

merchant

explains that the market is excellent because many people lack
boats, fishing equipment, or a household member who can fish,
and because it is convenient.
The scope of the Majuro fish market is hard to discern
because

data

concerning

both

subsistence

and

small-scale

commercial fishing activities are virtually non-existent.
MIMRA

(Marshall Island Marine Resource Authority)

recently

began to collect commercial fish marketing data from local
fish merchants.
officials that

However, MIMRA officers admit to visiting UN
these

statistics are

intended

for

foreign

consumption rather than domestic analysis and application.
Estimates of the domestic market for commercialized fish
range from eight thousand pounds per week

(Elsy 1983); to

three

marine

metric

tonnes

per

week

for

fresh

products

(Shepard and Clark 1984); to one thousand pounds of tuna per
day (estimated by a fish merchant interviewed in the present
study who had

ana~yzed

the market).

However, a store manager

explained that daily fish sales are hard to estimate because
the quantity purchased per day varies, fish are purchased in
bulk and frozen until needed.

Excess fresh fish is frozen

for later sale although the its value usually drops by at
least 30 percent once frozen (Elsy 1983).
Majuro residents indicate that the local fish market
would demaud more fish if they were so prov ided.

However, the
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Marshall Islands Journal (1986) reports that "the fish market
in Majuro is already saturated with a

big supply of fish

brought in daily by the many Majuro-based fishermen."

An

expatriate planning to open a fish market states that there
is a

"phenomenal" demand for reef fish and an owner of a

fishing boat submits that "there are never enough reef fish
on this island."

At one store alone, the manager says it can

usually sell one thousand pounds of reef fish in one day and
certainly five hundred pounds; at another the manager says he
sells as much fish as he can get, usually within one hour.
Majuro Marshallese say the most popular fish are sturgeon fish
(bulak), rabbitfish (mole), squirrel fish (jera), soldier fish
(mon) and unicorn fish (mona radah).
popular that,

Bottom fish are also so

"with bottom fishing you can I t

go wrong."

A

strong consumer preference for fresh reef and lagoon caught
species in the RMI dictates this demand (Kattil 1987).
A twenty-four foot boat fishes for tuna three times a
week, an operation that one fisherman comments "is big money
if you

can

sell

the

fish."

Interestingly,

a

commercial

fisherman says that marlin hooked while trolling are usually
cut loose because "catch marlin is good, but you lose two to
three hours [sic]."

It is assumed that marlin has a lower

profit

tuna

margin

than

because

it

is

not

as

popular,

therefore, it would represent a significant opportunity cost.
Marlin is often salted or frozen when it is caught.

smoking
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may be an option at the katsuobushi plant on Long Island,
Majuro, the operations of which were not investigated.
Fish

sales

vary

seasonally

availability on the market.

according

to

their

Tuna reportedly sell particularly

well in the spring when the waters are very choppy and it is
so difficult to fish that "you can sell anything."

The market

for all types of fish nears saturation only during the summer
when the waters are calm and the price reportedly drops to
fifty cents per pound.

While this is less profitable for

fishermen, it does make reef fish available to poorer people.
These seasonal variations have implications for strategies
entailing fish storage.
Fishermen are reportedly paid $1.00 to $1.20 per pound
for fish that retail stores sell for $1.45 to $1.60 per pound.
A local fisherman compares reef and bottom fish by saying, "I
think [the price] is about the same."

The price of fish in

Majuro is high relative to other Pacific urban centers due to
the

high

fixed

motorized boats

fuel

costs

for

operating

(Shepard and Clark 1984;

the

ubiquitous

Elsy 1983).

An

expatriate notes that both the price and demand for fish have
risen since he

fished commercially in 1970 to 1972,

when

fishermen were paid thirty-five cents per pound and could not
even sell fifty pounds of fish at one location.

Minimum wage

increases to $1.50 per hour are attributed to part of this
transition.
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Despite the overwhelming demand for fish and reported
abundance of marine resources, cultural constraints constrain
the

expansion of domestic

fish

marketing.

Enabling

fish

merchants to obtain larger gross profit margins on sales is
difficult because the population lives close to the sea and
has a high awareness of landed prices, and the level of the
subsistence fishery varies (Elsy 1983).

Further, local and

expatriate fish merchants indicate that they could legally
raise or fix fish prices across the board, but it does not
align with the Marshallese'
Also,

general habits and attitudes.

if one merchant raised the price of retail fish then

customers would just bUy elsewhere.

However, one large market

began price discrimination recently to increase profits:

it

sells sashimi at $2.75 per pound and other fish at $1.60.
Another mechanism to streamline the market and ensure
a regular fish supply would be paying fishermen upon delivery.
For example, an employee of the school lunch program reports
that fishermen choose it last for selling surplus fish.

Even

though the program pays more than other customers ($1.25 per
pound), fishermen must wait for the government to issue their
paychecks, which local sources report are often delayed for
months and may never arrive.

The program is reportedly trying

to organize a reliable fish supply but can only obtain fish
about twice a month.

Interestingly, it purchases and bakes

tuna because they are easier to prepare than smaller fish, and
also because of the poor and unsanitary water supply constrain
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the cleaning of smaller fish.

Also, the program administrator

reports that families have corne to depend upon the school
feeding program so heavily (as a result of U.S. pOlicies) that
children are expected to eat large quantities at school, and
often

attend

it more

to

acquire

food

than

to

obtain

an

education, citing that outer island classes are cancelled if
food shipments do not arrive.
An

expatriate

compares

the

future

of

fisheries

development with the experiences of retail outlets, explaining
that several businesses were started in the sellers market
following World War II by the older generation fell by the
wayside as competition increased.
declined

were

not

responded to the
ahead.

interested

in

Those whose businesses
competing,

challenge by forcing

while

themselves

others
to move

They "kicked and screamed" about the unfairness of

the new competitors and the change from traditional ways, but
then learned to become more efficient and competitive.

He

anticipates that fisheries will replicate this pattern as some
old-time fishermen will be able to change and compete while
others will be left behind.

APPENDIX L
PUBLIC SECTOR EFFORTS AND PLANS

The Marshall Islands Marine Resource Authority (MIMRA)
is attempting to develop the small-scale commercial fishery
with

several

tactics

that

are

discussed

in

turn

(re-

establishing a fisherman's cooperative, leasing small boats,
assisting

in

boat

loan

applications,

sUbsidizing

providing extension services and others).

Then,

ice,

proposed

plans for developing the small-scale fishery are considered;
one to develop outer island fisheries through the provision
of infrastructure, and those to develop mariculture.
The RMI government is working to reestablish the Majuro
Fisherman's Cooperative Association that ceased operations in
1982 due to maintenance problems and management difficulties
(Shepard and Clark 1984).
another

contributing

Serious financial problems were

factor.

One

problem

was

that

the

cooperative bought such large quantities of fish that they
could not all be marketed fresh,
160

obliging it to freeze the
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surplus, increasing the utility costs and usually decreasing
the value of the product by at least 30 percent (Elsy 1983).
In

the

1985,

effort

to

reestablish

the

cooperative

was

described as "perhaps the most immediate objective of the
government

and

the most

fishing community (U.S.
is

often stated

need

in the

Majuro

Department of Commerce 1985,

A local

fisherman

looking

forward to

because,

"I think is more easy

[to sell

its

21)."

reactivation

fish,

sic]."

A

fishery official says that the government is renovating the
cooperative building:

the roof and lighting was changed and

upgraded in 1987, but the ice crusher still requires repair.
The government plans to lease the cooperative building to a
private firm upon Cabinet approval but retain its oversight
responsibility.

It is planned that fish will be required to

meet quality standards and not purchased automatically.
The

viability

of

reestablishing

the

government

fisheries cooperative is strongly questioned by an expatriate
involved in port facility management who says, "I think the
co-op won't work worth a damn, mysel f . "

He notes that the

refrigeration system in the building had already been in place
twelve to fifteen years, and claims that it has so many leaks
that

people

are

environmentally
gallon).

always
dangerous

pouring
and

in

freon

expensive

gas,

(about

which
$3.33

is
per

He adds that when the building temperature rose to

fifty or sixty degrees Fahrenheit recently, its managers did
not consider the tons of bait stored in the refrigerator,
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"until the maggots were carrying it out the door.

. and

the place still smells bad!"
According to a MIMRA official, MIMRA is attempting to
obtain small boats to lease to fishermen to be acquired from
Japan as a grant-in-aid.

MIMRA is considering having people

apply for the boats and making distribution decisions based
upon the applications.

The officer believes that repaying

the boat loan from deductions

from the catch rather than

fishermen's paycheck will encourage them to use the boats for
fishing.

He considers providing more boats,

equipment and

training to fishermen as the key to developing small-scale
commercial fisheries,

and states that sufficient funds for

achieving this are available.
A UN advisor mentions that the RMI has invested in an

U.s.

old purse seine fishing vessel as a joint venture with a
company.

The boat is intended to use half expatriate and half

Marshallese

labor--a

labor

mix

which

inefficient, but may train local people.

is

expected

to

be

The boat needs a

soundness inspection, and the project requires the formation
of an oversight councilor committee.
progress

on

Marshallese

the

project

involved

have

has
not

been
yet

capacity and/or desire to develop it.

The advisor states that
sluggish

because

cultivated

the

the

human

Pacific Magazine (1988,

26-27) reports that the Marshall Islands Development Authority
has approved two million dollars for the deal, "half of which
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is being used to secure a loan through the Title XI program
which assists fisheries ventures."
In addition, MIMRA is trying to promote small-scale
commercial

fisheries

by

several

other

means.

One

is

reinstituting an evaluation system for boat loan applications,
in which MIMRA would help people prepare their applications
before they go to a loaning institution.

Selling fifty-five

pound blocks of ice for only one dollar is another MIMRA
mechanism for encouraging small-scale commercial fisheries,
which

started

in

late

1986.

Further,

a

fishery

officer

reports that one of his colleagues plans to begin recording
fishing lore from old fishermen with a VCR, and also establish
an extension component by forming fishery offices in outer
islands and radio shows.
Proposed

plans

for

developing

the

small-scale

commercial fishery also include one to provide infrastructure
to

the

outer

maricul ture.

islands,

and

ostensible

efforts

to

develop

A Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA)

employee discussed a plan being formulated to develop smallscale

commercial

fisheries

infrastructural components.
be

a

grant-in-aid

proj ect

in

Arno

by

providing

The JICA-managed plan seems to
from

the

government

of Japan,

possibly in exchange for obtaining tuna fishing rights.
sites are being specked in Arno.

Jetty

The plan will be implemented

in March 1989 if approved and funded by the Government of
Japan.
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The plan calls for reducing the travel distance between
Majuro and Arno by widening and deepening the very narrow
channel under the bridge in Majuro, which is difficult and
dangerous to navigate.

People often risk traveling through

the channel because it is a quicker, more direct route between
the Majuro lagoon and Arno,

a popular fishing site.

The

project would equip channel under the Majuro bridge with four
lights to aid nighttime navigation; two facing each other on
both the lagoon side and the ocean side.

The bridge would

also be reconstructed.
The project divides Arno into four zones, each of which
would receive; a community center,

fish aggregation device,

jetty and slipway,

fuel tank,

pick-Up truCk,

facility, generator and ice-making plant.

cold storage

Three spare ice-

makers and three spare generators would be provided in the
event that some break.

Two jetties would be constructed on

Arno's oceanside, closest to Majuro.

The other two would be

located inside the Arno lagoon with transportation to Major
via a proposed new channel

~o

be dredged north of Arno, Arno

between Ul-en and Keemmaan (see Arno map).

An all-tidal road

would also be constructed on the reef between Ine and Arno,
Arno to enable continuous land transportation between the two
villages.
This JICA plan appears to be the first step of a $16.6
million
resources

project
(which

to

commercialize

is described

outer

in the first

island

fishery

five year and
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rephased development plans, see appendix M).
case,

and if JICA is a grant-in-aid,

If this is the

it would suggest that

funds the RMI government has acquired through the Compact of
Free Association for developing outer island fishery resources
have not been applied for that purpose.
The

project's

secondary

intent

is

to

reduce

the

migration of job-seeking outer island residents to already
overcrowded urban centers (Kattil 1987), thereby improving the
standard of living by increasing income levels and employment
opportunities on the outer islands.

This project proposes to

transfer approximately twelve hundred people from subsistence
to

commercial

fisheries

Commerce 1985).

(u.s.

activities

Department

of

This represents a major restructuring of

employment in a country with only 40,000 people.

It would

equip twenty-five atolls with one fishing base each, including
an

ice maker and

a

forty-five

foot

collecting boat,

and

develop a network of refrigeration and ice-making facilities
and a

fleet

of

refrigerated transport vessels to deliver

fishery products from the outer islands to Majuro and Ebeye
markets (U.S. Department of Commerce 1985; Kattil 1987).

An

alternative tactic is to focus fishery development efforts in
urban

centers

that

already

have

the

prerequisite

infrastructure and transportation services to avoid investing
in a costly support system for the outer islands and causing
outer island fisheries to develop as a function of their links
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with urban centers (U.S. Department of Commerce 1985, 20: U.S.
Department of Defense 1984).
In addition to the outer island development project,
the original and rephased Five Year Development Plans donate
a few lines to projects to establish a mariculture laboratory,
construct outer-island rearing pens for juvenile clams and
trochus,

and to hold lobster and sea cucumbers for export.

Fisheries officers interviewed in this study mention neither
of these ostensible plans.

APPENDIX M
THE OFFICIAL DEVELOPMENT PLANS FOR THE FISHERY SECTOR

Source;
1.

Although
~

RMI 1984b

ORGANIZATION AND DEVELOPMENT
fishing has historically been a subsistence activity on

large enough

sc~le

to maintain self-sufficiency.

the changing

structure of the economy and society has resulted in the
no

longer

belnq

self-sufficient

The

requirements.

growth of

in

its

popul~tion

fish

country

consumption

and shift of nearly

percent of the population to the two urban centers at DUD
~nd

~O

M~juro

Ebpve has led to the importation of fish.

Government efforts to develop a local
such

imports

successful.
to

the

with

and

generate

fishing industry to

ecports

To a large e>:tent this

h~ve

l~ck

been

of progress

limitation5 of the OffIce of Marine

inadequate bUdgetary allocations.

not

r&pl~c.

been due

h~5

Resources.

the office

w~s

Funds

not

been

.,
abl~

an

to recruit the

effective

currently

p~rsonnel

development

includes

to

to design and
The 5taff

program.

comm~rcial

UN Volunteer proqram.
eHpected

required

of

administer
the

Office

fishing e>:pert hired through

the

A marine biologist and a stati5tician are

JOIn the office in September 1984,

Peace Corps program.
Several
with

foreiqn

local

Although
catch

investors have formed

investors

current

to eHploit

joint

resources

venture
in

this

companies
sector.

production levels of these operatlons are

rates are improving

and indications are that
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e>:port

low
of
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fish will commence In the

sClr-plus
ventur-e

joint

companies

sur-veys

~nd

to

'/entur-e

company ",11ic:h

~nd

o"m<;;.;,

has been

e~por-ts

be enr.:our-aged

collect their- own

fr-esh fish

air-fr-elghting
these

f~r-m

wIll

to

near-

fcttur-e.
to

conduct

fish.

b~it

These
bait
joint

A

long lir",e vessel has r-ecently begun
H~w~ii

e~cellent

~nd

The

J~p~n.

quality

the company plans to

and

of
add

thr-ee mor-e vessels to Its Majur-o oper-atlon.
Tr-oChus shell
a

button

mater-ial

is

e~por-ted

dur-inq season.

factor-y will be established
(See Chapter- Ten,

Our-ing the Plan p.riod
this snell as a

u~ing

Manufactur-ing, Tr-ade,

r-aw

and Finance), A

black-lip cultur-ed pear-I pr-oJect has begun on Arno.
A

pr-ojec::t

to

constr-uct thr-ee local

fishing

inItiated r-ecently by a local builder-.
this

pr-oject

have

vessels

has

been

The investment fund5 for

been provided as a loan

from

the

Economic

Development Loan Fund.
A

dock and a

~OO

ton

fr-o~en

cold stor-age facility in

under construction by Japanese inter-ests.
designed

These facilities

fishing

gr-ounds and Japan and '1P-sse15 will

cargo and take on supplies at Majur-o.
phase

is

ar.

to assist the oper-ations of th. Japanese fishing fl ••t.

The installations will r-educe fishing ves5el travel
the

Majuro

pr-ovides

for-

the

time

between

bunker,

unload

The proj.ct in its 5.cond

constr-uction of

a

marine

ways

and

Fisher-men's

Co-

machines shOp.
The

Gover-nment

is taking steps to r-evive

op.r-ative Association of MaJur-o.

the

and it is propos.d to run it as
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a

associatior•.

mar~~etlng

5inc~

new

equipment
to

purchased.

the

Resources.

2.

50 percent of

1982 and

owing

This ASSOC13tion has

budg~t

been

inactive

its equlpment is worn .out.

Although

limitations

Office

M~rine

of

Efforts are being mnde to correct the situation.

constitute

a m.jor potential

the economy of the Republic.
concerted

effort

signlfic~nt

country's

and the

fishing
to

can be

1ndustrv.

deficit,

.nd migration to the

continue

to be

time

rel~tiYelY

developing

of

reali~ed

in development of

Such development

the correction of

as low incomes in Outer

resource for

The Government considers that with

~doption

achievements

contrlbutlons

some

th~

of

it,

PROBLEMS AND ISSUES

Fisheries

such

inst~ll

it was not possible to

imbalances in

I51~nds.
urb~n

make

c~n

the

unemployment,

centers.

the
major

economy,
the

trade

The Republic will

dependent on its marine resources

to come 1n view of the scarcity

of

other

for

resources

available for development.

Problems

constra1ning expansion of production

~nd

export include

the follOWIng:

-

the

Republic

does

not

have

a

fishing

facilities necessary for supporting such
facilities are

inadequ~te

country's

limited

by

artisanal

or

fleet;

possible for foreign

fleets to UEe the country as a

the

~

fleet

fishing

fishing basel

fishermen's

lack of know-how in fish

oper~tlons

proce.sing,

are
and
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transport means,

inadequacy of equipment,

and stor.ge

and marketing facilities.
-

Inadequate

incentive5

constrains the possibility

for

increasing fish production in the outer Islands is lack
of

-

incentives.

insuffici~nt

~nd

the

impede

Irrequl.r supply of fresh water

development

The

fish

processing

such as fish canning.

activities on Majuro,
3.

mOljor

of

would

OBJECTIVE
objectives of the

fj~heries

sector during the Plan

period are:
- to

en pOInd domestic

imports and to

fish production in order to replace

incre~se e~perts:

te develop the small-.c.le
cempen~nt

of

the

fish~ries

secter a s .

eceneR>Vc

country's

enceur.ging the development ef artisanal
-

te

bOIse,

fiShing;

by

and

develop Majure's internatienal deck area fer use by

foreign fishing fleets .5 •
4.

majer

base.

STRATEGIES
Artis.n.l

fisheries will be develeped through provisien

infrastructure

services

marketing facilities
based

mainly

including

te suppert

fish

preservatien

of
and

sm.ll fisheries activities

in the Outer Islands,

.nd advice

en

fish
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handling

and

preservation,

marketing of fiSh,
and outboards,
-

In

better

fishing

t~chniques,

repairing and maintaining diesel engines

and constructing fishing vessels:

order to ensure development of marine resources and

maintenance

of optimum yieldS,

the

a continuous system of fish

breeding will be developed:
-

The

encourage projects

will

government

sector.

particularly

in the form of

foreign

and domestic inve.tor.,

in

the

priv.te

joint venture5 betw.en

and will provide

r.l.vant

~nfrastructure services;

will

inform.tion
fisheries

be

sector,

collected

res.arch

on

carried

all

aspect.

of

the

out,

and

results

improve

the

.conomic

dissemination.

4.

PROGRAMS AND PROJECTS

The

objective

situation
employment

in
in

of
the

this

proj.ct

i.

to

outer islands through incre.sing incom..

fisheries.

It will

lead to .n incre.s.

in

country's fish production and. resultant great.r fish .upply
fresh fish to urban areas,

and"
the
of

thus reduce the need for fish imports

and promoting the export of fish products.
The

project provides for the con.truction of fish b • • • • with ice

making
fi~h

facilities

on 24 .tolls .nd islands each with a

4~

feet

collector vessel capable of holding 10 tons of fi.h in .mall
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portable Refrigerator Sea Water

IRSW)

both coastal- and lagoon-type craft
Clnd

tan~s.

Fishermen will

lapproRimately 400 in number)
a~

deliver their catches to the collector vessel

every other day.
center

These catches will

lone each per district)

Periodically

once

be delivered to a processing

or

canned

prod~lct s

these

leClst

where they will be pre-processed

frozen:

graded,

(sarted~

u~e

wi 11

be

dried)
loaded

stored.

imd

onto

trOlnsport vess.. l

refrigerated

holding capacity and then be transport ..d to Majuro.

Ther .. ,

fro ...n

for

loaded directly into containers.
b..

undergoing

standilrds.
container.

quality

a quality control to be ensure they meet

and sealed,
Tho5e

etc.) .

40

strapped,

rejected

The

and

export

pillletized and lo.ded into

wi 11 be graded for

converted

ton

These products in cartons will

processed into other commerci.l prOducts,
smol:ed.

with a

70-ft.

refrigerated

bul~

lone per district)

a

local

5011.5

Isalted. dried.

wilste heilt frbm the

il
or

canned.

generators

would be used to drv fish.
Maximum

effort

will

geilr.

etc.

engin .. s!"

to

The Marshall

Loan Office IMIEDLO) will
the purchase of

made

be

standardize

fishing

hulls,

Islands Economic Development

extend loans to qualified flshermen for

fishing vessels.

To ilvoid Ciguatera, the sale of certain bottom fish species would
be

prohibittrd.

All

processing water from

or

the

lagoon

wells,

from

would p.ss

catchm..nt

through

chlorine-monitoring system.

..

.n

systems,
automatic
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SalF.'s

will

require the services of commission

major cities.
gasoline,

To

defr~y

flshing

gear.

food,

etc:.)

the

wi 11 be

tun~,

hauled on the return trlp. Perfect quality yellow fin
~!~i,

in

operating costs,

cartons.

parts,

brokers

~~bl=

could be flown from the sub-district centers to Hawaii

via

Majuro.

Training and

in5tructi~n

in all phases would be required.

would be encouraged to collect reef resources and process
Under

Women
fish.

collect

contalner vans all the required equipment,
worl:

m~chinerv,

another si teo
lagoon

and

A

on a fishing

b~se

fathometerlson~r

tools,

in

materials and

to completion,

then move to

survey would be made inside the

outside the reefs to locate

mark

~nd

un-discovered

prolific fishing sites.
The

project

will

be implemented either

by

a

qualified

and

reliable private enterprise, or by a government owned corporation.
(bl
The

M.riculture

purpose

of this project is to

mollusks and other
ls1ands.

Tnis

Arno Atoll.

Marshallese

m~rine

will

fish on the reefs.
on

L~bor~tory

juvenile

si~e

sprat

of

species so that tney can seed tne outer

help to maintain

commerci~l

A black lip pearl venture

h~s

quantities
.lready

to begin clearing land

and

of

beQun

A marine biologist will be s.nt to Arno with

counterpart

adult specimens.

re~r

a

collecting
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(c)
All

Training Project
~id

training opportunities offered through

coordinated to ensure

th~t

M~rsh~llese

gr~nts

or

will be

fishermen get the

m~ximum

benefit from such opportunities.
(d)
The

Reactivation of Old Co-operative

storage

space provided and the ice produced will cover

cost of putting the old
machine
and

cooper~tive

back into

the

evaporators

condition.
elements

The

inside the building

rood

~ppear

and the compressors,

Its ice

oper~tion.

is nearly new while the cold Gtorage and

room.

free~ing

to be

in

which hang

outside.

the

good

in

in

a

the
well

sheltered lean-to type bUIlding adjacent to the cold store.
(e)
A

Foreign

Fish~ng

Ba •• Project

Japanese company has recently agreed to install a

storage

facility

storage

of the project will be a marine ways and

The Office of

for this project.
~ccommodat.

This

MT

The

and an unloading dock in Majuro.

M~rine

~Ok

machine

cold
s.cond
shop.

Resource. will render every possible support

A rest and recreation center

will be built to

Japanese officers and fishermen.

project is designed to build pens at strategic locations in

outer

islands to hold juvenile clam and trochus and

keep

alive

other

important species such as lobster and beche-de-mer.

until

enough are

~vailable

for processing or transport.

Such pens

c~n
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be

built

low cost if equipment such

at

bulldo=ers

~s

L.C.U.'s.

used to build the Outer Island aIrstrips

backho&
be

c~n

m~de

avaIlable.
(9)
The

Surveillance and Monitoring Project

objective

marine

this project is to protect

Surveillance
also

planning

of

involved

Economic

flights and cruiser used for this

control
Marine

of these Activities be

Resources

since

the

r@quire knowledge of fishing

habits

of

v~rious

species of fish.

(h)

control

the
Zone

purpose

monitor fish resources.
~nd

Office

shared

~nd

with

the

activities

technic~l

techniques,

those exploiting the resources

customs

identification

~nd

of

Resource Assessment Vessel

The marine resource of our Republic
c~re

and

resources within the Republic's Exclusive

(EEZ).
will

of

must

be

exploited.

quite

sUbstanti~l.

over

This reqUIres tasking stock of these resources

from

th~t

these resources

But

not

t~k@n

to ensure

~re

~re

time to time.
In order to assess whether
and
does

to
not

be able to
f~ll

~

regul~te

below

the

given type of fish is over-exploited
fishing to ensure
m~ximum

th~t

sustain~ble

fish
yield,

necessary to develop data on fisheries

dyn~mics.

A vessel

sophisticated electronics is required,

for this purpose.

supply
it

is
with
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11>
Although
is

Deepening and Widening
th~

e~isting

incomplete.

Sm~ll

Boat Channel

small boat channel has proven effective,

During

the

last

si~

months

at

cap»i~ing5

with

loss

capsi~ings

with

near loss of life were reported.

requires deepening

~nd

of gear.

and vessel damage

least

it
six

and

on

two

The

channel

widening on the ocean entrance as well the

provision of buoys and lights.
Ij)
The

Small Boat Basin

need for building a small boat basin adjacent to

boat channel has been identified.
for

cost

encourage

fishermen.

activities.
activitie~

The

b.~in

small

It would reduce the operating
more

fishing.

would have slips and a

such as Sale of fuel

the

and food,

boat

ice mal:ing,

ramp,

and

and motor

repair would be located in the premises.
(1:)
The

Resource Development Vessel

waters

mollu~1:

of

our

which are not

Republic abound with species
bei~g

utili%ed.

of

fish

and

Efficient exploitation of

such resources require ability to locate them and the adoption of
proper fiShing techniques.
fishing

exploitation

Furthermore,

must be

~pread

to reduce possible over-

over a. many

varieties

possible rather than be lImited to one or two specieB.
with

varied fishing gear,

this tas!:.

is required,

in order to

as

A vessel
accomplish
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(1)

Ebeye Development Project

In order to encourage fish production in Ebeye its infrastructure
for

fishing has to be developed.

boat basin,

availability of fuel,

There is •
ice,

need for

a

amall

and a fish m.rket besides

protection from weather.
(m)

Project Operation Center

fisheries

development

office with proper

program effectively.

communic~tions

and related facilitiES.
the

wharf

which

would

facilities.

it needs a
storage

central
capacity,

This building will be located along.ide
harbor

the

four

ve.aela

under

the
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Source:
1.
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ORGANIZATION AND DEVELOPMENT

organization
since 1986 the organizational s~ructure responsible for the
protection, management and development of marine resources has
been sUbstantially reorganized. Earlier, such responsibility was
divided among severeal agencies. For example the Office of Marine
Resources was responsible for the development of local fishing
industry while the Ministry of Foreign Affairs was responsible
for the conclusion of foreign fisheries agreements. Interior and
Outer Island Affairs was in charge of advising local councils for
the control-and development of fishing in the outer islands.
In order to bring all these different agencies under one common
umbrella and to unite their efforts in the development of the
fishing industries the Marshall Islands Maritime Authority (MIMA)
was reestablished in 1986. This is a ztatutory body responsible
for all aspects of marine resource development includi.ng the
patrolling of the Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ).
It- functions
under a Board of Directors who serve under the Minister of
Resources and Development. When legislation to formally set up
MIMA is passed,
it is expected that the Board of Directors will
consist of secretary of Resources and Development (Chairman),
secretary of Foreign Affairs, Secretary of Interior ana Outer
Island Affairs, Chief Secretary, Secretary of Finance and Chief
Planner. A Managing Director serves as the chief executive of the
authority,
who is assisted by an Assistant Director. The
functions of the Authority are organized under three divisions:
Management, Administration and Development. Under Management
comes all surveillance activities. Its staff include a master,
engineer and crew for the patrol boat, a research Officer, plant
manager and two observers. Staff in Administration consist of an
accounts officer, a secretary and information officer and a
statistical officer. The Development division consists of an
extension officer and two project officers.
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Development
with the implementation of the Compact in October 1986, Compact
tied funds for marine resource development became available. with
some of this money a patrol boat to police the EEZ was purchased,
drydocked and equipped in the United States and should arrive
shortly on island. A related and a salutary development was the
signing of the U.S.Multilateral Fisheries Treaty in Papua New
Guinea in April 1987. The treaty is now awaiting the ratification
by the signatory governments. Marshall Islands which was a
signatory country to this agreement will stand to share in a
total aid package of $12.0 million per annum under the agreement.
Since the present development plan was formulated in 1984 a
fishing base was constructed in Majuro with Japanese government
assistance. The base has a freezer plant and a chilling plant
with capacities respectively of 200 and 50 tonnes. The renovation
of the old co-op was undertaken during these years and the
project is now near completion.
Although surrounded by 750,000 square miles of sea, commercial
fishing activities of the Republic are quite small. Large scale
commercial fishing in the Republic's waters is done mostly by
Japanese fishing boats under an agreement between the government
of the Marshall Islands on the one hand and the Federation of
Japanese Tuna Fisheries Co-operative Associatio~s and National
Offshore Tuna Fisheries Association Japan on the other. The
fishing agreement is signed for one year and has been renewed
every year since March 1981. Under the agreement the Japanese
fishing organizations are permitted to fish only tunas, tuna-like
fishes, billfish, skipjack and other species caught incidentally
thereto, and only by means of long-line, pole and line and handline. Purse seine fishing is prohibited within the "Fishery-Zone"
of 200 nautical miles. Under the agreement all Japanese longline
or pole and line vessels operated by members of the fishing
organizations signing this agreement are charged a two tier fee:
a registration fee and a permit fee. The registration fee is a
fixed fee (36,000 yen in 1985-86) whereas the permit fee is
determined according to a formula which takes into account the
injtial permit fee per metric ton,
(34,591 yen for the first
month 1985-86 for all sizes of vessels) amount of catch per trip,
monthly' catch price and the initial catch price.
Government revenue from this source over the period 1981-86
as follows:

were
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TABLE

X-I

FISHING AGREEMENT REVENUE, 1981-86

Fiscal Year

Revenue
($,000)

1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986

1,000
1,275
625
842
663
654

-----~-----------------------------------------------------------

Source:

Ministry of Finance.

A small scale tuna processing factory exporting dried tuna,
(Katsubushi) to Japan was set up in Majuro in 1985. A small tuna
cann~ng
factory producing approximately 500 cans of tuna a day
was commenced in Majuro in 1987. Meanwhile at least two other
locally based small companies are making preparations to commence
commercial scale fishing operations. One of these companies will
lease the freezing unit of the renovated old co-op from the
government.
During the two years 1984-85 the Marine Resource Division was
headed by a Chief Fisheries Officer contracted under a UNDPj
Government executed project. Although much work could not be done
due to the lack of financial resources for the Division,
the
following tasks were accomplished.
- the writing in co-ordination with the Ministry of Interior and
Outer
Island Affairs,
of sample ordinances
for
local
governments to use in regulation operations of foreign fishing
vessels in order of local council jurisdiction;
- preparation of Chapter on Fisheries in the first five year plan
and the related project profiles;
- deep water fishing survey of the South Pacific Commission;
- an assessment of
Distribution Inc.;

tuna stocks

undertaken

by

Hawaiian

Fish

- creation of an awareness of the need to develop commercial
fishing. An office building for Marine Resources and Resources
and Development is currently under construction.
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2.

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the fisheries sector during the rephased
period are:
- to increase domestic fish production
replace imports and to increase exports;

in

order

Plan
to

- to develop the fisheries sector as a major component of
the
country's economic base,
by encouraging the
development of artisanal fishing as well as locally
based large scale commercial fishing;
- to promote locally based fish processing
both on a small scale and on a large scale;

activities

- to develop Majuro's international dock area for use by
foreign fishing fleets as a base;
- to enhance the Republic's capacity
Exclusive Economic Zone.
3.

to

protect

its

STRATEGIES
- Artisanal fisheries will be developed gradually through
provision
of
infrastructure services
including
fish
preservation and ~arketing facilities to support
small
fisheries activities
based mainly in the Outer Islands,
and advice
on fish handling and preservation, better
fishing techniques,
marketing of fish,
repairing and
maintaining diesel engines and outboards, and constructing
fishing vessels;
- in order to ensure development of marine resources and the
maintenance of optimum yields, a continuous system of fish
breeding will be developed;
- the government
will encourage projects in the private
sector, particularly in the form of joint ventures between
foreign and domestic investors, and will provide relevant
Infrastructure services;
- information
will be collected on all aspects
fisheries
sector,
research carried out,
and
disseminated;

of the
results

- a system of activities will be developed for the purpose
policing the Republc's EEZ; and

of

- a system of regulations governing domestic and foreign
fishing activities and promoting foreign investment in
fisheries sector will be developed.
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4.

PROGRAMS AND PROJECTS

(a)

Outer Island Fisheries Development. During the plan period
this project will be limited only to Arno Atoll. After it is
established it will then be gradually extended to other
atolls. The concept of the project is to develoip the
existing artisanal fishing of a subsistence nature,
into a
viable commercial fishing system, through the introduction
of modern fishing techniques and equipment, and a marketing
system. The project will develop four fishing complexes in
Jabonwod, Rearlaplap, Ajeltokrok and kebjeltak in the Arno
Atoll. A fish marketing center shall be developed close to
the new dock in Majuro. Each of the fishing complexes will
be a community center used for education and training of
fishermen and with the infrastructure facilities such as a
landing jetty, a shipway for fishing vessels and communications system, supply facilities for fuel,
fishing and ice
gears, supporting facilities including weigh scales and
transport vehicles, and repair facilities. The project will
use about 15 small modernized fishing vessels of several
models a 40-foot diesel powered research vessel and a 50
foot fish transport vessel equipped with a radio communications system, echo sounder (sonar) and a cooling unit for
insulated fish holds.

(b)

Mariculture Laboratory.
The purpose of th~s project is to
rear juvenile size sprat of mollusks and ·other marine
species so that they can seed the outer islands.
This will
help to maintain commercial quantities of fish on the reefs.
A black lip pearl venture has already begun on Arno Atoll.
A marine biologist will be sent to Arno with a -~rshallese
counterpart to begin clearing land and collecting adult
specimens.

(c)

Outer-Island Rearing Pens. The project is also designed to
build pens at strategic locations in outer islands to hold
juvenile clam and trochus and keep alive other important
species such as lobster and beche-de-mer, until enough are
available for processing or transport.
Such pens can be
built at low cost if equipment such as L.C.U.'s, backhoe
bulldozers used to build the Outer Island airstrips can be
made available.

18)

(d)

Ebeye Marina. In order to encourage fish production in Ebeye
its infrastructure for fishing has to be developed.
There
is a need for a small boat basin, availability of fuel, ice,
and a fish market besides protection from weather.

(e)

Project Operation Center.
For the Office of Marine
Resources to be able to manage its fisheries development
program effectively,
it needs a central office with proper
communications facilities, storage capacity, and related
facilities.
This building will be located alongside the
wharf which would harbor the four vessels under the supervision of Marine Resources.

(fl

Air Surveillance Equipment. The purpose of this projects is
to detect fishing vessels illegally fishing in the EEZ of
the Marshall Islands by using aircrafts for the purpose. At
least one aircraft of the airline of the Marshall Islands
will be equipped with photographic equipment capable of
taking pictures of ships violating EEZ space. The pictures
will provide an identity of the ships concerned with their
locations. The aircraft will notify the patrol boat/s of the
location and identity of the ship/s, so that the patrol
boat/s can move into the location to take the ship/s into
custody. The cost or the project is estimated ~t $320,000.

(g)

Patrol Boats. The Republic has just acquired a patrol boat
to police its Exclusive Economic Zone. Another patrol boat
will be acquired-at an estimated cost of $549,000.
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